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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION

AN ASPIRATIONAL PLAN

MATERIALITY

After a history of sporadic strategic planning approaches the Rye

As a result of the stakeholder and community consultations and

The materials of place have been supported by an assessment of

Township Plan aims to consolidate and build upon previous work

Public Exhibition the Rye Township Plan is built around four key

the existing materiality of the project area that draws from local

to deliver an outcome that encapsulates the needs and desires

principles:

cultural assets and environmental concerns to propose a palette

of the local community. It has been developed through a deep

•

of materials, planting and stormwater management precedents.

Preserving the natural environment and promoting Rye
as a demonstration Township for sustainability and

consultation process with the community, its representative

eco-living,

TOWNSHIP PLAN

desires to enhance the existing natural assets, engage with the

•

Improving connections for pedestrians and cyclists,

Building on the feedback of the community, recommendations are

cultural history of the township, and improve the area’s ability to

•

Building on existing culture and heritage to promote a

in Township Plan comes together around a series of key projects

sense of place and local identity,

and places that together reflect a new character for Rye. There

Creating a revitalised public domain to establish a

are nine key places and spaces that are proposed for the creation

thriving destination across all seasons.

of a local character that is at once coastal, vibrant, relaxed, and

leaders, Council representative and Councilors to deliver on

continue to take advantage of its enviable position on Port Phillip
bay.

•

CONTEXT

expressive of the community’s values towards the environment,

As a bayside community the Rye township experiences a large

These four principles have been translated into four key strategic

influx of tourists during the summer months looking to enjoy

themes that provide an overview of the aspirational qualities the

the existing coastal environment and vibrancy of the township.

proposed Rye Township Plan should engage with, these are:

However, this also results in unsafe and undesirable congestion

•

people & environment

issues. Conversely, the small businesses that thrive during the

•

people & movement

summer months struggle through the cooler months as the pace

•

people & economy

and vibrancy of the township subsides. Rye’s current structure

•

people & place

and amenity is not able to cope with this flux and the extreme

Each of these principles engage with different elements whilst

condition at either end of the cycle.

keeping people and the community at the heart of the plan.

METHODOLOGY

TOWNSHIP OVERLAYS

The development of the Township Plan has been supported by a

With the four principles and strategic themes driving the analysis

rigorous process that began with a review of the existing strategic

and conceptualisation of Rye the Rye Township plan has been

documents before an in-depth analysis of the area’s, historic,

informed through a series of high level township overlays. These

cultural and environmental elements was undertaken to better

overlays analyse the existing conditions of the environment,

understand the opportunities, challenges and aspirations of the

vehicular access, car parking, pedestrian movement, current land-

Rye Township Plan.

use zoning, and character and heritage. The strategic themes are

Most importantly, the foundations of the Rye Township Plan were

then integrated into a series of high-level proposed plans that

formed through a rigorous community engagement process

respond to the local conditions and provide recommendations

over the course of two months that saw several workshops

for achieving the desired aspirations of the community.

and stakeholder meetings take place. These workshops gave

The recommendations focus on delivering a successful town

the community an opportunity to engage in the process of the

centre through: the protection and support of local ecologies

development of the Rye Township Plan and through several

via strategic replanting of coastal ecologies; enhancing the

iterations their aspirations underpinned and informed the design

streetscape with water sensitive urban design elements;

overlays and recommendations.

reorganising Point Nepean Road to facilitate an extended public

By placing stakeholders at the centre of the investigations a

domain and enhance local businesses; rationalisation of local

vision for a liveable, attractive, vibrant, resilient and sustainable

car parking that employs several flexible arrangements; and the

township was created.

development of several Design Development Controls to support
the future development of the area.
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sustainability, and the place called Rye. The nine key projects are:

1

FORESHORE PROMENADE – provide a sense of arrival
as the main ‘gateway’ to the foreshore

2

FORESHORE PARK – create a green, engaging, 		

3

TOWN SQUARE – activate commercial area and

1 FORESHORE PROMENADE

environmentally sustainable space

provide alternate community amenity back from the
foreshore.

4
5

POINT NEPEAN ROAD – improve safety, mobility and
connectivity between town centre and the foreshore.
RYE CAMPING – rationalise the camping area to
provide for the campers and the community.

6

NAPIER STREET PLAZA – activate a new plaza zone

7

CAMPBELL LANE - Provide opportunity for new
business and pedestrian activation back from the
foreshore.

8

BIMBLE / COLLINGWOOD / SULLIVAN STREETSCAPE

9

GATEWAY - announce arrival to the Rye Township.

- improved streetscape safety and amenity.

2 FORESHORE PARK

3 TOWN SQUARE

5 RYE CAMPING

7 CAMPBELL LANEWAY

4 POINT NEPEAN ROAD

6 NAPIER STREET PLAZA

8 BIMBLE / COLLINGWOOD / SULLIVAN STREETSCAPE

REALMstudios
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The project is explored though a series of key principles and
associated graphics that embodies a consistent township
approach and the values that initial research and community
consultation had uncovered.
The report finishes by providing an implementation plan that
details actions that can be undertaken in the short term (1-3 years),
medium term (3-5 years) and long term (5-10+ years). Included
with this is a cost estimate for the elements of the township plan.
Together, they contribute to ‘This place called Rye’.

RYE TOWNSHIP KEY PLACES & SPACES:

1

FORESHORE PROMENADE

2

FORESHORE PARK

3

TOWN SQUARE

4

POINT NEPEAN ROAD

5

RYE CAMPING

6

NAPIER STREET PLAZA

7

CAMPBELL LANE

8

BIMBLE / COLLINGWOOD / SULLIVAN
STREETSCAPE

9

GATEWAY

4
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 PURPOSE
The Rye Township Plan has been prepared as part of a broader

The Plan provides a unified vision for an integrated Township

strategy to consolidate all previous strategic planning studies,

through a consolidated yet malleable approach which responds

frameworks and master plans to form an integrated vision for

to fluctuating seasons that characterise the Rye township. The

Rye. This consolidated plan builds on Rye’s existing culture and

Township Plan aims to express a contemporary integrated public

environment to promote a sense of place and local identity.

domain and at the same time an invigorated place for community.

The Township Plan provides a set of specific objectives and
recommendations which can be translated into operative
planning principles and provisions to support future design and
development in the area.
REALMstudios, along with project team consultants Capire
Consulting Group (community engagement), worked with the
Mornington Peninsula Shire and its various community and
stakeholder groups across a series of presentations and idea
workshops to establish the vision for the future of Rye.
This consolidated plan aims to provide for environmental
enhancement, improved walkability, increased cycling safety and
amenity, traffic calming and a range of connected public spaces
to ensure stronger year round economic performance, increased
safety, comfort and enjoyment within Rye.
This plan is an opportunity to create a public domain network,
that integrates the Foreshore, Point Nepean Road and the broader
Town Centre area, to enhance the diversity of offering for people.
The Township Plan is needed to pro-actively manage and respond
to current growth and the Mornington Peninsula Planning
Scheme’s desire to:
•

respond to population growth in the area

•

support a wider range of infrastructure, facilities and services

•

encourage a stronger employment base

•

provide greater housing diversity

•

reinforce a sense of place associated with different townships

•

support commercial activity centres

•

consolidate new retail and commercial activity

•

improve amenity and pedestrian access

•

encourage tourism development to maximise employment and
long-term economic, social and cultural benefits

AERIAL IMAGES OF RYE TOWNSHIP 2017
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1.2 RELATED DOCUMENTS & POLICIES
This Township Plan must be read in accordance with other strategic planning documents.
They include:
•

URBAN DESIGN & PUBLIC
DOMAIN FRAMEWORK

PLANNING FRAMEWORK

Mornington Peninsula Planning Scheme 2017

MORNINGTON PENINSULA PLANNING SCHEME
RYE TOWNSHIP LOCAL POLICY (2017)

The planning scheme must seek to achieve the objectives of planning in Victoria as set
out in Section 4(1) of the Planning & Environment Act 1987. These objectives are:
1.

To provide for the fair, orderly, economic and sustainable use and development of land.

2.

To provide for the protection of natural and man-made resources and the maintenance

RYE TOWN CENTRE URBAN DESIGN
FRAMEWORK PLAN (2002)

of ecological processes and genetic diversity.
3.

To secure a pleasant, efficient and safe working, living and recreational environment for
all Victorians and visitors to Victoria.

4.

To conserve and enhance those buildings, areas or other places which are of scientific,
aesthetic, architectural or historical interest, or otherwise of special cultural value.

5.

RYE FORESHORE MASTER PLAN REPORT

MORNINGTON PENINSULA PLANNING SCHEME
ZONE CHANGES (forthcoming)

(2008)

To protect public utilities and other assets and enable the orderly provision and
coordination of public utilities and other facilities for the benefit of the community.
To facilitate development in accordance with the objectives set out in the points above.

7.

To balance the present and future interests of all Victorians.

•

Mornington Peninsula Localised Planning Statement.

•

Council Plan 2013-2017 (2017-2021 - forthcoming)

•

Health and Wellbeing Plan 2013-2017

•

Arts and Culture Strategy 2012-2015

•

Bicycle Strategy Ride Safe

•

Drive Safe Strategy 2008-2018

•

Economic Development Strategy 2016-2019

•

Energy and Greenhouse Management Improvement Plan

•

Mornington Peninsula Development Strategy 2016-2019

•

Local Food Strategy 2013

•

Transport MPAMS 2007

•

Open Space Strategy

•

Playspace Strategy 2020

•

Draft Rye Foreshore Master plan Report 2008

•

Draft Rye Foreshore Landscape Master plan 2016

•

Draft Rye Movement and Place Streetscape Master plan 2016

•

Rye Recreational Boating Precinct Plan 2013

•

Rye Town Centre Urban Design Framework 2002

•

Stormwater Management Plan 2002

•

Sustainable Transport Strategy 2020

•

Waste Management Strategy 2009

•

Street Tree Vegetation Policy 2006

RYE FORESHORE LANDSCAPE MASTER PLAN
(2016) - DRAFT

RYE MOVEMENT AND PLACE STREETSCAPE
MASTER PLAN (2016) - DRAFT

IMPLEMENTATION

6.

MORNINGTON PENINSULA PLANNING SCHEME
RYE TOWN CENTRE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
OVERLAY (forthcoming)

MORNINGTON PENINSULA PLANNING SCHEME
REFERENCE DOCUMENTS (forthcoming)

RYE TOWNSHIP PLAN
(2017)

RYE TOWN CENTRE PUBLIC DOMAIN
GUIDELINES (forthcoming)

FUNDING SOURCES
LONG TERM CAPITAL WORKS PROGRAM

STATE GOVERNMENT FUNDING PROGRAMS
STREET TREE MASTER PLAN
PRIVATE PROPERTY INVESTMENT

REALMstudios
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1.3 PROJECT METHODOLOGY
The Township Plan has been prepared through a six phase process

Stage 05: Public Exhibition

comprising:
The Draft Rye Township Plan was placed on public exhibition in
Stage 01: Document Review

August 2017.

The objective of this stage was to review the existing strategic
documents:
•

Rye Town Centre Urban Design Framework, 2002

•

Draft Rye Foreshore Landscape Master plan, 2016

•

Draft Rye Movement and Place Streetscape Master plan, 2017

This was critical in making sure that the recommendations from

Stage 06: Final Rye Township Plan
The Rye Township Plan was finalised and adopted by Council
following community and stakeholder feedback allowing for
specific civic projects to be incorporated and programmed into
Council’ s capital works program.

all existing plans are critically reviewed and brought forward into
the Township Plan in line with current community aspirations.

Stage 02: Research and Analysis
Site analysis and historic and cultural research were undertaken to
better understand the opportunities, challenges and aspirations
of the Rye Township Plan.
The analysis findings reveal how the project can respond to
the existing and future conditions and inform the Strategic
Framework, Aspiration, Theming and Design Principles.

Stage 03: Community Engagement and Development of
Design Principles
An extensive community engagement process (lead by Capire
Consulting group) was carried out over the course of 2 months
and included 2 x workshops . The community aspiration and place
principles that were formed through the consultation process
became the foundation of the Township Plan design overlays and
recommendations moving forward. The detailed findings of this
consultation are contained in Appendix C.
Stage 04: Draft Rye Township Plan
The conclusions from Stage 3 were refined and developed into a
Township Concept Master plan and a series of Key Projects, and
associated costings and Implementation plans for each.
COMMUNITY WORKSHOP 1
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2017

2016

2002

STAGE 01 STAGE 02
EVOLVING

STAGE 03
STAGE 04

PLAN

STAGE 05

DECEMBER -- COUNCIL ENDORSEMENT

AUG - OCT -- PUBLIC EXHIBITION

JULY 25 -- COUNCIL MEETING

MAY 4 -- WORKSHOP #2

APRIL 11 -- WORKSHOP #1

MARCH 30 -- COMMUNITY
SESSIONS

RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS

DOCUMENT REVIEW

F’SHORE
M/PLAN

$
$

$
$
$

UDF
RM&P
FUNDED
PACKAGES

STAGE 06

TIMELINE DIAGRAM
- THIS WAS USED THROUGHOUT THE CONSULTATION PROCESS WITH THE RYE COMMUNITY

REALMstudios
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COMMUNITY WORKSHOP 1
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COMMUNITY WORKSHOP 2

COMMUNITY WORKSHOP 1

By placing the community at the center of the investigations we begin to create a vision for a
attractive, liveable, connected, vibrant, sustainable and resilient Township.
REALMstudios
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2.0 CONTEXT
2.1 SITE CONTEXT
Rye is a bayside township located approximately 98km from
the Melbourne CBD. It is a township of approximately 8,000
permanent residents and a place where seasonal flux plays a
significant role in how it functions. A popular destination during
the warmer months, it sees a surge in residents, campers, visitors
and day-trippers making the most of the coastal environment.
However, this also puts pressure on the local facilities to the point
where the congestion is both unsafe and undesirable. During the
winter months, the pace and vibrancy of the township subsides
considerably making it difficult for local businesses to survive.

12km
The township of Rye is currently primarily residential with

to Po

rtsea

Lookout

commercial ventures focused along Point Nepean Road. Recent

Lime Kiln

trends in house purchases indicate that there is a steady increase

Rye Pier

in people moving to Rye to take advantage of the lifestyle
benefits it has to offer. The Township Plan needs to respond by

Camp Ground West

providing a framework which supports greater housing diversity,

Boat Ramp

and diversification of the commercial, retail, recreational and
tourism offering throughout the Township as a whole. It needs to

Foreshore Reserve

establish itself with a unique identity and sense of place that sets
it apart from other Townships on the Peninsula.

Camp Ground East

Commercial Zone

98km to Melbourne

Rye has a strong historic narrative based on Lime Kiln activity and

Melbourne CBD

Rye Cemetery

a St

St

Weero
on

e Rd

ourn

Melb

Rye Primary School

Woolworths

Hygeia

play an important role in establishing a strong identity for Rye.

das

Recreation Reserve

Dun

the current expression of the town and has the opportunity to

St

has left a strong cultural legacy that received little recognition in

Lyons
St

small scale industry, from the mid 1800’s to the early 1900’s. This

Clayton

Port Phillip Bay
Frankston
to Rye back beach

to Browns Rd

N

Rye
REGIONAL CONTEXT PLAN
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CONTEXT PLAN

2.2 STUDY AREA
The Township Plan works to consolidate 3 areas that have to date
undergone separate master planning studies. The extent of land
to which this plan applies has been identified in previous plans as
the Rye Town Centre Study Area (Rye Town Centre Urban Design
Framework September 2002) , Draft Point Nepean Road (Rye
Movement and Place Streetscape Master plan 2016) and the Draft
Foreshore (Rye Foreshore Landscape Master plan 2016).
The Township Plan aims to represent prevailing community
values and views and to enhance the quality of urban design
in the Rye Town Centre and its relationship with the Foreshore.
This is key to stimulating economic growth in Rye, promoting
high value sustainability outcomes, liveability and maintaining

2

and building on the attraction of the area for both visitors and

1

residents.

3

STUDY AREA PLAN

1

RYE FORESHORE

2

POINT NEPEAN ROAD

3

RYE TOWN CENTRE

REALMstudios
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3.0 AN ASPIRATIONAL PLAN
3.1 CREATING A TOWNSHIP FRAMEWORK
The Township Plan has drawn from extensive consultation with

These categories encompass the physical, infrastructural,

the community (refer to appendix) to create a vision for the

environmental, economic, social and cultural aspects of place.

Township focused on the following key principles:

They also allow for the integration of the three areas of the Town
Centre – The Foreshore, Point Nepean Road and the remainder

•

Preserving the natural environment and promoting Rye as

of the Township (which have to date been treated as separate

a demonstration Township for sustainability and eco-living,

precincts guided by separate planning studies and master plans)
to create a unified vision for the Town Centre as a whole.
There are many coastal precedent examples that have successfully

•

Improving connections for pedestrians and cyclists,

•

Building on existing culture and heritage to promote a

coastal configuration of Rye; its direct relationship with Point

sense of place and local identity,

Nepean Road, its traditional shopping strip in summer and its

responded to these strategic themes, but few that share the same

tightly constrained pedestrian areas relative to the scale of the
•

Creating a revitalised public domain to establish a thriving

road and foreshore beyond. Its localised intensity during the

destination across all seasons.

summer months is difficult to compare to other bayside examples,
and in turn requires the development of specific principles and

By placing stakeholders at the centre of the investigations we

reference points for materiality, scale and land-use treatment, that

begin to create a vision for a liveable, attractive, vibrant, resilient

respond to the local condition.

and sustainable township.
Key to the Rye Township is an emphasis on mixed use spaces
Taking into account community and stakeholder consultations,

that flex to accommodate seasonal population surges as well as

site and contextual analysis, the strategic planning context and

temporal functions, such as car parking, fairgrounds etc, where

all the recommendations that have come out of the Urban Design

open spaces can become event spaces for the community.

Framework, Rye Movement and Place Streetscape Master Plan

Equally important is the Rye town centre character and ‘street-life’,

and the Draft Foreshore Landscape Master Plan, the following

where simple and robust use of materials, recognisable character/

4 key STRATEGIC THEMES were identified to further guide the

design, shaded trade zones and clear intuitive wayfinding are

development of the Rye Township Plan :

required in regards to safe traffic management and pedestrian

•

people & environment

•

people & movement

•

people & economy

•

people & place

COASTAL ECOLOGY
RECONFIGURED
CAMPING

C

ON-ROAD SEPARATED CYCLE LANE

and cycling activities.

ON-ROAD SEPARATED CYCLE LANE

ASPIRATIONAL TOWNSHIP DIAGRAM
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BA

BEACH

PED

PIER

CARNIVAL SITE

DESTRIAN ZONE

RYE
HOTEL

CARPARK

CARPARK

MARKETPLACE /SHARED ZONE

IL
AY TRA

PROMENADE

BEACH

BAY TRAIL
PLAYGROUND

FORESHORE
PARK

BEACH

CARPARK

FORESHORE
PARK

PEDESTRIAN ZONE

COASTAL ECOLOGY

FORESHORE
PARK

RECONFIGURED
CAMPING

PEDESTRIAN ZONE

GATEWAY
PEDESTRIAN CYCLE LINK/ SHARED ZONE

TOWN PARK

SAFEWAY

COMMUNITY
ZONE
RSL

PRIMARY SCHOOL
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3.2 PEOPLE & ENVIRONMENT
EXISTING CONDITION

DESIGN PRINCIPLES

The natural setting of Rye is highly valued by the locals and visitors

The design principles that have been developed in response

alike and therefore its protection and enhancement is central to

to the existing conditions and the community aspiration are as

the future attraction of the area to locals and visitors alike.

follows:

The

1 SUPPORT AND ENHANCE LOCAL COASTAL ECOLOGY

natural environment was seen by many community members as
Rye’s most important asset and in turn should be prioritised in the
Township Plan.
Foreshore management, energy conservation and waste
management were are all expressed as important community

1

SUPPORT AND ENHANCE LOCAL COASTAL ECOLOGY

2

MAXIMISE LIVEABILITY BY APPLYING LOCAL
ADAPTIVE CLIMATE IMPROVEMENTS

concerns that need to be addressed.
The foreshore vegetation is highly modified, with only small areas
of remnant indigenous vegetation remaining. On the whole

3

ACTIVITIES AND INFRASTRUCTURE

there is a distinct lack of street tree planting within the main
commercial precinct, with no street trees on the shop side of
Point Nepean Road and limited street tree planting throughout

SUPPORT AND PROMOTE LOW EMISSION

4

APPLY BEST PRACTICE WATER QUALITY SOLUTIONS

the Township.

RYE COASTAL DUNESCAPE

Certain environmental conditions impact on the experience of

OBJECTIVES

the place. The most notable of these are the strong winds from

•

the northwest, that come from the bay and directly hit the Point
Nepean Road commercial strip. The existing foreshore screen

Protect and re-vegetate the existing dune scape to prepare and adapt to sea
level rise.

•

planting provides limited protection.

Expand coastal ecology and green corridors through planting of local
indigenous vegetation within the streetscape to reduce hard surfaces, improve
bio-diversity and connectivity between existing green spaces.

A greening strategy needs to be put in place that responds to the

•

Enhance visual and physical connectivity to the Bay.

local micro-climate by providing a comfortable and welcoming

•

Apply an integrated approach to water quality management and apply best

pedestrian environment whilst supporting the protection,

practice standards to stormwater management for improved water quality,

adaptation and re-establishment of local ecology.

safety and aesthetics.
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2 MAXIMISE LIVEABILITY BY APPLYING LOCAL
ADAPTIVE CLIMATE IMPROVEMENTS

4 APPLY BEST PRACTICE WATER QUALITY SOLUTIONS

3 SUPPORT AND PROMOTE LOW EMISSION
ACTIVITIES AND INFRASTRUCTURE

SUSTAINABLE CAR PARKS

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE

WSUD INTEGRATED CAR PARK

OBJECTIVES

OBJECTIVES

OBJECTIVES

•

•

•

Provide carefully considered placement of plantings and furniture elements/
screens to reduce impact of strong northwesterly winds on Point Nepean Road,
Foreshore Park and Napier Plaza.

•

•
•

Manage micro-climates by providing canopy trees to improve pedestrian shade
protection and canopy cover from the summer heat whilst maximising solar
access through the year.

•

provenance, high durability, long service life and low maintenance.

Provide surfaces that limit summer heat build up and that promote sustainable
infrastructure and the environment.

•

Select materials with low embodied energy, high recycled content, local

practice standards to education, collection, filtration and re-use of water.

Encourage design for pedestrian and bicycle use to minimise contribution to

•

Harvest stormwater to irrigate parks, reduce flooding and protect waterways.

greenhouse gas emissions.

•

Install water efficient fittings and water saving devices to existing and new

Promote integration of renewable energy sources into existing and new
infrastructure.

•

Improve the health and water quality of our waterways by applying best

council infrastructure to conserve ongoing water use.
•

Apply energy efficient fittings to existing and new infrastructure.

Generate flood mapping information to inform planning decisions and reduce
flooding risks.

•

Promote adaptability to respond to peak parking and environmental pressure.

Provide path access between the beach and foreshore camping/parking to
protect the natural foreshore environment.

•

Minimise contaminants to stormwater eg. sewerage, wastewater and other
nutrients, by tracing the contaminants back to their source and remediating

•

Improve stormwater run-off water quality with the application of Water
Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD) approaches - bio-swales, and raingardens, and
permeable surfaces - to meet best practice water quality objectives for reuse
and/or discharge to receiving waters.

REALMstudios
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3.3 PEOPLE & MOVEMENT
TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT AND WALKABILITY

reduction to improve the overall performance of Rye. VicRoads

off-street commercial car parks provide opportunities to consider

have provided in principle support based on their initial report

sharing or utilisation of the spaces for other more potentially

Engagement with the local community identified increasing

that found that traffic flows along Point Nepean Rd will not be

desirable activities to improve the Rye Township.

concerns around the existing traffic a congestion and accessibility

significantly impacted (Refer to Appendix for ‘Traffic Assessment

The current character of both the Town Centre and the foreshore

for the community, pedestrians and cyclists.

- Rye Township Plan, May 2017 by Movendo).

is already largely defined by car parks which diminishes

1 PROMOTE WALKABILITY AND CYCLING

opportunities for both open and civic space. A consolidated
The width of the road and volume of traffic on Point Nepean Road,

A range of sub projects form part of the Pt Nepean Road

solution for the car parking of the area needs to be considered to

(especially in peak holiday periods) is problematic locally and

consideration including; widening and expansion of intersections,

respond to the dynamic parking demands now and into the future

regionally and acts as a barrier; a dividing element that separates

street activation, footpath widenings, pedestrian crossing points,

whilst facilitating the creation of a more vibrant and pedestrian

the Town Centre from the foreshore. Additionally the speed that

improved car parking and ultimately changed lane arrangements

friendly Town Centre core.

cars travel through the town is not conducive to a pedestrian

to improve traffic flows.
ACTIVE TRANSPORT

prioritised Town Centre environment.
Additionally, beyond Point Nepean Road, a clear and legible
There are only 3 pedestrian crossing points to Point Nepean

pedestrian and cycle network needs to be developed throughout

Likewise, public transport is not reliable, buses are infrequent and

Road with almost half of the people crossing at mid block

the Town Centre to improve access for all abilities and most

relatively costly compared to other parts of Melbourne (as outlined

locations without the assistance of signals or pedestrian refuges.

importantly linking the township to the foreshore.

in the Urban Design Framework, 2002). Existing bus stops are

Inadequate pedestrian access and amenity creates both safety
concerns and ultimately affects the viability of the commercial

also awkwardly positioned with inadequate pedestrian access
CAR PARKING

centers. There has been a high number of cyclist and pedestrian
injury from car related incidents.

and links to existing footpaths and crossing. The community
consultation process has identified a considerable dissatisfaction

The Urban Design Framework, 2002 stated that there is insufficient

with the availability of public transport in Rye. Many bus services

on-street and off-street parking to cater for peak period demands.

currently finish in Mornington and Rosebud. There is however

Furthermore, some of the footpaths are too narrow and the

This has been the longstanding perception and at the extreme

a community bus which is subsidized. Existing access to public

existing crossing points don’t link up with the foreshore access,

demand periods in the summer holidays on warmer days suitable

transport in the area is clearly inadequate to support growth and

diminishing the connection to the foreshore. There is no clear

for beach goers, this is certainly the case when there is no spare

expansion in the area, and should be considered a key component

or continuous footpath/cycle network which diminishes the

parking capacity in the foreshore car parks.

of the pedestrianization strategy.

within the commercial centre along Point Nepean Road. The on-

However, recent parking surveys undertaken at peak and other

DESIGN PRINCIPLES

road cycle lane terminates either side of Rye Commercial Centre

times have shown considerable fluctuations in demand even at

and there is currently only one bike rack available in the Town

the peak times throughout the various car parks including the

The design principles that have been developed in response

Centre.

foreshore. These very high parking demands at peak summer

to the existing conditions and the community aspiration are as

periods on the foreshore do not often coincide with high

follows:

walkability of the Town Centre and there are no cycling facilities

Consequently, the Shire in collaboration with VicRoads have

demands for parking within the commercial precinct. Rye has a

investigated the existing and potential traffic operations for Point

very dynamic demand for parking generated from the attraction

Nepean Rd that would be possible. This involved assessing the

of the foreshore activities, beach, markets, carnival, events,

impact on traffic flows and all road users from various proposed

camping, boating combined with the commercial centre demand

traffic layout options to significantly change Point Nepean

generated from shops and businesses. Analysis of the parking

Rd, including reducing the number of through lanes between

demand from this diverse range of attractors suggests there are

intersections. A preferred preliminary layout including 2 traffic

opportunities for improving the present parking management

lanes ( 1 lane each way) and on-road cycle lanes was proposed

through various measures to provide improved accessibility for

and debated by the community including traffic management

more users. Regular spare capacity in some of the on-street and

1

PROMOTE WALKABILITY AND CYCLING

2

PROVIDE CALMING AND MANAGEMENT OF TRAFFIC

3

PROVIDE A FLEXIBLE CAR PARKING STRATEGY

4

PROMOTE ACTIVE TRANSPORT

FLOW

measures such as traffic calming treatments and a speed limit
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EXPANDED PEDESTRIAN FOOTPATHS

OBJECTIVES
•

Provide adequate footpath widths in commercial zones to promote increased
amenity and outdoor dining.

•

Provide continuous and unobstructed pathways and sight lines.

•

Provide a connected and legible pedestrian and cycle network that includes
additional pedestrian links,

shareways and laneways to facilitates safe,

accessible and convenient connections to desirable destinations.
•

Improve pedestrian and cycling connectivity between Township, Point Nepean
Road and foreshore by providing safe crossing points along Point Nepean Road.

•

Provide an improved and continuous bay trail.

•

Develop a clear wayfinding strategy for pedestrians, cyclists and motorists.

•

Provide appropriate amenities such as seats, bubblers and bike racks to support
pedestrian and bicycle use.

2 PROMOTE CALMING AND MANAGEMENT OF TRAFFIC FLOW

4 PROMOTE ACTIVE TRANSPORT

3 PROMOTE A FLEXIBLE CAR PARKING STRATEGY

TRAFFIC CALMING

FLEXIBLE PARKING/ OUTDOOR DINING ZONE

SEPERATED ON-ROAD CYCLE PATHS

OBJECTIVES

OBJECTIVES

OBJECTIVES

•

•

•

•

Reduce width of road in areas of high pedestrian activity/ high activity

Provide additional bus services for local residents in the area to minimise

and style of parking facilities to cater for high demand periods (as assessed

Provide a low speed 40km/h traffic calmed section of Point Nepean Road

through parking surveys undertaken in early 2017) but compliments the high

•

Provide good pedestrian access to existing bus stops.

allowing for the reconsideration and redistribution of activity across the

quality foreshore vistas and proposed special town places.

•

Investigate Car Share Programs.

Provide innovative seasonal parking proposals along Point Nepean Rd to

•

Provide priority car parking spaces for care share programs

facilitate enhanced streetscaping through footpath widening.

•

Consider provision of (or monetary contributions toward) alternative transport

pavement area and the town centre generally.
•

Provide a car park strategy that allows flexibility with the distribution, provision

commercial zone

•

Provide traffic calming devices in local streets that experience high volumes of
traffic.

•

Ensure convenient, connected and safe parking areas to both foreshore and
commercial areas.

•

requirements for car parking within the Town Centre.

solutions.
•

Provide electric vehicle charging stations.

Ensure smarter parking management and car park designs that adapt to
changing demand periods even during the same day for varying uses including;
beach, shops, carnival, boating and markets.

•

Promote the use of parking management technology to efficiently manage and
direct traffic to effectively utilise the towns car parks in high demand periods
however, still plan for further parking if required.
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3.4 PEOPLE & ECONOMY
The future economic prosperity of Rye depends on its ability to be

Township Development).

township, the projected population growth, potential for additional

marketing plan for Rye which encourages the promotion of existing

an attractive destination for visitors to the Peninsula, particularly

The Rye Town Centre is predominantly included in the General

visitation and role of Rye in the hierarchy of centres suggests scope

tourism assets along with events such as the Blessing of the Waters

outside of the summer peak period. Equally, an increased residential

Residential Zone 1 under the Mornington Peninsula Planning

to support in the order of an additional 2,500 square metres of

and the Rye Carnival. A longer term tourism strategy will need to

population in the area would provide stronger support for a greater

Scheme, with the exception being the commercial strip fronting Point

commercial floor space to 2036.

be developed once business and land development opportunities

range and choice of shopping and other services – improving the

Nepean Road, between Weerona and Dundas Streets, and a small

viability of the town centre and, in turn, creating a more active and

section along Nelson Street and Ozone Street, which are included in

This level of increase can be achieved through the introduction

accommodation. The recommendations in this document aim to

vibrant centre.

the Commercial 1 Zone.

of mixed-use zoning, coupled with a limited relaxation of density

facilitate this transition process.

controls within and immediately surrounding the commercial core

The development of further strategies is critical for lifting the

Achieving these outcomes rests on the clever integration of

start attracting investment to fund tourism infrastructure and

commercial and residential development within a clear urban

Existing Design and Development Overlay controls over the residential

of the township, and will encourage residential and commercial

economic performance of the Town Centre. They relate to the quality

design framework that protects and enhances the distinct character

areas ensure that new developments have regard to the established

consolidation, as well as a greater activity within the Town Centre. A

of the urban realm, walkability, range and quality of commercial, retail,

of Rye, whilst also allowing new patterns to emerge which support

streetscape and development pattern in term of height, scale and

mixed use zoning provides for flexibility in building design and use,

entertainment, tourist facilities, landuse and associated development.

development in the area, particularly within the tourism sector.

siting. These overlays set mandatory height limits between 8-10m and

and may be complemented by local policies indicating the intended

These strategies will work together to attract a higher yield visitor

ensure that dwellings are no more than 2 storeys above ground level.

outcomes in different locations.

marker and support local business development, ensuring year round

POPULATION GROWTH

However, there are no existing Design and Development Overlay over

Recent population projections by id Consulting anticipate an overall

the Commercial 1 Zone precinct of the town centre. There is currently

BUSINESS & TOURISM DEVELOPMENT

increase in the Shire’s population by approximately 28,873 people

a discretionary height limit of 8m which is set by local planning policy.

The Port Phillip coastline and beaches are one of the major attractions

ART & CULTURE

over the next 20 years. In Rye, the current permanent population of

Any increase to the existing height limits needs to be carefully

the Mornington Peninsula and attracts up to 4.1 million day trippers

The Community Market on Point Nepean Road has been a significant

approximately 8912 people (2016) is expected to increase to 9,589

considered, so as to avoid new buildings which are incompatible with

and 1.2 million overnight visitors in peak season. Existing retail

step towards supporting the expansion of arts and culture in the

by 2036, an increase of 677 people. During the same period the total

the consistent low profile character of the Rye Township or which

facilities are focused on traditional, strip-style centres located along

area. It assists in building a local identity as well as supporting the

number of dwellings is expected to increase from 8553 to 9240 (an

would overwhelm the scale of the vegetated backdrop (which rises

Point Nepean Road, servicing both the local residents and holiday

long term economic, social and cultural development of the local

increase of 687). The apparent inconsistency between the projected

dramatically from the 10m contour). However; increasing heights and

makers.

are. However, pedestrian connectivity to and from such a place is

population growth and the increase in dwellings is explained by

densities can play a significant role in reinforcing the sense of place of

The foreshore is also a major attraction for visitors to the Rye Town

critical for its long-term performance. This connectivity could be

the very high vacancy rate (only 47% of dwellings are classified as

a centre through more distinctive built forms, whilst also supporting

Centre. However, Rye also serves the day to day needs of residents,

improved through a potential relocation of the market to within

permanently occupied), reflecting Rye’s historic role as a holiday town

growth, new employment opportunities and the increased

businesses and the wider community. The Safeway supermarket

the newly created ‘Foreshore Park’, which is proposed to be created

with a high proportion of holiday homes. This is a factor across the

population base necessary to support a wider range of infrastructure,

is an anchor around which other retail activities occur. The centre

through the partial relocation of foreshore camping. This is a much

whole of the Peninsula, and the population is estimated to increase by

facilities and services.

also includes a reasonable range of specialty shops, a number of

more prominent location within the township (directly abutting Point

more than 50 ,000 people during the summer peak period.

economic performance, safety, comfort and enjoyment.

banks, real estate agencies and entertainment facilities. A previous

Nepean Road) and would provide for a stronger integration of the

Despite the ongoing strength of the holiday home market and the

It is considered that the Rye Township has scope to accommodate

report, the Rye Town Centre Health Check, 2002, identified a need to

foreshore and the town centre.

importance of the peak period to local traders, there is also a steady

a minor increase in height within the core commercial precinct of

provide an increased range and quality of entertainment activities

Encouraging the integration of Public Art throughout the Public

increase in the number of owner occupiers and permanent residents

the town, with building heights limited to no more than 3 stories

and facilities, especially targeted at the youth and elderly in the

Domain in key places and spaces or as part of a public art trail (as to

moving to Rye for lifestyle reasons.

(provided the third floor is visually recessive and setback). This could

area. There is already a trend in the increase in quality and range of

be outlined within the Public Domain Guidelines) will help to improve

be introduced through a township specific Design and Development

food and dining opportunities, and entertainment venues which are

the “buzz” and liveability of the area and has the potential to translate

Overlay, which can also provide for more appropriate setbacks, use

starting to elevate the standard of offering in the Town Centre.

into measurable outcomes, stimulating tourism and economic

This should provide some

additional support to the commercial centre.
LANDUSE ZONING, HEIGHT AND DENSITY CONTROLS

of materials and design that better reflects the preferred coastal

Overall planning directions for Mornington Peninsula are included

character and historical narrative of the township. An increase

It is considered that an improved relationship with and connection

in the Mornington Peninsula Localised Planning Statement and

in building heights should in enable views of the foreshore from

between the Foreshore and the town centre area, will make the centre

DESIGN PRINCIPLES

the Mornington Peninsula Planning Scheme. These documents

potential residential and accommodation based developments,

more attractive as a destination for both visitors and local residents,

The design principles that have been developed in response to the

emphasize the importance of respecting and protecting the

which may significantly enhance the investment potential/attraction

leading to flow on improvements in the economic performance of the

existing conditions and the community aspiration are as follows:

character of the Peninsula’s towns and villages, and anticipate at

of the development.

centre.

most moderate population growth, mainly focused around the

growth.

The previous UDF outlined that despite the popularity of Foreshore

major activity centres (Rosebud, Mornington and Hastings) and

The existing residential height limits to the south of Grace and Nelson

camping, and the existence of boating infrastructure; tourism is an

larger towns. The Municipal Strategic Statement acknowledges the

Streets (as well as the wider township) should be retained to protect

untapped possibility in Rye and it is noted that the ‘Rye Week’ festival,

need for appropriate consolidation within established areas. Rye is

the amenity and integrity of scale in this area.

which was once a successful community festival, no longer takes

identified as a ‘large township’ under the hierarchy of activity centres

As at 2017, there is approximately 15,806m2 of leasable floor space

place.

on the Mornington Peninsula (as per Clause 21.07 – Guiding Future

within Rye, which comprises 10,783 of retail shopfront, 3,107 of non-

the potential activation opportunities and/ or adverse effects of

retail shopfront and 1,916 of non-shopfront floor space. The size of the

tourism on the Rye town centre. This may include consideration of a
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A more specific study needs to be undertaken to evaluate

•1

CREATE A REVITALISED PUBLIC DOMAIN

•2

PROMOTE DENSITY AND MIXED-USE ZONING

•3

PROMOTE SHARED STREETS AND LANEWAY ACTIVATION

1 CREATE A REVITALISED PUBLIC DOMAIN

MAIN STREET PARKLET

2 PROMOTE DENSITY AND MIXED USE ZONING

3 PROMOTE SHARED STREETS AND LANEWAY ACTIVATION

MIXED-USE LANEWAY

POP-UP COMMUNITY EVENT

OBJECTIVES

OBJECTIVES

OBJECTIVES

•

•

Encourage appropriate population growth to support a wider range of

•

Encourage ground floor commercial activity to bring vibrancy to Town Centre.

infrastructure, facilities and services.

•

Stimulate economic activity through increased foot traffic and human scale

Provide a high quality public realm to promote Rye as an attractive, safe,
comfortable and welcoming destination.

•

Create places and spaces that provide for a range of activities and facilities for

•

all ages, especially the youth and elderly in the area.
•

Provide increased opportunity for outdoor dining, temporary installations,
public art, pop-ups events in streets, lanes and plazas etc to provide

•

opportunities for social interaction and to stimulate tourism and commercial

Provide a clever integration of commercial and residential development to

experience.

allow for an expanded commercial, retail and entertainment, art and culture

•

Encourage night time activation.

offering within the Town Centre and to stimulate the local economy.

•

Improve Town Centre connectivity and integration with the foreshore to

Support moderate increases in building height and density in identified

increase community benefit and stimulate commercial activity.

locations.

activity.

•

Support establishment of live/ work capability and innovative local start-ups.

•

Improved pedestrian and cycle connectivity to the foreshore.

•

Encourage active street frontages i.e. avoid blank walls.

•

Support local business development and attract new investment to create a
thriving destination.

•

Promote and exhibit local Public Art as a means of reinforcing a distinct identity.
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3.5 PEOPLE & PLACE
EXISTING CHARACTER

As outlined in the Urban Design Framework (2002), there is a lack

or so in the area) for lime burning.

of street tree planting, shade, seating and pedestrian amenity,

heritage needs to be expressed through an integrated design

Rye has direct regional connections and is one of a series of Town

little sense of community and there is no defined civic space –

approach with embedded meaning rather than a tokenistic

Centres on the Port Phillip coast of the Mornington Peninsula,

Town ‘hub’ within the Town Centre core to act as a place for

response. The lime kiln operations were concentrated in one large

each with their own character and amenity.

community gathering.

kiln in the 1870’s, which was located on the western foreshore

Community

joined to the pier (built in 1860) by a tramway. Exploitation of

consultation identified that the existing character of the Rye
township does not have a strong identity and lacks a defined and
obvious visual character. The community’s perception of Rye is

CREATING A CIVIC HUB AND IMPROVED PEDESTRIAN
AND CYCLE CONNECTIONS

local resources for lime burning led to the extensive invasion of
tea-trees which in turn led to tea-tree cutting for bakers ovens.
These operations continued into the early 1900’s until which time

that it is old and tired. The Township is currently defined by the
beach and foreshore, the trailer park, the commercial strip along

Whilst there are existing community facilities such as pre-school,

Rye remained a rural community and local fishing settlement.

Point Nepean Road and associated car parking.

childcare, library, community centre and primary school in the

During the 20-30’s with the advent of motorised transport Rye

Town Centre, they are largely disconnected from the existing

developed into a destination for holiday makers and in the 1950’s

activity nodes. The Urban Design Framework proposes that a

residential settlement expanded in the area consisting largely of

consolidation of community uses be considered in the location

holiday houses for Melbourne. In 1948 Rye was described as ‘a

The foreshore contributes to the landscape and visual amenity

of the Civic Hall, Bowls Club and RSL - building on location and

popular seaside resort with a tree lined foreshore and sheltered

of the area and is significant in defining the character of the

encouraging the development of a community focus, which

spots for picnicking and facilities for campers’. A camping ground

area. Improving both physical and visual connections between

does not currently exist in Rye. The community consultation

has been operating on the foreshore since the early 1940’s. Rye’s

the Town Centre and the foreshore is key to ensuring safety and

identified a need to consider an a multi-use learning and activity

distinct cultural heritage and the associated low-rise built form

accessibility and providing an attractive and livable Town Centre.

centre to cater for the growing youth population . This could be

character that has emerged through its historic development

The planting of street trees and marker trees on the foreshore

incorporated into new development within the civic area.

needs to be carefully considered in its ongoing development.

view lines of the bay and reinforce both the character of the Town

The central location of these community facilities provides a great

In turn, specific Public Domain Guidelines and Development

Centre and the connection between the Town Centre and the

opportunity for improved cycle and pedestrian connections. An

Controls need to be developed that capture its rich history and

Foreshore. The car parks and the trailer park along the foreshore

expanded public domain will create a civic hub centred around

protect its existing character whilst building a new narrative

also take up valuable usable open space with fragmented parcels

existing community/ commercial facilities and connecting

that is brought together through specified density and scale,

of lawn areas being available for picnic shelters and open space.

directly to the foreshore. This approach will further support and

built form, landuse establishing a consistent palette of materials,

With careful consideration and consolidation, these spaces have

strengthen communities and community safety.

furniture, signage, art and lighting and street tree planting to

FORESHORE

together with selective clearing has immense potential to create

foreshore character that both draws on its cultural narrative and

BUILDING A
CHARACTER

STRONG

IDENTITY

AND

FUTURE

distinctive character will be re-reinforced through its adaptive
nature and ability to respond to an exploding population during
the summer months.

re-builds remnant ecologies.
It needs to be noted that the Mornington Peninsula is particularly

THE TOWN CENTRE

rich in aboriginal cultural heritage. For thousands of years, the

OBJECTIVES
•

The commercial strip sits in stark juxtaposition to the foreshore. It

coastal journey. The shallow water gave the people easy access

The design principles that have been developed in response

is dominated by a range of materials and signage causing visual

to a wide rock shelf that made gathering shellfish easy. Extensive

to the existing conditions and the community aspiration are as

confusion and its buildings generally have little character or visual

coastal shell middens evident on the sandy Nepean Peninsula

follows:

distinction.

Typically shops are small scale, and mostly single

are evidence of Boonwurrung occupation of this region. On

storey, single fronted developments with a few exceptions such as

other parts, scar trees and stone tool sites are common and

Safeway, The Rye Hotel and Rye RSL. The landscape backdrop of

also vegetation communities of edible tuberous plants, once

Rye is of a mainly vegetated skyline, with minimal penetration by

1

BUILD ON EXISTING CULTURE

maintained by the women of the Boonwurrung clans.

2

PROMOTE A STRONG IDENTITY AND SENSE OF PLACE

a large number of both private and public parking facilities that

It also has a strong post-colonial historic narrative of limestone

3

CREATE A COMMUNITY FOCUS

service community facilities, hotels and retail.

mining and associated lime kilns (of which there were a dozen

4

PROMOTE PUBLIC LIFE

buildings. The back streets that lead into the Town Centre contain

Support growing arts and music culture in the local area by expanding range
and diversity of commercial/ community art space throughout the Town Centre.

•

Encourage Community Involvement in Public Art Projects.

•

Reinforce the coastal culture by drawing holidaymakers into the Town Centre
by improving pedestrian and visual links between Township and Foreshore.

•

Provide a balanced integration of camping and public open space within the
Foreshore Reserve Area to enhance recreational and leisure opportunities for
the community and holiday makers.

•

Express indigenous and cultural heritage through an integrated design
approach with embedded meaning rather than a tokenistic response.

•

Provide a balanced commercial, retail, entertainment, recreational and leisure
offering to service both local residents and holiday makers and a growing

DESIGN PRINCIPLES

Boonwurrung People passed through Sullivan Bay as part of their
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LOCAL LIVE MUSIC VENUE (BAHA)

create a unified and distinctive identity for Rye as a whole. This

the potential to provide for a diversity of recreational, leisure and
community facilities whilst assisting with the creation of a distinct

1 BUILD ON EXISTING CULTURE

This indigenous and cultural

population.
•

Provide for a range of recreation, play and entertainment to support a growing
youth population.

2 PROMOTE A STRONG IDENTITY AND SENSE OF PLACE

3 CREATE A COMMUNITY FOCUS

4 PROMOTE PUBLIC LIFE

PIER PROMENADE

YOUTH SKATE PARK/ TOWN SQUARE

COMMUNITY GATHERING SPACE/ FORESHORE PARK

OBJECTIVES

OBJECTIVES

OBJECTIVES

•

•

•

•

Develop a suite of attractive and robust street furniture to be installed and
evenly distributed within the Township to provide comfort and amenity.

laneways, plazas, promenades and parks, strengthening the link between

Create a specific materials palette and built form narrative that reinforces sense

existing community facilities and the foreshore.

of place, heritage and local character.
•

•

Provide opportunities for collaboration between local artists and designers in
the development of creative, innovative, memorable, integrated and sustainable

•

Provide a civic hub and integrated public domain network of shared streets,

Provide improved streetscapes and pedestrian connectivity to create more
vibrant, livable and connected communities.

•

Achieve a variety of scales and types of public spaces and places, plazas and

Provide a central open space of high public amenity and distinct design quality

parks throughout the Township that provide for a diversity of activities and

to serve as a destination for community gathering and become the social and

encourage social interaction and use by everyone.

cultural heart of the Town Centre.

public art projects both permanent and temporary that define sense of place.

•

Provide for consolidated community facilities.

Enhance visual and physical links to the foreshore to reinforce the existing

•

Provide multi-use learning and activity facilities for a growing youth population.

character, landscape and visual amenity.
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4.0 TOWNSHIP OVERLAYS
4.1 GREEN ENVIRONMENT
Following a thorough review of the Rye Town Centre Urban

6.

Upgrade the foreshore stormwater outlet aligned with Elgan

Design Framework (2002), the Draft Foreshore Master plan (2016),

Avenue to a water sensitive urban design solution to collect

and the Draft Rye Movement and Place Streetscape Master plan

and filter roof and road stormwater run-off for improved

(2016), we have we have identified a series of township overlays

water quality flowing to Port Phillip Bay.

which encompass all recommendations to date and respond to

7.

the established key strategic themes and guiding principles.

practicable on community buildings to reduce greenhouse

Along with each overlay we have listed the key recommendations
based on our findings and comprehensive stakeholder and

Photovoltaic solar panels cells are to be installed where
gas emissions and promote renewable energy use.

8.

vegetation to create pockets of protection and use.
Green existing car parks where practicable with reinforced

habitat . All vegetation within the Township should be

been relocated).

ST

ST

ST

COLLINGW

ONA ST

expanded foreshore park area (from which camping has

WEERO

streetscapes of the Rye Township to promote diversity and

HYGEIA

11. Provide a formalised flexible car parking zone in new

N ST

OZONE

plantings (native trees, shrubs and groundcovers) into the

ELL LN

WEIR ST

protected outdoor dining zones.

NELSO

AVE

revegetation and extension of the existing foreshore

CAMPB

HUNT

locations to assists with wind amelioration and allow for

LYONS
ST

Protect and support local coastal ecologies through dune

NAPIER

10. Provide streetscape furniture elements/ screens in strategic
1.

S ST

flexible open spaces when not experiencing peak demand.

D U N DA

turf and planting to reduce heat island effect and provide
KEY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE TOWNSHIP PLAN:

E

9.

ELGAN
AV

community engagement.

Revegetate existing campgrounds with remnant indigenous

OOD ST
SULLIVAN

ST

selected from local indigenous EVC’s, and any revegetation/

BIMBLE

ST

restoration should reflect the natural zoning of the EVC’s.
2.

Prepare a Town Centre ‘Street Tree Master plan’ to include all
residential streets in the Town Centre. Street tree plantings
should strive to reflect local indigenous coastal vegetation as
much as possible.

3.

Plant native Street Trees along Point Nepean Road
(commercial edge). They are to be strategically integrated
with infrastructure and car parking.

This will assist to

buffer the commercial strip from the north western winds
whilst providing shade and a continuous green edge to the
expanded Public Domain.
4.

Provide a central planted median strip along Point Nepean
Road (where traffic has been reduced to one lane each way)
The selected trees will act as visual markers signifying the
township and increase character and sense of place without
significantly impacting on bay views.

5.

Plant marker trees along the foreshore edge of Point Nepean
Road at key intersections to further assist to buffer the winds
whilst framing views of the bay.
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EXISTING GREEN ENVIRONMENT
EXISTING COASTAL VEGETATION (TO BE RETAINED AND
PROTECTED)

EXISTING CAMPING AREAS
HISTORIC LINE OF ARAUCARIA SP. TO BE RETAINED

EXISTING OPEN SPACE WITH SCATTERED TREES
EXISTING BAY TRAIL
EXISTING CAMP SITES (WITH LARGE CLEARED AREAS AND
SCATTERED TREES)

SEA LEVEL 2009

EXISTING ERODED DUNES

SEA LEVEL 2100 (RISE OF 82CM)

EXISTING STREET TREE PLANTING (POINT NEPEAN ROAD COMMERCIAL EDGE)

WO O D

T
HYGEIA

ONA S

ST

ST
OZONE

WEIR S

T

AVE

WEERO

COLLIN
G

N ST

HUNT

NELSO

ELL LN

LYONS
ST

ST
NAPIER

D U N DA

S ST

ELGAN

AVE

C AMPB

ST
SULLIVA

N ST

BIMBLE

ST

PROPOSED GREEN ENVIRONMENT

N

EXISTING COASTAL VEGETATION (TO BE RETAINED
AND PROTECTED)

AREA OF PROPOSED SELECTIVE REMOVAL OF TREES/ VEGETATION
(VIEW CORRIDORS)

PROPOSED STREET TREE PLANTING (POINT NEPEAN ROAD COMMERCIAL EDGE)

EXISTING CAMP SITES (WITH LARGE CLEARED AREAS
AND SCATTERED TREES)

RE-VEGETATED ZONE (TO INCLUDE RECONFIGURED CAMP SITES)
(RETAIN ALL EXISTING TREES VEGETATION IN THESE AREAS)

PROPOSED STREET TREE PLANTING (COLLECTOR ROADS)

HISTORIC LINE OF ARAUCARIA SP. TO BE RETAINED
SEA LEVEL 2009

EXISTING + PROPOSED OPEN SPACE WITH GROVES OF CLEAN
TRUNKED SHADE TREES (RETAIN ALL EXISTING TREES/ VEGETATION
IN THESE AREAS)

SEA LEVEL 2100 (RISE OF 82CM)

PROPOSED DUNE RE VEGETATION

PROPOSED STREET TREE PLANTING (LOCAL STREETS/ LANES)
PROPOSED MEDIAN STREET TREE PLANTING
PROPOSED RE-INFORCED GRASS CAR PARK
PROPOSED VEGETATED CAR PARK/ WSUD
RECONFIGURED BAY TRAIL
REALMstudios
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4.2 VEHICULAR ACCESS AND CYCLE LINKS
KEY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE TOWNSHIP PLAN:

10. Downgrade Nelson Street and part of Lyon Street to a Local
Streetscape Typology.
11. Provide a primary signliased pedestrian connection between

an extended public domain pavement area, opportunities

the Napier Street Plaza and the Rye Pier. The width of the

for street tree planting and improved traffic management.

crossing should be at a scale that can deal with large numbers

Engage in a ‘soft’ rollout of structural changes to Pt Nepean

of people crossing during the summer months.

Road through line marking and temporary treatment

12. Rationalise and reposition bus stops to provide more

strategies as a means of progressing through a series of

appropriate access and loading points, creating a legible

provide protection from vehicular traffic.
6.

COLLINGW

SULLIVAN

ST

Point Nepean Road shops, between Lyons and Napier Streets.
7.

Provide additional on-street cycle links to ensure the
prioritisation of pedestrians and cyclists over vehicles in
the town centre core, promoting walkability and increasing
cycling safety and amenity.

8.

Provide continuous cycle link between Napier Plaza and
Safeways as an extension of Campbell Lane (subject to

EXISTING VEHICULAR ACCESS AND CYCLE LINKS
EXISTING ARTERIAL ROAD

BOAT RAMP

EXISTING COLLECTOR ROAD

EXISTING BUS STOPS

EXISTING LOCAL STREET

EXISTING SIGNALISED CROSSING

EXISTING LANEWAY

EXISTING MEDIAN HAVEN CROSSING

detailed study/ design).
9.

Provide Streetscape Typologies as part of a Public Domain
Plan for each of the existing and proposed street types arterial road, collector road, local street and shareway as
part of new Rye Town Centre Public Domain Plan (subject to
Council approval).

EXISTING CAMPING ACCESS ROAD
EXISTING BAY TRAIL / CYCLE LINK
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BIMBLE

ST

ONA ST

ST

OOD ST

Establish a shared pedestrian/ vehicle zone at the rear of

WEERO

northern side of Point Nepean Road with landscape buffer to

HYGEIA

N ST

ST

an improved service within the Rye Township.

ELL LN

AVE

NELSO

OZONE

Provide a separated Cycle Facility on the southern and

CAMPB

WEIR ST

5.

and Nelson Streets to improve pedestrian/ cycle safety.
15. Consider extending the community bus operation to provide

HUNT

managing traffic.

LYONS
ST

and Hygeia Streets. This further assists with calming and

hour speed limit between Elgan Avenue and Hygeia Street.
14. Provide traffic calming measures along Bimble/ Collingowood

ST

Create a central tree planted median between Lyons

NAPIER

traffic flow.
4.

streetscape while also improving the traffic flow for buses.
13. Consider downgrading of Point Nepean Road to a 40km/
S ST

Upgrade and widen all signalised intersections to increase

D U N DA

stages.
3.

E

2.

Adjust the configuration of Point Nepean Road to allow for

ELGAN
AV

1.

ONA S

ST

ST
OZONE

WEIR S

T

T

AVE

WEERO

WO O D

HYGEIA

COLLIN
G

N ST

HUNT

NELSO

ELL LN

LYONS
ST

NAPIER

ST

S ST
D U N DA

ELGAN

AVE

C AMPB

ST
SULLIVA

N ST
BIMBLE

ST

PROPOSED VEHICULAR ACCESS AND CYCLE LINKS
EXISTING COLLECTOR ROAD (TO BE CONVERTED TO LOCAL
STREET)

N

PROPOSED PEDESTRIAN/ CYCLE CROSSING

RECONFIGURED BAY TRAIL BAY TRAIL / CYCLE LINK

EXISTING SIGNALISED INTERSECTION WITH PEDESTRIAN
CROSSING

PROPOSED ON-ROAD SEPARATED CYCLEWAY

EXISTING SIGNALISED CROSSING (TO BE RELOCATED)

PROPOSED ON-ROAD CYCLE LINK

PROPOSED MEDIAN HAVEN CROSSING

PROPOSED TRAFFIC CALMED SECTION OF POINT NEPEAN ROAD
(40KM/H)

PROPOSED ON-GRADE PEDESTRIAN CROSSING

REALMstudios
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4.3 CAR PARKING
KEY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE TOWNSHIP PLAN:

April).

season to season.

increasing on-street parking capacity in wider streets.

Reconfigure beach front car parks and relocate closer to
Point Nepean Road where possible (without any net loss of
car parking) to reclaim beach front recreational public open

CAMPB
NELSO

space and promote a green and sustainable foreshore park.

ELL LN

N ST

(Subject to further detailed study/ design).
3.

Reconfigure existing car parks spaces to create flexible

COLLIN

4.

Remove on-street parking from bottom end of Napier Street
and convert to flexible event space, market place/ outdoor
dining zone.

5.

Convert portion of public car park along Campbell Lane to
Town Park (subject to further detailed study/ design).

6.

Prepare a Precinct Parking Plan which identifies the most
appropriate parking rates for future development.

7.
8.

Improve links between off-street car park areas and improve
the layout of these to improve their appearance and
circulation within them.

9.

EXISTING CAR PARKING
EXISTING PRIVATE CAR PARK
EXISTING PUBLIC CAR PARK

Improve signage related to on-street and off-street car
parking areas, particularly those at rear of shops.

Consider introduction of pay parking lot at all longer term
parking areas within the precinct (to apply December to
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G WO O

D ST

SULLIVAN

entertainment spaces.

ON STREET PARKING

ST

BIMBLE

ST

ONA ST

zone parking; real time parking availability information; and

WEERO

parks; improved directional signage to car parks; shared

traders and improving the use of the high activity areas from

ST

parking during the winter months, benefiting the local

HYGEIA

Nepean Road; enhanced signalised access to foreshore car

ST

parking; seasonal flexibility with on-street parking in Point

events during the busier months but then to provide car

OZONE

multi-functional spaces that can cater for spill-out, markets/

WEIR ST

use with boat trailers; low impact foreshore overflow

AVE

11. Investigate a review of parking controls; fee paying; shared

allow for increased pedestrian pavement (up to 10.7m) for

HUNT

Nepean Road which incorporates removable bollards to

LYONS
ST

other foreshore amenities.

ST

entries relating to the proposed repositioned car parks and

the creation of a seasonal car-parking scheme along point

NAPIER

2.

Initially test (through temporary bollards and pop up stalls)

D U N DA

1.

S ST

10. Contain vehicular access points to the foreshore to three

WO O D

ST
HYGEIA

ONA S

T

ST
OZONE

WEIR S

T

AVE

WEERO

COLLIN
G

N ST

HUNT

NELSO

ELL LN

LYONS
ST

NAPIER

ST

S ST
D U N DA

ELGAN

AVE

C AMPB

ST
SULLIVA

N ST

BIMBLE

ST

PROPOSED CAR PARKING

N

EXISTING PRIVATE CAR PARK (TO BE RETAINED)
EXISTING PUBLIC CAR PARK (TO BE RETAINED)
EXISTING PUBLIC CAR PARK (TO BE PARTIALLY REMOVED)
PROPOSED RATIONALISED FORESHORE PARKING
PROPOSED INFORMAL / SEASONAL PARKING WITHIN THE
FORESHORE PARK
ON STREET PARKING
REALMstudios
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4.4 PEDESTRIAN MOVEMENT
KEY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE TOWNSHIP PLAN:

10. Create an expanded network of shared streets and lanes to
break down blocks and link key destinations.

1.

2.

Widen pedestrian pavements along Point Nepean Road -

11. Provide new path connections from the northern edge

high activity zone streetscape – providing outdoor dining

of Point Nepean Road, opposite residential streets, and at

opportunities, street furniture including bicycle storage,

pedestrian crossing points linking with existing facilities

seating lighting and general public use.

(toilets, BBQ’s etc.) and the Bay Trail.

Connect foreshore reserve with Rye shopping strip via atgrade feature pedestrian crossing.

3.

12. Rationalise and maintain beach access paths to prevent
access over dune system.

Establish a shared pedestrian/ vehicle zone at the rear of

Provide continuous pedestrian link between Napier Plaza

COLLINGW

detailed study/ design).
7.

Provide a primary signliased pedestrian connection between
the Napier Street Plaza and the Rye Pier. The width of the
crossing should be at a scale that can deal with large numbers
of people crossing during the summer months.

8.

Additional pedestrian crossing points should be provided
at Hunt, Ozone, Weir, and Weroona Streets to provide

EXISTING PEDESTRIAN MOVEMENT
EXISTING PEDESTRIAN LINK/ PIER
INFORMAL PEDESTRIAN PATHS

adequate and safe crossing points along a busy road.
(Council to determine the type and location of pedestrian
safety treatments including refuges, pedestrian signals and
intersection signals).
9.

Create new pedestrian links to break down blocks and link
key destinations (subject to further detailed study/ design).

EXISTING BAY TRAIL
EXISTING SIGNALISED CROSSING
EXISTING MEDIAN HAVEN CROSSING
KEY PEDESTRIAN DESTINATIONS
EXISTING PUBLIC TOILETS
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ST

BIMBLE

ST

ONA ST

ST

ST

OOD ST
SULLIVAN

and Safeways as an extension of Campbell Lane (subject to

WEERO

6.

HYGEIA

path to become a feature promenade.

OZONE

N ST

WEIR ST

Napier Plaza and the Pier, and update the pier entry access

ELL LN

AVE

NELSO

HUNT

CAMPB

LYONS
ST

Create a new pedestrian zone linking proposed Town Square,

ST

adjacent to the existing Rye Hotel.
5.

NAPIER

D U N DA

linking Town Hall to Campbell Lane, along Hunt Avenue and

S ST

Create new dedicated shared zones along Napier Street

ELGAN
AV

4.

E

Point Nepean Road shops, between Lyons and Napier Streets.

S ST

OOD ST
SULLIVA

N ST

BIMBLE

ONA S
WEERO

OZONE

ST

ST

T

T
WEIR S

HYGEIA

COLLING
W

AVE

N ST

HUNT

NELSO

ELL LN

LYONS
ST

ST
NAPIER

D U N DA

ELGAN

AVE

C AMPB

ST

PROPOSED PEDESTRIAN MOVEMENT

N

EXISTING SIGNALISED INTERSECTION WITH PEDESTRIAN CROSSING

RECONFIGURED BAY TRAIL

EXISTING SIGNALISED CROSSING (TO BE RELOCATED)

PROPOSED BOARDWALK

PROPOSED MEDIAN HAVEN CROSSING

INFORMAL BEACH ACCESS TO BE RATIONALISED

PROPOSED ON-GRADE PEDESTRIAN CROSSING

PROPOSED PEDESTRIAN LINKS

PROPOSED PEDESTRIAN / SHARED ZONES

KEY PEDESTRIAN DESTINATIONS

PROPOSED PUBLIC TOILETS

REALMstudios
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4.5 LAND-USE ZONING

4.

5.

6.

G WO O

EXISTING LAND-USE ZONING
EXISTING COMMERCIAL CENTRE
EXISTING COMMERCIAL STRIP
DD01 - RESIDENTIAL 1 ZONING (NO MINIMUM LOTS SIZE - 10M MAX. HEIGHT)
DD02 - RESIDENTIAL 1 ZONING (MINIMUM 1500M2 LOT SIZE - 8M MAX. HEIGHT)
EXISTING ACTIVATED EDGES
(COMMERCIAL/ RETAIL AT GROUND FLOOR)
EXISTING SITE THROUGH LINKS

ST

ONA ST

ST
HYGEIA

ST
OZONE

WEIR ST

AVE

D ST

SULLIVAN

off-street parking areas.

HUNT

N ST

WEERO

COLLIN

ELL LN

LYONS
ST

ST

S ST

NELSO

EXISTING COMMUNITY FACILITIES/ ACTIVITY GENERATORS
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CAMPB

NAPIER

3.

D U N DA

2.

Develop Design Development Controls for Rye Town Centre They are critical for setting up clear principles and objectives
a part of a broader vision to guide future development of
the Town Centre and are key to supporting the business
development in the area. They define built form, traffic,
access, pedestrian amenity, environmental controls and
public domain.
A built form analysis of the town centre. This is to inform the
content and structure of a Design and Development Overlay
which is to apply over the commercial and mixed use precinct
within the central core of the town.
Following preparation of necessary background information
(such as a detailed built form analysis) to meet the
requirements of Practice Note 59 (Role of Mandatory
Provisions in Planning Schemes). Introduce mandatory
height controls over the existing commercial and proposed
mixed use precinct within the central core of the town. This
will limit development to a maximum of three storeys, with
the third floor being highly recessive.
Amend the Design Development Overlay to provide for
increased densities and no minimum lot size between
Dundas and Lyons Street and no further south than Nelson
Street.
Encourage appropriate zoning to support a wide range
of infrastructure, facilities and services, increasing quality
and range of dining, retail, commercial and entertainment
opportunities.
Re-zone to promote mixed use in Town Centre Core – Amend
the Design Development Control Overlays to provide
rezoning to south and east of the current commercial centre
business zone to become part of the Bayside and Village
Precinct. This precinct is to become a mixed use precinct
encouraging ground floor commercial uses and allowing for
development up to 8m in height to maintain low-rise built
form character.

Encourage consolidation rather than dispersal of new
residential development.
8. Encourage civic and community uses around the Nelson
Street and Napier Street junction to include a multi-use
learning facility to cater to the growing youth population.
9. Encourage activated edges ground floor commercial facilities
fronting the proposed Town Square, and along adjoining
side streets and shared streets and lanes as part of the new
expanded public domain network.
10. Development of a Short-Term and Long-Term Tourism
Strategy, supporting the development of a range of well
designed and sited tourist facilities including integrated
resorts, hotel, host farm, bed and breakfast and retail
opportunities
11. Consider the development Contributions Plan - A mechanism
should be put in place to obtain a contribution from
developers for the improvement of the streetscapes within
the Town Centre.
12. Encourage development with provides a range of amenities
for shoppers and visitors including through site pedestrian
connections within the Town Centre core and walkways to

E

1.

7.

ELGAN
AV

KEY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE TOWNSHIP PLAN:

WO O D

ONA S

ST
HYGEIA

T

ST
OZONE

WEERO

COLLIN
G

ST

T

AVE
GRACE

WEIR S

N ST

HUNT

NELSO

ELL LN

LYONS
ST

NAPIER

ST

S ST
D U N DA

ELGAN

AVE

C AMPB

ST
SULLIVA

N ST

BIMBLE

ST

PROPOSED LAND-USE ZONING
EXISTING COMMUNITY CENTRE

N

AREA PROPOSED FOR DDO (3 STORY MAX WITH 3RD STORY TO BE
HIGHLY RECESSIVE)

EXISTING COMMERCIAL STRIP
EXISTING PRIVATE CAR PARK ASSOCIATED WITH FACILITY
EXISTING COMMUNITY FACILITIES/ ACTIVITY GENERATORS
EXISTING PUBLIC CAR PARK
DD01 - RESIDENTIAL 1 ZONING (NO MINIMUM LOTS SIZE - 10M MAX. HEIGHT)
DD02 - RESIDENTIAL 1 ZONING (MINIMUM 1500M2 LOT SIZE - 8M MAX. HEIGHT)
PROPOSED MIXED USE ZONING (3 STOREY MAX. HEIGHT)

EXISTING OPEN SPACE
POTENTIAL OPEN SPACE/ COMMUNITY GARDEN
PROPOSED ACTIVATED EDGES
(COMMERCIAL/ RETAIL AT GROUND FLOOR)
REALMstudios
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4.6 KEY PLACES AND SPACES
KEY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE TOWNSHIP PLAN:

6.

Re-configured camp ground - the area between Weir Street
and Lyon Street is to be relocated to the remaining east

1.

Consolidate car parking within the Township to allow for the

and west campground areas. This area will become an

creation of town square/ park/ community hub surrounded

passive open space and seasonal parking area as part of

by medium density development with a commercial ground

the expanded foreshore park and could become the new

floor and opportunities for outdoor dining. The square

location for the foreshore market. The reconfigured camp

would offer a range of outdoor activities including passive

sites will become integrated into clearly designated re-

recreation and play. A distinctive character and memorable

vegetated zones, providing shelter and buffering from Point

place would be achieved through elements such as iconic
built form features, landscaping, special public domain
2.

2

8

1

Nepean Road.
7.

1

Promote diversity of program/ amenity to service the local

furniture and lighting.

demographic as well as visitors. This becomes particularly

Create a pedestrian promenade and expanded foreshore

important for stimulating the provision of youth and elderly

park by consolidating the car parking directly opposite

activities and facilities which have been identified as lacking

Napier Street. The pedestrian promenade will link the historic

in the area.

3

44

3

3

4

5

1

pier with the township core and reconnect people with the

9

waterfront, whilst the expanded Foreshore Park will function

5

as a formal and informal event space and expand recreation
and leisure opportunities along the foreshore.
3.

2

Partially remove car parking in Napier Street to create an
expanded Napier Plaza - the pedestrian promenade would
extend across Point Nepean Road to create a pedestrian zone
stretching all the way from the existing Town Hall to the pier.
This plaza space could function both as an open air market,
event space or outdoor dining zone/ eat street.

4.

Campbell Lane is proposed as a shareway with opportunities

EXISTING KEY PLACES AND SPACES
EXISTING PUBLIC / COMMUNITY /
TOURIST FACILITIES

EXISTING OPEN SPACES

for outdoor dining and activation through the promotion of
ground floor commercial uses and other local pop-up events

1

TOWN HALL / COMMUNITY CENTRE /
PRE-SCHOOL

1

RYE BEACH
(INCLUDING NATURAL BUSHLAND ZONE)

2

PRIMARY SCHOOL

2

RYE PIER

3

COMMUNITY MARKET

3

FORESHORE PARK

4

RYE HOTEL

4

RYE CARNIVAL SITE

5

RSL

5

POCKET PARK

6

YACHT CLUB

7

SAFEWAY SUPERMARKET

8

CAMPGROUND

9

BOWLING CLUB

and installations.
5.

A community garden is proposed either in the existing
pocket park or on private vacant land adjacent to the existing
community/ art market. This would encourage local food
production, community interaction and participation and
highlight and support the culture and arts of the area.
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6

8

3
7

2

8

1

5

1
4

COLLIN
G

WO O D

2

T
ONA S

7

WEERO

8

3
ST

5

8

HYGEIA

7

9

ST

N ST

OZONE

NELSO

3

T

2

AVE

ST

1

ELL LN

10

HUNT

C AMPB

1

6

11

WEIR S

4

NAPIER

D U N DA

S ST

ELGAN

6

LYONS
ST

AVE

1

ST
SULLIVA

N ST

BIMBLE

ST

PROPOSED KEY PLACES AND SPACES

N

EXISTING PUBLIC / COMMUNITY / TOURIST FACILITIES

1

TOWN HALL / COMMUNITY CENTRE /
PRE-SCHOOL

2

PRIMARY SCHOOL

3

COMMUNITY MARKET

4

RYE HOTEL

5

RSL

EXISTING OPEN SPACES

6

YACHT CLUB

7

SAFEWAY SUPERMARKET

8

CAMPGROUND

9

BOWLING CLUB

1

RYE BEACH
(INCLUDING NATURAL BUSHLAND ZONE)

2

RYE PIER

PROPOSED CIVIC & OPEN SPACES

1

NAPIER STREET PROMENADE / SHARED ZONE

7

UPGRADED POCKET PARK

2

TOWN PARK/ SQUARE

8

POTENTIAL OPEN SPACE / COMMUNITY GARDEN

3

CAMPBELL LANE

9

INTERPRETIVE GATEWAY ENTRY/EXIT ART PIECE

4

POINT NEPEAN ROAD

10

RELOCATE CAMPING

5

EXPANDED FORESHORE PARK

11

EXTENDED FORESHORE PARK & INFORMAL PARKING
SPACES

6

RECONFIGURED RYE CARNIVAL SITE
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4.7 CHARACTER AND HERITAGE
KEY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE TOWNSHIP PLAN:
1.

2.

Prepare a Design Development Overlay for new development
to determine preferred built form and encourage sustainable/
eco living linking the coast and the village ambiance.
Develop a Public Domain Guidelines in order to create
a consolidated vision and integrated identity for the Rye
Township. The public domain encompasses all the publicly
accessible, shared spaces within the Rye Town Centre
including streets, lanes, squares and parks. The guidelines
will provide a set of specific objectives, consistent standards
and technical information to guide the design and future
character of the area and assist with Council’s ongoing
management and maintenance. They will identify:
•

Street Design (including Layout, Typology and Sections).

•

Materials Palette and Application (including paving,
street trees, WSUD, furniture, lighting, signage)

•

Wayfinding strategy - focusing on eliminating free

4.
•
•

•
•
•
5.

6.

7.

lighting as part of the visual signature of Rye between

RYE BEACH AND PIER

BRICK FINISH OF LIME KILN

RYE CARNIVAL

RYE HISTORIC SEA WALL

HIGH QUALITY URBAN REALM

HERITAGE INTERPRETATION - JEZZINE BARRACKS, TOWNSVILLE

events such as the Sand Sculpting Event, Blessing of the

elements and directly on awning where possible.
Lighting strategy - to include the installation of thematic

Develop a Marketing Plan for Rye which encourages the
short terms promotion of existing tourism assets along with

standing signage - signage to be integrated into built
•

Develop a Street Tree Master plan to include:
A single line of signature trees in the central median of Point
Nepean Road.
Marker trees on the northern side of Point Nepean Road at
the junction of each crossroad, making sure to maintain and
create views to the bay.
Street tree planting along Point Nepean Road.
A perimeter street tree theme, through the use of a single
specie on Hygeia, Bimble, Sullivan and Collingwood Streets.
A secondary theme tree consistent to all streets within the
township.
Modify and selectively remove some existing non-indigenous
vegetation on the foreshore to improve visual and physical
connection to the foreshore.
Develop an identity around the lime kiln using the circular
motif in the public realm and limestone as an expression in
the built form.

Waters and the Rye Carnival.
8.

Develop longer term Tourism Strategy.

Weerona and Dundas Streets.
•

Public Art strategy to

consider the opportunity to

establish a Gateway into the Township, whether in the
form of pubic art, lighting feature etc. or groups of
banner poles - near the corner of Weeroona Street and
Point Nepean Road and near the corner of Elgan Avenue
3.

and Point Nepean Road.
Develop a Heritage Interpretation Strategy to include
the acknowledgment of key historical locations along the
foreshore reserve.
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5.0 MATERIALITY
5.1 MATERIALITY & FURNITURE
Materiality and furniture is proposed as a simple and consistent
palette. The surface treatment for the hardscape pavement is
exposed aggregate concrete to express the tonality of place.
A specific colour scheme needs to be developed to reflect
the distinctive and unique environment of Rye. The concrete
aggregate is an ideal textured surface for a range of pedestrian
uses within the coastal environment, it is also prominently used
throughout the Mornington Peninsula. It is a material that is
simple to install, match and maintain whilst being cost-effective
and has a resilience to withstand both vehicular and pedestrian

BOARDWALK / PROMENADE

traffic.
A light coastal coloured concrete and aggregate will make up a
majority of the pavement with a darker tone highlighting seasonal
car parking areas and creating some visual modulation, similar to
waves on the shore.
The furniture used throughout the streetscape will be a simple
recognisable palette of timber and steel to ensure a coherent and
contemporary public space is created. Other urban features such
as the lighting poles and detailed strip drain will contribute to a
vibrant and interesting seasonal streetscape by day or by night.

SURFACE TREATMENT

STRIP DRAIN

SAFE CYCLE LANES

SUSTAINABLE CAR PARKING

TIMBER SEATING

BOLLARDS

REALMstudios
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5.2 PLANTING
The planting throughout the streetscape looks to the wider

TREES

and local coastal area of Mornington Peninsula to inform the
vegetation selection. Mixed plantings of Banksia integrifolia,
Allocasuarine verticillata and Acacia melanoxylon should be
considered throughout the township to promote the foreshore
in the town centre and to build on the coastal identity and
environmental values.
Other detailed planting will provide a range of textured and
colourful options to make up the planting within the WSUD beds
and planting beds along the foreshore.
The Rye Township Plan offers an opportunity to protect, enhance,
embrace and celebrate the valuable Coastal Moonah Woodland
vegetation community that is unique to the Nepean Peninsula.
Vegetation should strive to reflect local indigenous coastal
vegetation as much as possible and be selected from local

Melaluca lanceolata
MOONAH

Acacia melanoxylon
BLACKWOOD

Banksia integrifolia
COAST BANKSIA

Allocasuarina verticillata
DROOPING SHE-OAK

Leucopogon parviflorus
COAST BEARD-HEATH

Alyxia paludosa
SEA BOX

Poa labillardierei
COMMON TUSSOCK-GRASS

Poa poiformis var. ramifer
DUNE POA

LEUCOPHYTA BROWNII
CUSHION BUSH

Correa alba
WHITE CORREA

Atriplex cionerea
COAST SALTBUSH

Dianella Revoluta
BLACK-ANTHER FLAX-LILY

Rhagodia candolleana
SEABERRY SALTBUSH

Tetragonia implexicoma
BOWER SPINACH

PLANTING

indigenous EVC’s. Any re-vegetation/ restoration should reflect
the natural zoning for these EVC’s - Coastal dune Grassland EVC,
Coastal Dune Scrub EVC, and Coastal Moonah Woodland (AKA
Coastal Alkaline Scrub EVC).
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5.3 STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
Stormwater management and treatment is crucial in coastal
zones where stormwater and its pollutants can potentially enter
GRATED BOX CULVERT

the marine environment. The direct discharge of stormwater
to marine or freshwater receiving waters can have a significant
impact on receiving water ecosystem health. The Township Plan
aims to remove all drainage outfalls to the beach.

6x3m TREE VAULT

To meet best practice water quality objectives for reuse and/or
discharge to receiving waters, stormwater management in the Rye

HINGED TREE GRATE

streetscape will be achieved by passive watering of streetscape
trees as well as bio-swales, raingardens and permeable surfaces.

GRATED GEOTEXTILE
LINED BASKET (SAND
COLLECTION)

Street trees are located in connected tree vaults. The connected
tree vaults have been designed to water and maintain tree health,
treat stormwater to best practice standards, and to retain, retard
and convey stormwater runoff from both the road and footpath.

A

A

The proposed concept design integrates streetscape landscape
drainage, the minor drainage flows will be conveyed underground.
Major drainage will be conveyed as surface flow in designed

STREET TREE BIO-FILTER

GRATED BOX CULVERT

12m

with the minor and major drainage systems. As with conventional

TYPICAL STRATA-CELL SYSTEM

zones above the minor drainage pathway. Because the minor
drainage system (connected tree vaults) has greater flood storage

6x3m TREE VAULT

than a conventional system, surface flows are expected to be
significantly reduced in frequency.

HINGED TREE GRATE

6m

MINOR DRAINAGE
SYSTEM
OVERLAND FLOW PATH

GRATED GEOTEXTILE
LINED BASKET (SAND
COLLECTION)

300mm TEMPORARY
MINOR FLOOD STORAGE
100mm EXTENDED
DETENTION
INFILTRATION

GRATED BOX CULVERT

TREE VAULT WITH
NO LINER

FOOTPATH

SECTION OF STREETSCAPE

TREE VAULT

EXFILTRATION TO
GROUNDWATER

ROAD

3m

SECTION AA

PLAN OF TREE VAULT AND DRAINAGE SYSTEM
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6.0 TOWNSHIP PLAN

4

6.1 KEY PROJECTS
The Township Plan comes together around a series of key projects
and places that together reflect a new character for Rye. A
character that is at once coastal, vibrant and relaxed, expressive
of its communities and their values in environment, sustainability
and the place called Rye. The key projects identified graphically in
the following pages are:

KEY PLACES & SPACES:

1

FORESHORE PROMENADE

2

FORESHORE PARK

3

TOWN SQUARE

4

POINT NEPEAN ROAD

5

RYE CAMPING

6

NAPIER STREET PLAZA

7

CAMPBELL LANE

8

BIMBLE / COLLINGWOOD / SULLIVAN
STREETSCAPE

9

GATEWAY
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6.2 FORESHORE PROMENADE
The foreshore promenade will provide a both a physical and visual
extension of the pier, expressing its local cultural significance and
becoming a key attractor for the township. A railway line originally

1

ran along the pier, across Point Nepean Road, then along Napier
Street, crossing the Bowls Club to the big kiln. The Foreshore
Promenade forms the beginning of the historic axis which is
carried across Point Nepean Road to Napier Plaza. It provides a
significant opportunity to redefine, redesign and interpret this
important space for pedestrian priority.
Carefully considered placement and design of urban furniture,
lighting and built form features will both enhance visual and
physical connections whilst helping to frame views out to the
bay and creating pedestrian zones of respite, play and social
interaction.
As a gateway to main attraction in Rye - the foreshore - it provides
a unique place-making opportunity to cultivate a sense of arrive,
design excellence and urban life that embodies the spirit of Rye.
This can be achieved through special public domain furniture
and public art or an iconic built form feature/ anchor, that speaks
to the historic sheds ‘that sat at the end of the pier containing
equipment needed for the operation of a busy shipping stop’ (Rye
Historical Society). Additional public amenities, change rooms
and beach side cafe snack outlets can help to enhance this by
catering to locals and visitors.
Key Principles:
1.

Create a sense of arrival through the use of public domain
elements and integrated architectural form.

2.

Design for a high quality pedestrian environment.

3.

Provide public domain elements that will not restrict visual
and physical desire lines.

4.

Foster community engagement and understanding of the
site’s history/ site interpretation.

5.

Provide a flexible and functional space, that can be
programmed to accommodate multiple uses.

6.

Provide public amenities such as kiosks, change rooms and
bike storage.

7.

Provide unique materials and furniture palettes for the
spaces to define their special function.

8.

Integrate lighting and public art.

9.

Promote integration of renewable energy sources into
proposed built structures.

10. Expand coastal ecologies through use of coastal plantings.
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PERSPECTIVE OF PROMENADE LOOKING NORTH

HISTORICAL INTERPRETATION PLAZA

GREEN FORESHORE CAR PARK

CONSOLIDATED TOILET BLOCK

N

PLAN
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6.3 FORESHORE PARK
The foreshore is currently the main attraction for the Rye
township, however the park itself is fragmented by infrastructure
(namely car parks) to cater for the holiday makers in peak season.

2

This significantly reduces the usability and attraction of the park.
Through a reconfigured and consolidate greening of the parking
and camping arrangement, the area surrounding the pier. which
was once the hub of the town’s activities, can now become a
local community passive recreation hub that offers an attractive
large open space for formal and informal events and a range of
recreation and leisure opportunities.
The park can maximise connection with surrounding streets,
the beach, and the broader area through clear entry points,
improved pedestrian and cycle links, and an upgraded Bay Trail.
Strategically planted groves of trees will provide both shade and
shelter and contribute to re-instating the coastal ecology whilst
still allowing for clear views of the bay from Point Nepean Road.
The site presents opportunities for enhancing and preserving the
existing heritage character of the area along with additional site
interpretation. The park will enable a range of community uses
including open lawns for active play, a splash park, seating areas,
shade structures and picnic facilities that can cater for a broad
range of community groups and visitors. This can be enhanced
by the further development and integration of the well loved and
highly used community playground.
Key Principles:
1.

Provide a well defined open green space to allow for different
passive and recreation activities.

2.

Foster community engagement and understanding of the
site’s history/ site interpretation.

3.

Ensure safe and direct pedestrian desire lines through the
park.

4.

Ensure safe and legible connections are made between the
town centre and the foreshore - Provide safe pedestrian
crossings at key entry points into the park.

5.

Provide functional spaces, programmed to support a variety
of public programs and events.

6.

Provide clear views into the park and through to the bay.

7.

Provide planting along Point Nepean Road to frame the park
and act as a buffer to the main road.

8.

Respond to micro-climate by providing additional shade and
shelter.

9.

Provide shade structures associated with play, picnic and
BBQ facilities.

10. Promote integration of renewable energy sources into
proposed built structures.
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6.4 TOWN SQUARE
Sitting adjacent to the civic axis of Rye and the existing Town Hall,
an existing car park will be partially converted into a Town Square
which will form the heart of the township. The Town Square will

3

be comprised of a Town Park offering a communal space for a
diversity of outdoor activities including recreation play, learning
and cultural events in response to the needs of a growing
population. It will also include a youth skate park to support a
growing youth population.
The Town Square public domain presents opportunities to create
a distinctive character and memorable place achieved through
elements such as iconic built form features, landscape including
large shade trees, special public domain furniture and lighting,
consistent flush paving, and public art.
The Town Square will front an activated laneway to the north
linking directly to Napier Plaza. A new pedestrian link is also
proposed as a site through link through the Town Square and the
commercial zone along Point Nepean Road providing a direct
connection to the foreshore. The northern and western edge will
consist of private mixed-use development that creates an active
interface with the public domain and provides opportunities for
commercial activities and outdoor dining, adding to the safety of
the township around the clock.
Key Principles:
1.

Activate frontages with fine grain commercial activities with
opportunities for outdoor dining.

2.

Integrate all pedestrian desire lines across the site.

3.

Maximise and utilise sun penetration at ground level where
possible.

4.

Provide flexible and functional spaces, that can be
programmed to accommodate multiple events types and
programs.

5.

Provide a mix of passive and active uses.

6.

Provide public amenities such a public toilets, change rooms
and bike storage.

7.

Provide unique materials and furniture palettes for the
spaces to define their special function.

8.

Integrate public art.

9.

Extend canopy/ vegetation cover.

10. Promote integration of renewable energy sources into
proposed built structures.
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PERSPECTIVE OF TOWN SQUARE LOOKING EAST
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6.5 POINT NEPEAN ROAD
Point Nepean Road is the main commercial strip within the township.
Carrying all traffic through Rye and at the same time accommodating
large numbers of pedestrians and their activities. A combination

4

of road infrastructure improvements including reduction in traffic
lanes, on street cycle links, additional signalised pedestrian crossings
and reduced traffic speed will allow for a more accessible and safe
Township. (See Appendix E for a detailed plan of this proposal).
Reducing the road width down to two-lanes at the mid block sections
and increasing the lanes at signalised intersections will allow for
improved traffic conditions, provide extended public domain
pavement and a central median which will act as a pedestrian refuge
and allow for additional street tree planting, whilst maintaining views
to the Bay. Trees will provide shaded pavement areas during summer
and aid in wind amelioration. Tree vaults are proposed to be installed
within the pavement extension to allow for full tree growth, water
collection, passive irrigation and pollutant removal. A seasonal car
parking scheme will be created along Point Nepean Road which
incorporates removable bollards to allow to allow for increased
pedestrian pavement (up to 10.7m) during the busier months, whilst
also providing car parking in close proximity to the shops during the
winter months.
SUMMER CONDITION - The summer condition would provide a
seamless, at grade pedestrian environment where bollards prohibit
cars from parking. The extension of pavement allows for multifunctional spaces that can cater for cafe spill-outs, and markets/
events while providing a comfortable streetscape environment.
WINTER CONDITION - The winter condition would provide for a
dual condition to deal with the varying car parking and accessibility
requirements from season to season. Seasonal car parking is
provided through movable bollards that provide close-to-shops
car parking whilst reducing the otherwise vacuous pavement areas
when there are fewer pedestrians. This will help to reduce the scale
of the pavement areas, improve vehicular access and ultimately aid
traders within this zone.
Key Principles:
1. Improve connectivity between town centre and foreshore.
2. Improve connections for pedestrians and cyclists.
3. Express a contemporary public realm in terms of spatial, material,
furniture, lighting and signage response.
4. Provide for a high activity streetscape environment.
5. Expand coastal ecologies through additional street tree planting.
6. Provide integrated WSUD.
7. Reduce traffic speed to 40km/h.
8. Manage micro-climate by providing greening and streetscape
furniture elements/ screens in strategic locations to assists with
wind amelioration and allow for protected outdoor dining zones.
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PERSPECTIVE OF POINT NEPEAN ROAD - SUMMER CONDITION
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6.6 RYE CAMPING
The foreshore campground currently takes us a large portion
of the Foreshore Reserve. The popularity of camping in Rye has
increased significantly since its beginning in the 1940’s and has

5

become ingrained in the local culture of the place. However the

A

current extent of the campgrounds limits the potential of the
Foreshore Park and its associated camping and passive activities
have resulted in clearing of the Coastal Moonah Woodland
vegetation community with only a small number of isolated trees
remaining (of which only a few indigenous species remain) and
fragmented garden beds with low shrubs and groundcovers. The
camper vans currently sit very close to Point Nepean Road with no
planted buffer representing both an eye sore, and a physical and
visual barrier between the township and the Bay.
In order to address current concerns and balance the needs of the
campers, holiday makers and the community, it is proposed to
re-locate existing campsites between Weir Street and Lyon Street
and consolidate within the remaining east and west campground
areas.

This would allow for the creation of an expanded

foreshore park, opening up views of the Bay and increasing the
recreational and leisure opportunities along the foreshore. It is
also an opportunity to rationalise access and improve movement
through the foreshore and re-configure the campgrounds with
opportunities for standardised camp-site size and substantial revegetation to create pockets of usable space within a protected
setting offering shade and shelter and creating a green buffer
both and to and from the main road.
Key Principles:
1.

Providing functional open spaces programmed to cater to
the needs of the campers.

2.

Provide substantial area of re-vegetation with remnant
indigenous plantings. Ensure safe and legible connections
are made between the township and the campground and
the beach - provide safe pedestrian crossings at key entry
points into the campground.
Provide dense planting along Point Nepean Road to act as a

A

3.

buffer to the main road.
4.

Respond to micro-climate by providing additional shade and
shelter.

5.

Provide shade structures associated with picnic and BBQ
facilities and upgrade existing amenities.

6.

Upgrade existing amenities including toilets, security and
safety and water and sullage points.

7.

Promote integration of renewable energy sources into
proposed built structures.
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6.7 NAPIER STREET PLAZA
Napier Street Plaza will become the main pedestrian promenade
within the township. It forms the extension of the historic pier
axis/ foreshore promenade to create a plaza space linking

6

the township and existing community facilities back to the
foreshore. It will become the main pedestrian promenade within
the township. One end of the plaza will become a shared zone
specifically designed for pedestrian priority whilst being wide
enough to accommodate through traffic into the shared zone on
Campbell Laneway.
The plaza will be framed by mixed use development creating an
active interface with the public domain. This plaza space could
function both as an open air market, event space or outdoor
dining zone/ eat street, complimenting the program in the
adjacent town square.
The Plaza presents opportunities to reconnect the civic heart of
the township to the bay. Carefully considered placement of low
plantings, trees, urban furniture, lighting and built form features
will both enhance visual and physical connections and help to
frame views out to the bay whilst assisting to ameliorate strong
coastal winds. This will create pedestrian zones of respite and
social interaction.
Key Principles:
1.

Provide a plaza by removing kerbs and road surface markings
to enhance pedestrian environment.

2.

Activate frontages with fine grain commercial activities
within opportunities for outdoor dining.

3.

Provide sheltered seating areas protected from coastal winds.

4.

Maximise and utilise sun penetration at ground level where
possible.

5.

Provide flexible and functional spaces, that can be
programmed to accommodate multiple events types and
programs.

6.

Provide a distinct pavement surface linking to the on-grade
pedestrian crossing at Point Nepean Road to highlight the
pedestrian environment.

7.

Accommodate wayfinding and public art.

8.

Provide prominent features such as signs, architectural or
landscape features to indicate a change in street environment
and to highlight start and finish of shared zone.

9.

Manage micro-climate by improving canopy cover. whilst
maximising solar access through out the year.

10. Expand coastal ecologies through use of coastal plantings.
11. Promote integration of renewable energy sources into
proposed built structures.
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PERSPECTIVE OF NAPIER STREET PLAZA LOOKING NORTH
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6.8 CAMPBELL LANEWAY
An expanded network of shared streets and lanes is proposed to
break down blocks and link key township destinations. Campbell
Lane is proposed as a shareway that extends as a pedestrian/

7

cycle link all the way to Safeway. It becomes an alternative wind
protected local commercial zone in contrast to that of Point
Nepean Road, which is open to the harsh sun and prevailing
winds.
Fronted by mixed used development it provides an opportunity
for outdoor dining and activation through the promotion of
ground floor commercial uses and other local pop-up events and
installations.
Strategic greening and placement of trees, special public
domain furniture and lighting, and public art will contribute to
creating a pedestrian zone with a distinctive character, offering
opportunities for social interaction and respite, creating a varied
and welcomed alternative human scale experience.
Key Principles:
1.

Provide a shared zone by removing kerbs and road surface
markings to enhance pedestrian environment.

2.

Activate frontages with fine grain commercial activities
within opportunities for outdoor dining.

3.

Express a contemporary public realm in terms of spatial,
material, furniture, lighting and signage response.

4.

Provide for a high activity streetscape environment.

5.

Provide a distinct pavement surface and prominent features
such as signs, architectural or landscape features to indicate
a change in street environment and to highlight start and
finish of shared zone.

6.

Accommodate wayfinding and public art.

7.

Manage micro-climate by providing greening whilst
maximising solar access through out the year.

8.

Consider building setback, gradation and articulation of built
form to provide usable and inviting spaces at ground level
and maximise sun penetration.
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PERSPECTIVE OF CAMPBELL LANEWAY LOOKING EAST
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6.9 BIMBLE / COLLINGWOOD / SULLIVAN STREETSCAPE
Bimble, Collingwood and Sullivan Roads function as collector
roads, serving as the secondary vehicular through route/ linkage,

8

connecting the arterial road - Point Nepean Road - to the local
system.

Due to the high volumes of traffic experienced on

these roads, especially a peak times, the local community has
expressed concerns regarding safety and movement functions for
pedestrians and cyclists.
PEDESTRIAN PATH
SEPARATED FROM ROAD

These roads present an opportunity to upgrade the streetscape

NATIVE TREE LINED STREETSCAPE

PEDESTRIAN CROSSING TO MAKE FOR
SAFER ENVIRONMENT

to further separate the vehicle and pedestrian zones and promote
walkability through increased footpath widths and adequate
pedestrian crossing points/ thresholds. These measures will also
assist with traffic calming to further promote pedestrian safety
and permeability.

through additional street tree planting.

A

There is a further opportunity to expand the coastal ecology
Mixed plantings

of Banksia integrifolia, Allocasuarine verticillata and Acacia
melanoxylon should be considered in these streets along with all
the streets in Rye to promote the foreshore in the town centre and
to build on the town’s coastal identity and environmental values.
Key Principles:
1.

Provide traffic calming measures to support a high balance
of function for vehicular traffic whilst providing adequate
and safe movement functions for pedestrians and cyclists.

2.

Create widened footpaths and safe and legible pedestrian
Improve connections for pedestrians and cyclists.

4.

Expand coastal ecologies through additional street tree /

A

crossing points to promote walkability.
3.

understorey planting and mass planted verges.
5.

Establish trees suited to the local climate and that will
positively contribute to the micro-climate and built form
character of the street.

6.

Satisfy the objectives of the Rye Township Street Tree Master
plan (forthcoming).
DETAIL PLAN OF BIMBLE STREET
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6.10 A GATEWAY INTO RYE
There is an opportunity to establish a gateway into the township
in association with the development of the road reconfiguration
and future projects throughout. A gateway can be a sculpture

9

or form that signifies arrival or frames an important aspect. This
has the potential to add to the identity and character of Rye in
a broader context and create a memorable feature along the
journey through the peninsula.
The gateway has a further opportunity to become a physical
expression of the local natural environment so cherished by the
community. This could take the form of a static or kinetic work
that responds to the strong winds, tidal movement and local
materiality, capturing the seasonal qualities that define place.
Encouraging the integration of public art in key locations will
embed meaning into the public domain, encourage and support
local

art, culture and community participation and in turn

improve the buzz and liveability of the township.
Key Principles:
1.

Provide a visual marker along Point Nepean Road at the entry
point into the Township.

2.

Provide a gateway entry statement that contributes to the
identity and character for Rye

3.

Establish a strong connection to the Bay.

4.

Respond to local cultural heritage and natural environment

5.

Promote and exhibit local public art.

6.

Encourage participation from the local community.

INDICATIVE GATEWAY SCULPTURE (ARTIST: MATTHEW HARDING)
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7.0 IMPLEMENTATION PLAN AND COSTING
7.1 IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
This section will guide the implementation of the Rye Township
Plan. A proposed schedule of planning, design and construction

PROJECT AREAS

PROJECT

PROJECT DETAILS

KEY STAKEHOLDERS

COST

PRIORITY

works and associated costs will ensure the staging and
implementation of the recommendations made within the plan.
Achievement of the objectives identified in the identified in

ADVOCATE AND
PROMOTE

the plan will require a co-ordinated management approach
by the Mornington Peninsula Shire Council and an on-going

ADVOCATE FOR A NEW TRAFFIC
DISTRIBUTION NETWORK

Establish action group, preparation of mud maps and a
briefing for position plan for the Southern Peninsula.

VICROADS / PTV /
MPSC / ENVIRONMENTAL
STAKEHOLDERS

$50,000

HIGH

PROMOTE LOCAL POP-UP EVENTS AND
MARKETS

Appoint project manager and liaison officer.

TRADERS ASSOCIATION / MPSC

$20,000

HIGH

PROMOTE COMMUNITY IMPLEMENTATION
OF ASPECTS WITHIN RYE TOWNSHIP PLAN

Appoint project manager and liaison officer.

COMMUNITY / MPSC

$20,000

HIGH

ESTABLISH AND MAINTAIN ADVISORY
GROUP TO OVERSEE TOWNSHIP PLAN
ROLLOUT

Appoint panel members and establish structure.

COMMUNITY / MPSC

$50,000

MEDIUM

RYE CAMPGROUND RECONFIGURATION

Creation of re-configured camping ground to include
coastal re-vegetation/tree planting/lawn shelters/
lighting/new amenities/wayfinding

MPSC /DELWP /
FORESHORE CAMPING LIASION
COMMITTEE

$750,000

HIGH

FORESHORE PROMENADE

Re-configure car parking and entries, creation of a
promenade (incl. paving/decking/drainage/tree planting/
COMMUNITY / MPSC /DELWP
lighting/electrical services/furniture/seats/bins/bubblers/
wayfinding signage/art)

$1,500,000

HIGH

FORESHORE PARK

Re-configure car parking and entries, upgrade of park
(incl. paving/drainage/tree planting/lighting/electrical
services/furniture/seats/bins/bubblers/wayfinding/
signage/picnic shelters)

COMMUNITY / MPSC /DELWP

$1,500,000

HIGH

RATIONALISE AND MAINTAIN BEACH
ACCESS PATHS

Path creation, community revegetation.

MPSC /DELWP

$300,000

HIGH

NAPIER STREET PLAZA AND SHAREWAY

Creation of Shared Zone and Plaza (incl. paving/
drainage/ tree planting (incl. pits/ tree grates/planting/
WSUD/ sub-surface drainage/ lighting/ electrical
services/ furniture (seats/ bins, cycle racks, bubblers),
wayfinding signage/art/built structures.

MPSC / COMMUNITY /
LAND OWNERS

$2,500,000

MEDIUM

TOWN SQUARE

Partial removal of existing carpark, creation of a Town
Square (incl. paving/ drainage/ tree planting/
lighting/ electrical services/ furniture (seats/ bins,
cycle racks, bubblers), wayfinding signage/ art/ kiosk/
amenities.

MPSC / COMMUNITY /
LAND OWNERS

$1,500,000

LOW

CAMPBELL ST LANEWAY / SHAREWAY

Creation of a Shared Zone (incl. paving/ drainage/ tree
planting / pits/ tree grates/ planting/ WSUD/
sub-surface drainage/ lighting/ electrical services/
furniture/ wayfinding signage/ art.

MPSC / COMMUNITY /
LAND OWNERS

$1,500,000

LOW

BIMBLE / COLLINGWOOD / SULLIVAN
STREETSCAPE

Streetscape Upgrade/new at-grade shared crossing/
traffic calming measures/ footpath upgrade/ tree
planting (incl. plantings/ WSUD)

MPSC / COMMUNITY

$700,000

MEDIUM

commitment to a program of construction, trialling, maintenance,
review and improvement.
The list of priorities set out here are recommendations going
forward.
The staging and implementation of the proposed works will
be influenced by:
The priorities within the Rye Township Plan have been set through

COASTAL

consultation and feedback with the local community. During
the public exhibition period there was significant resistance to
the reconfiguration of Point Nepean Road. In response to this,
the reconfiguration of Point Nepean Road is to be staged over a
longer period and the most significant elements in the plan (such
as the reduction to a single lane) will not be carried out until the
finalisation of the project.
Based on the community feedback, the key priority of the Rye
Township Plan is now the re-engagement of the township with
the foreshore. Several projects within the plan have had their
priority elevated to ensure this goal is achieved. These projects
include improved foreshore parking, Napier Street plaza and
promenade and reconfiguring the foreshore camping.

TOWNSHIP

Additionally, there is a significant amount of community interest
and good will towards working collaboratively to the betterment
of the township. To harness this, some of the key projects can be
partially (or wholly) implemented by the community themselves.
For example, this could include working bees involving the
planting of significant amounts of indigenous vegetation. This
will build on the community’s ‘ownership’ over Rye and further
strengthen their engagement with the township.
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HIGH 1-5 years;
PROJECT AREAS
POINT
NEPEAN ROAD
STREETSCAPE

STATUTORY
FRAMEWORK

PROJECT

PROJECT DETAILS

KEY STAKEHOLDERS

COST

PRIORITY

COMMUNITY /
LAND OWNERS / MPSC /
VICROADS

$150,000

HIGH

1. POP-UP OUTDOOR DINING WITHIN
SELECTED ON-STREET CAR PARKING AREAS

Temporary bollards and furnishing.

2. INTERSECTION WIDENING AND
UPGRADES TO LYONS STREET.

Civil and infrastructure works.

COMMUNITY /
LAND OWNERS / MPSC /
VICROADS

$1,000,000

3. INTERSECTION WIDENING AND
UPGRADES TO DUNDAS STREET.

Civil and infrastructure works.

COMMUNITY /
LAND OWNERS / MPSC /
VICROADS

$1,000,000

4. INTERSECTION WIDENING AND
UPGRADES TO HYGEIA STREET.

Civil and infrastructure works.

COMMUNITY /
LAND OWNERS / MPSC /
VICROADS

$1,000,000

MEDIUM

5. TEMPORARY LINE MARKING TO TEST
TRAFFIC ARRANGEMENTS.

VicRoads approval and linemarking

COMMUNITY /
LAND OWNERS / MPSC /
VICROADS

$150,000

MEDIUM

6. FORMAL CONSTRUCTION OF ROAD
CHANGES ON THE BACK OF THE SUCCESS
FOR NO. 5 (ABOVE).

VicRoads approval and construction incl. reformed
pedestrian pavements, tree planting and drainage.

COMMUNITY /
LAND OWNERS / MPSC /
VICROADS

$2,000,000

MEDIUM

7. RE-INSTATE NORTH SOUTH PEDESTRIAN
LINK BETWEEN TOWN SQUARE AND
FORESHORE

Relocation and upgrading of signalised pedestrian
crossing.

COMMUNITY /
LAND OWNERS / MPSC /
VICROADS

$500,000

HIGH

PREPARE PUBLIC DOMAIN GUIDELINES FOR
THE TOWNSHIP AREA

Prepare RFP and develop guidelines.

MPSC / COMMUNITY

$45,000

HIGH

PREPARE URBAN DESIGN FRAMEWORK
PLAN FOR THE TOWNSHIP AREA SUITABLE
FOR INCLUSION IN THE PLANNING SCHEME

Prepare RFP and develop Urban Design Framework.

MPSC / COMMUNITY

$50,000

HIGH

PREPARE A PRECINCT PARKING PLAN

Prepare RFP and develop parking plan.

MPSC / COMMUNITY

$40,000

HIGH

AMEND THE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
OVERLAY

Prepare overlay.

MPSC

$30,000

HIGH

REZONE LAND WITHIN THE TOWNSHIP
AREA

Prepare rezoning documents

MPSC

$25,000

MEDIUM

MEDIUM 5-10 years
LOW 10+ years.
MPSC = Mornington Peninsula Shire Council
DELWP = Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning

HIGH

Key issues/buttons
Parking
Congestion

MEDIUM

Environment
Bus development
Sustainability

IMPLEMENTATION TABLE

REALMstudios
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APPENDIX A
BACKGROUND ANALYSIS
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EXISTING VEGETATION
The Rye foreshore has been extensively modified from its natural
state through various coastal structures since the 1970’s.
The diagram highlights how the coast has changed and where the
vegetation and high water line previously sat in 1972. Remnant
vegetation and established trees still stand along this line and
characterise the foreshore area.
The diagram also highlights the existing vegetation within or
adjacent to the study area.
(See Vegetation Assessment - Appendix F)

SITE PHOTOS OF VARIOUS SPECIES AND COPSES OF TREES

REALMstudios
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS - WIND
The wind rose data shown was taken from South Channel Island
which sits within Port Phillip Bay. Data was recorded from this
location as it provided a realistic representation across the whole
Mornington coastline.
The data unveils findings showing the predominant winds are a
northerly during winter and a southerly throughout the summer
months. Autumn and Spring has a comparable spread.
Vegetation that is currently along the foreshore provides relief
from the prevailing winter winds. There are fewer wind breaks as
you enter the main commercial node where car parks/boat ramps
make up the foreshore.

MORNINGTON HARBOUR COASTAL PROCESSES INVESTIGATION, 2008

WIND CONDITIONS DIAGRAM
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FORESHORE
BOUNDARY

EXISTING STREETSCAPE TYPOLOGY

FORESHORE
COMMERCIAL
ZONE

2.1M
PARKING

3.0
ROAD

2.8M
ROAD

2.4M
CHEVRON
MEDIAN

2.7M
ROAD

2.7M
ROAD

1.5 M
PEDESTRIAN
PATH

TYPICAL SECTION - DUNDAS TO LYONS

FORESHORE
BOUNDARY

CAMEO PLAN

4M
EXISTING FOOTPATH

FORESHORE

4M
EXISTING FOOTPATH

CAMEO PLAN

2.1M
PARKING

TYPICAL SECTION - LYONS TO HYGEIA

3.0
ROAD

2.8M
ROAD

2.2M
CHEVRON
MEDIAN

2.8M
ROAD

3.0M
ROAD
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PLACE EVOLUTION

1939

1930

1951

1940

LIME TRADE
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1972

1950

1977

1985

2009

1972

LOW-KEY COASTAL HOLIDAY DESTINATION

2017

2011
1985
1977
1972
HIGH WATER LINE

2011
1985
1977
1951
VEGETATION LINE

PEDESTRIAN / CYCLE SHARED SPACES
OPEN GREEN SPACE
GREEN STREETSCAPE
FORESHORE REVEGETATION
GREENING INTO THE TOWNSHIP
BAY TRAIL

2017

INFRASTRUCTURE DOMINATED BUSINESS CENTRE

2030
A UNIQUE | RESILIENT | SAFE | ACCESSIBLE | THRIVING |
DESTINATION SET WITHIN A PRISTINE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
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APPENDIX B
UDF ACTIONS SUMMARY
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OUTSTANDING ACTIONS - DRAFT LANDSCAPE FORESHORE MASTER PLAN (2016)

OUTSTANDING ACTIONS - URBAN DESIGN FRAMEWORK (2002)

Landscape Foreshore Master plan - Outstanding Actions

UDF Recommendations - Outstanding Actions

Revegetate the dune between the beach and the Community playground and incorporate new low boardwalk TBA

Provide new path connections linking Point Nepean Road pedestrian crossings with the Foreshore Trail.

$40,000

Develop a new public seating/ meeting area outside the Civic Hall in Napier Street, including public toilets.

$300,000

and lookout deck
Create pier forecourt with picnic shelters, shade trees and seating

TBA

Revegetate dune between pier and boat ramp, in front of boat parking, and Rye East Campground.

TBA

Install dune fencing where dune adjoins lawn/ open space

TBA

Install bike racks adjacent to street crossings.

$40,000

Upgrade the foreshore stormwater outlet aligned with Elgan Ave

TBA

Construct continuous footpaths along the streets of the Town Centre, to improve its general ‘walkability’.

$250,000

Provide Bay trail to white Cliffs Staircase connecting boardwalk

TBA

Improve definition of existing pedestrian crossing points, with signs fencing or streetscape elements.

$30,000

Remove existing boat ramp and reinstate lawns

TBA

Implement 1P restrictions within shopping centre to encourage a higher turnover of spaces at peak times.

TBA

Relocate car park vehicle access point to existing intersection at Dundas Street.

TBA

Provide additional indented parking on Weir and Lyons Streets, making use of side road reserves.

$300,000

Create Lime Kiln Visitor ‘Time Limited Parking and toilet.

TBA

Provide shade structures at appropriate locations, in conjunction with additional seating, where verandahs are not $150,000

Create double lane access road to boat ramp to ensure sufficient queuing space

TBA

Reconfigure boat ramp to align reversing lane with ramps, include 4th lane and mooring pontoon (subject to TBA
Council approval).
Upgrade Bay trail and provide continuous link

TBA

Design community playground surrounds to Foreshore to improve amenity of the area. Include more shade trees. TBA

Construct formal kerb and channel drainage to residential streets within the Town Centre, to reduce the incidence $200,000
of surface ponding during wet periods.

present.
Widen kerbs and create new public seating/ meeting area outside the Civic Hall in Napier Street, including public $150,000
toilets
Reduce clutter of signs, posts and other structures at the entry to the Pier car park to capture important views from TBA
Point Nepean Road to the Pier.
Place existing overhead power-lines underground.

$1.5 MIL

Fitness stations and seating areas to be installed along Bay Trail

TBA

Selectively remove and underprune trees and vegetation along the foreshore to open up views of the bay.

TBA

Lime Kiln Area Picnic Facilities

TBA

Provide shade trees in all open car park areas

$80,000

Improvements to the Carnival site, to encourage year-round activity

TBA

Establish consistent low level ground planting, rather than individual planters, in appropriate locations around the $60,000

Stabilize low dune in front of yaght club and establish a flat lawn

TBA

Increase Rye Yacht Club storage yard footprint

TBA

Increase pedestrian footpath network in foreshore reserve

TBA

Rationalise and maintain beach access paths

TBA

Town Centre, contributing to its ‘visual signature)
Improve signage related to on-street and off-street car parking areas, particularly those at rear of shops

$50,000

REALMstudios
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Privacy
Capire Consulting Group and any person(s) acting on our behalf is committed to protecting
privacy and personally identifiable information by meeting our responsibilities under the
Victorian Privacy Act 1988 and the Australian Privacy Principles 2014 as well as relevant
industry codes of ethics and conduct.
For the purpose of program delivery, and on behalf of our clients, we collect personal
information from individuals, such as e-mail addresses, contact details, demographic data and
program feedback to enable us to facilitate participation in consultation activities. We follow a
strict procedure for the collection, use, disclosure, storage and destruction of personal
information. Any information we collect is stored securely on our server for the duration of the
program and only disclosed to our client or the program team. Written notes from
consultation activities are manually transferred to our server and disposed of securely.
Comments recorded during any consultation activities are faithfully transcribed however not
attributed to individuals. Diligence is taken to ensure that any comments or sensitive
information does not become personally identifiable in our reporting, or at any stage of the
program.
Capire operates an in-office server with security measures that include, but are not limited to,
password protected access, restrictions to sensitive data and the encrypted transfer of data.
For more information about the way we collect information, how we use, store and disclose
information as well as our complaints procedure, please see www.capire.com.au or
telephone (03) 9285 9000.

Stakeholder Engagement
Unless otherwise stated, all feedback documented by Capire Consulting Group and any
person(s) acting on our behalf is written and/or recorded during our program/consultation
activities.
Capire staff and associates take great care while transcribing participant feedback but
unfortunately cannot guarantee the accuracy of all notes. We are however confident that we
capture the full range of ideas, concerns and views expressed during our consultation
activities.
Unless otherwise noted, the views expressed in our work represent those of the participants
and not necessarily those of our consultants or our clients.

© Capire Consulting Group Pty Ltd.
This document belongs to and will remain the property of Capire Consulting Group Pty Ltd.
All content is subject to copyright and may not be reproduced in any form without express
written consent of Capire Consulting Group Pty Ltd.
Authorisation can be obtained via email to info@capire.com.au or in writing to:
96 Pelham Street Carlton VIC Australia 3053.

Executive Summary
Realm Studios engaged Capire Consulting Group (Capire) to assist them in designing and
delivering community engagement to inform development of the Rye Township Plan (the
Plan).
The Plan will be a singular and comprehensive plan that guides the future development of
Rye; it will develop a strong identity for the township, and will ensure all future public works
throughout the town centre, Point Nepean Road and foreshore areas are in line with the
overall vision for the area.
Capire designed a three-stage approach for engagement delivery. This report summaries the
engagement activities of stage one and two.
Stage one was designed to inform key stakeholders of the project, process and outputs of the
Plan, to gather information on current issues and key concerns, and to understand
participant’s future visions for Rye. Activities in stage one included; examination of feedback
from past community consultation, meetings with key stakeholder groups, an online survey (48
participants) and a community workshop (40 participants).
The objective of stage two was to confirm engagement findings from stage one, and to
receive feedback on; the project teams ‘big ideas’ for the foreshore, streetscape and town
centre; and on the projects design principles and implementation ideas. Stage two activities
included a community workshop (74 participants) and an online survey (104 participants).
The key messages resulting from stage one and two of engagement include:
•

Protect and enhance Rye’s natural environment: The natural environment was seen
by many participants as Rye’s most important asset, and most people felt it should be
prioritised.

•

Resolve the future of Foreshore camping in Rye: The majority of participants felt
that camping issues on the Foreshore need to be addressed by the Plan. There were
varying opinions on the approach to resolving camping concerns. Future development
and refinement of the project team’s camping options should be guided by further
consultation with key stakeholder groups.

•

Solve Rye’s traffic and parking challenges: Although wanting to improve amenity of
the Rye streetscape, participants were concerned that improvements may increase
traffic congestion and reduce parking options.

•

Enhance the existing character of Rye: Participants said that they cherish the
existing character of Rye including the ‘local’ and ‘village feel’ of the township and
want to ensure that future foreshore and streetscape improvements enhance this
character.

•

Keep the Rye community involved in the conversation: Most participants are
excited about the Rye Township Plan project and want to be involved in the future
development and implementation of the Plan.

The findings outlined in this report will inform the development of the draft Plan. Following
approval from Council, the draft plan will be placed on public exhibition. The Rye community
will have an opportunity to provide feedback on the draft plan during stage three of
engagement, before a final version of the Plan is formally adopted by Council.
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RYE TOWNSHIP PLAN COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

1 Introduction
Realm Studios engaged Capire Consulting Group (Capire) to assist them in designing and
delivering community engagement to inform development of the Rye Township Plan (the
Plan).
The Plan will be a singular and comprehensive plan that guides the future development of
Rye; It will develop a strong identity for the township, and will ensure all future public works
throughout the town centre, Point Nepean Road and foreshore areas are in line with the
overall vision for the area. The plan will build on work already undertaken to create the Rye
Foreshore Landscape Masterplan, Rye Movement and Place Plan and Rye Urban Design
Framework 2002.
Some of the topics to be considered by the Plan include:
•

location of carparking, camping and picnic facilities

•

open space and recreation

•

landscaping

•

pedestrian, vehicle and bicycle connections

•

access to the water

•

public realm improvements in the town centre.

Capire designed a three-stage approach for engagement delivery. This report summaries the
engagement activities of stage one and two which took place from March - June 2017.
The findings outlined in this report will inform the development of the draft Rye Township
Plan. Following approval from Council, the draft plan will be placed on public exhibition. The
Rye community will have an opportunity to provide feedback on the draft plan during stage
three of engagement before a final version of the Plan is formally adopted by Council.
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2 Engagement overview
2.1 Engagement objectives
The objectives of the engagement program were to:
1. Inform the community about the Rye Township Plan project and opportunities for their
participation.
2. Educate the community about the role that the Plan, the Council, and the community
play in ensuring sustainable development in Rye.
3. Understand the community’s views regarding liveability and their aspirations for the
future of Rye to inform development of the township plan.
4. Seek feedback on the Draft Township Plan to inform its finalisation.
5. Create ownership of the Township Plan whereby community involvement informs its
development.

2.2 Engagement approach
The engagement approach was designed to deliver on the engagement objectives by
building the capacity of the community and stakeholders to appreciate the role of the Plan,
to provide multiple opportunities to provide input during the engagement process, and to
ensure that the broader community is informed about the process.
An overview of the engagement approach is provided in Table 1.
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Table 1: Engagement approach

Stage one

Project Stage

Engagement Objectives

Engagement
Activities

Timing

Research and
background
analysis

Inform key stakeholders of the
project, process and outputs of
the Plan

Review previous
Council
engagement
findings

March 2017

Key stakeholder
meetings

March 2017

Launch online
engagement.

April 2017

Gather information on current
issues and key concerns
Understand participant’s future
visions for Rye
Initial
concepts and
options

Inform community members of
the project, process and outputs
of the Plan
To provide feedback on
engagement findings to date

Stage two

Stage three

Developing
the draft
plan(s)

Creating a
final draft

Project FAQS
Survey #1

To generate community input for
consideration into the
masterplan design

Community
Workshop #1

11 April
2017

Inform community members of
the project, process and outputs
of the Plan

Online
engagement
continues.

May-June
2017

Receive feedback on potential
design ideas for the Plan

Survey #2
Community
Workshop #2

4 May 2017

Receive feedback on draft
plan(s) from the broader
community

Online
engagement
continues

July 2017

Public Exhibition
Finalising the
plan

3

Inform the broader community
of the scope and process of the
Plan project

Announcement
of final plan

September
2017

End online
engagement
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2.3 Stage one overview
To gain a deeper understanding of the local communities needs and vision for Rye, the
project team undertook several activities during stage one to gather information on current
local issues and key concerns, and to understand participant’s future visions for Rye.
These activities included:
•

Analysis of community feedback from the Mornington Peninsula Shire’s Peninsula
2021 project.

•

Examination of submissions to previous Rye Plans E.g. Rye Foreshore Landscape
Masterplan and Rye Movement and Place Plan.

•

Meetings with key stakeholder groups including The Rye Community Alliance and
The Rye Foreshore Advisory Group.

•

An online survey that asked participants to provide ideas on their future vision for
Rye and outline the most pressing issues to be addressed by the Plan. Survey
questions are outlined in Appendix 7.2.

The information from these activities was used to provide the project team with initial vision
and key actions ideas for the Plan (see Appendix 7.1 for an overview of what the project
team learnt). These ideas were tested during Workshop One to ensure that the project team
clearly understood the communities vision for Rye.

2.3.1 Workshop one
Workshop one was the first of two workshops to be held with the Rye community to discuss
development of The Plan.
The objectives of the workshop were to:
•

inform participants of the project, including project process and outputs of the Rye
Township Plan

•

provide feedback on engagement findings to date

•

generate community design input for consideration into the development of the Rye
Township Plan.

Workshop one details are provided in Table 2. Further Workshop one information including
workshop agenda, workshop materials and participant evaluation results are provided in
Appendix 7.3, Appendix 7.4 and Appendix 7.5.
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Table 2: Workshop one details
Date:

Tuesday 11 April 2017

Time:

6-8.30pm

Location:

Rye Civic Hall

Participants:

40 community members

Table hosts:

James Bryan (Mornington Peninsula Shire), Anna Rowe (Capire), Jon
Shinkfield (Realm Studios), Tom Inwood (Realm Studios), Tamara
Obradovik (Realm Studios).

Other
attendees:

Mornington Peninsula Shire staff: Doug Bradbrook, Heath Gillett, Yasmin
Woods, David Bergin, Councillor Hugh Fraser, Councillor Brian Payne

Facilitator:

Chris Robinson (Capire)

2.4 Stage Two overview
Workshop two was the second of two workshops held with the Rye community to discuss
development of the Rye Township Plan. The objectives of the workshop were to:
•

inform participants of the project, including the project process and outputs of the
Rye Township Plan

•

provide feedback on engagement findings to date

•

gain community feedback on the project teams ‘big ideas’ and design principles.

Workshop two details are provided in Table 3 and the Workshop two agenda is outlined in
Appendix 7.6.

Table 3: Workshop two details
Date:

Thursday 4 May 2017

Time:

6-8.30pm

Location:

Rye Civic Hall

Participants:

74 participants

Station
hosts:

James Bryan (Mornington Peninsula Shire), Anna Rowe (Capire), Tom
Inwood (Realm Studios), Tamara Obradovik (Realm Studios), Doug
Bradbrook (Mornington Peninsula Shire).

Facilitator:

Chris Robinson (Capire)
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During the workshop, feedback was gathered on different themes related to the Rye
Township Plan including:
•

design principles

•

foreshore

•

streetscape

•

town centre

•

pilot projects.

Community members visited stations at their own pace, voting and commenting on the
project teams ‘big ideas’ under each theme using the dots and post-it notes provided. The
workshop posters, which outlined the project team’s ideas are provided in Appendix 7.7.
A survey that asked the same questions discussed in workshop two was available for
community members who could not attend the workshop to provide feedback online. Survey
details are outlined in Table 4, survey questions are provided in Appendix 7.8, and survey
participant details are provided in Appendix 7.9.

Table 4: Survey two details
Dates:

15 May 2017 – Wednesday 14 June 2017

Website:

http://www.mornpen.vic.gov.au/About-Us/Have-your-say/Rye-TownshipPlan

Participants:

104 participants

2.5 Limitations of engagement
There were limitations associated with the delivery and reporting of the engagement, as
acknowledged below:
•

Some people may have participated in multiple engagement activities or
participated multiple times.

•

The information in this report does not necessarily reflect the views of a
representative sample of the community. People who completed the online activity
and attended the workshops self-selected to participate.

•

Some participants raised points that were not related to the negotiable elements of
the engagement. These have been recorded, however may be out of scope for
consideration by Council.
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7

•

Those who came to meetings and workshops had an opportunity to gain discuss
project ideas with the project team. Those who responded via the survey had less
opportunity to ask questions and did not have the same opportunity to gain a
deeper understanding of the project teams ideas. Some people may have
misunderstood that these were potential ideas not final designs.

•

The report presents the key points of discussion and includes a broad range of
feedback, concerns and ideas expressed by participants. It provides an overview of
participant sentiment but does not report on the sentiment of individual participants.

•

The report has been written to acknowledge participant perceptions, concerns and
ideas. In some cases, comments have been paraphrased and quotes have been used
to illustrate general community sentiment.

•

The report presents findings from stages one and two of engagement. There will be
further opportunities for community members and key stakeholders to provide
feedback on the Plan before it is adopted by Council.
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3 Key messages and
observations
There were several key messages raised during the engagement process that should be
considered by the project team as the project moves forward.
Key messages and Capire’s observations for the project team include:


Protect and enhance Rye’s natural environment.
The natural environment was seen by many community members as Rye’s most
important asset, and most people felt it should be prioritised.
Moving forward, the Plan should focus on protecting Rye’s natural environment and
increasing community connection to Rye’s natural assets.



Resolve the future of Foreshore camping in Rye.
The majority of community members felt that camping issues on the Foreshore need
to be addressed by the Plan. There were varying opinions on the approach to
resolving camping concerns. Some community members wanted to keep camping
on the Foreshore because of its value to businesses, tourists and the heritage of Rye.
Others felt camping was an ‘eyesore’ and that it should be moved to create more
public open space and opportunities for planting vegetation.
Future development and refinement of the project team’s camping options should
be guided by further consultation with key stakeholder groups including; local
residents and businesses, campers and other visitors to Rye, environmental
specialists and government authorities. The consultation process, engagement
contributions, influence and outcomes should be clearly documented and reported
back to the community to create transparency around the decision-making process.



Solve Rye’s traffic and parking challenges.
Many community members felt that traffic issues will be the most challenging aspect
of developing a desirable future for Rye. Although wanting to improve amenity of
the Rye streetscape, participants were concerned that the suggested ideas may
increase traffic congestion and reduce parking options.
Increasing public reporting of background information, technical papers, key
decision points and processes related to traffic management will build community
capacity to understand how the project team’s solutions will work once
implemented.
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Enhance the existing character of Rye.
Community members cherish the existing character of Rye including the ‘local’ and
‘village feel’ of the township and want to ensure that future foreshore and
streetscape improvements enhance this character.
Some community members were concerned that the Plan prioritises tourists and
businesses over the local residents of Rye. Others felt improvements to increase
tourism and business will benefit everyone in Rye.
The Plan should clearly communicate how it will and build upon the existing
character to find a balance between the needs of local residents and those of
tourists/businesses, particularly in regards to land use zoning, building heights and
future foreshore facilities.



Keep the Rye community involved in the conversation.
Most community members are excited about the Rye Township Plan project and
want to be involved in the future development and implementation of the plan.
Keeping community members involved in the conversation by providing project
updates and reporting on how community feedback has been reflected in the final
plan will be important.
Relationships developed during the consultation process should be continued by
exploring partnerships opportunities with community members and organisations
who expressed interest in being involved in the future planning and implementation
of specific projects.
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4 Detailed workshop one
feedback
This section provides an overview of participant contributions to workshop one discussions.
Feedback was gathered through activities that focused on:
•

vision & actions

•

design of key areas

•

individual reflections.

4.1 Vision & Actions
4.1.1 Vision for Rye
Key vision words/phrases gathered from previous community engagement were used to
create the worksheet for this activity. Participants were given three sticky dots and were
asked to place them on their top three vision words/phrases. Participants were also
encouraged to add any words/phrases that were missing. The most highly prioritised vision
words/phrases were:
•

integrated shops and foreshore

•

holiday vibes

•

clean beaches.

Overall, words that related to the theme connection were the most highly prioritised by
participants. The voting results were close; a full overview of participant votes is provided in
Table 5.
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Table 5: Results of vision activity
Theme

Vision words/phrases

Votes

Connection

Integrated shops and foreshore

9

Easy access to beach

4

Good connections for pedestrian and bicycles

7

Regulated traffic flow

8
Subtotal

Culture

28

Creativity and art

6

Indigenous heritage

4

History
Holiday vibes

9

Home
Local food/wine

5
Subtotal

Natural
environment

Sustainable

2

Clean Beaches

9

Native animals, vegetation and flora and fauna

1

Abundant landscaping and vegetation

5

Eco-leader

4
Subtotal

Thriving

24

Welcoming

21
2

Active
Public marina with food

3

Vibrant

2

Innovative

7

Well maintained

1

Diverse
Events

6

Activities for young people

5
Subtotal

26

4.1.2 Key actions
Key action words/phrases gathered from previous community engagement were used to
create the worksheet for this activity. Participants were given three sticky dots and were
asked to place them on their top three action words/phrases. Participants were also
encouraged to add any words/phrases that were missing. The most highly prioritised action
words/phrases were ‘camping’, ‘public toilets’ and ‘control jet skis’.
Participants also highly prioritised cycling/walking paths and CCTV cameras.

11
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Overall, words that related to the theme built form were the most highly prioritised by
participants. A full overview of participant votes is provided in Table 6.

Table 6: Results of actions activity
Connection

Action words/phrases

Connection

Cycling and walking paths

Votes
6

Boat parking

1

Access to beach

4

Bay trail connections

4

Carparking

3

Traffic congestion

4

Road is a barrier

1
Subtotal

Natural Environment

5

Street cleanliness

1

Maintenance

3

Control jet skis

8

Views of beach

4

Balance conservation & development

3

Street planning

1
Subtotal

Built Form

25

Public toilets

7

Foreshore seating

5

(Yes) camping

19

(No) camping

9

Sporting fields

1

Swimming pool/aquatic centre

2

Building maintenance/upgrades

1

Design overlay

1

Boat ramp

1
Subtotal

Other issues

23

Drainage onto Beach

46

CCTV cameras

6

(No) Dogs on beach

4

(Yes) Dogs on beach

2

Funding

3

Implementation
Subtotal

12
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4.2 Design of key areas
Table hosts facilitated design discussions on each of the key project areas including the
foreshore, streetscape and the town centre.
During discussion of each area, participants took part in two activities:
•

Look and feel: using sticky-dots participants voted whether they liked or disliked the
precedent images provided.

•

Design ideas: table hosts used design prompt questions to direct participant’s
design thinking about how to solve the key issues to achieve the vision. Participants
noted their design ideas on post-it notes.

This section outlines the key points from the discussion on each area.

4.2.1 Foreshore
Look and feel

Table 7: Look and feel preferences for the Foreshore
Picture description

Like

Don't like

(no. of dots)

(no. of dots)

Coastal Setting

7

6

Promenading and place making

17

1

Informal access to beach

20

3

Flexible open parkland setting

19

2

Formal contemporary access to beach

3

17

Integrated Amenities/destination/tourist facilities

6

15

Passive car parking - car parks on reinforced turf

2

4

Flexible open space/ car parking

16

11

Consolidated amenities/coastal architecture

9

5

Passive car parking - swales occur in lower areas

6

16

13
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Design Ideas
There were 59 comments received on design ideas for the foreshore area. These are
summarised in Table 8.

Table 8: Design ideas for the Foreshore
Theme

No. of
comments

Description

Activity

14

Increase activity on the foreshore by ensuring space is
utilised efficiently and by providing better amenities
including toilets, BBQs, safe play spaces and seating.

Movement

13

Create both formal and informal pathways for pedestrians
e.g. boardwalks and concrete paths as well as meandering
beach paths.

Environment

11

Enhance the foreshore experience by planting indigenous
vegetation. Use vegetation to screen cars and soften
structures.

Car parking

8

Ensure car parking is flexible to accommodate differing
numbers of cars between peak and low season. Car
parking design should be efficient and consider the needs
of local businesses.

Camping

6

Consolidate or relocate camping to create more useable
space and create view lines between the foreshore and
town centre. Ensure campers are well connected to
useable areas and parking.

Other

7

Upgrade and maintain the Rye Pier and public
toilets/showers. Increase lighting and security.
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4.2.2 Streetscape
Look and feel

Table 9: Look and feel preferences for the streetscape
Picture description

Like

Don't like

(no. of dots)

(no. of dots)

Widening of footpaths/flexible parking/outdoor
dining/Activated edges

18

0

Public art/place making /temporary places

9

7

Shaded environments/seating opportunities

9

0

Tree-lined streetscape/pedestrian refuge/separation
from traffic

25

0

Water sensitive streets with no kerbs

17

0

Design Ideas
There were 77 comments received on design ideas for the foreshore area. These are
summarised in Table 10.

Table 10: Design ideas for the streetscape
Theme

No. of
comment
s

Description

Movement

47

Pedestrian

22

Create pedestrian friendly streets by making road
crossings safer, widening footpaths and providing
shade.

Cycling

8

Traffic flow

7

Speed

5

Street access

3

Buses

2

Encourage cycling by providing dedicated cycling paths
and bicycle racks.
Improve traffic flow and street access through
improved road design (e.g. single lane each direction)
and reducing street parking.
Reduce speed to 40km/h during times of high
pedestrian activity.
Change location of bus stop and make a ‘bus-stopnode’.
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Car parking

18

Remove car parking on main streets, encourage
backstreet parking linked to the main streets by
pathways, create flexible car parking that can be used
for different purposes in the down season, and ban
parking outside of designated parking areas.

Environment

11

Use vegetation to screen cars and create ‘place’. Plant
indigenous species (not Norfolk pines) and tall trees
that do not block the view.

Other

12

Create a continuous streetscape, ensure that the design
caters for use in all seasons and include street lighting
as well as areas for play.

4.2.3 Town centre
Look and feel

Table 11: Look and feel preferences for the Town centre
Picture description

Like

Don't like

(no. of dots)

(no. of dots)

Community gathering/ town square

1

14

Local community events/market spaces

14

1

Pop up commercial public spaces

6

16

Flexible activated town hub

19

0

Activated shared laneways

20

2

16
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Design Ideas
There were 70 comments received on design ideas for the foreshore area. These are
summarised in Table 12.

Table 12: Design ideas for the Town centre
Theme

No. of
comment
s

Description

Movement

19

Use laneways and back streets to increase pedestrian
connectivity, improving safety of pedestrian crossings,
consider a pedestrian bridge, create new parking
spaces, and provide spaces for skate boarders.

Built form

15

Set building height to a maximum of 2-3 stories and
upgrade ‘unsightly’ commercial buildings.

Design

10

Expand laneway concept, introduce design guidelines
to preserve character, create a continuous design that
links the whole shopping strip, provide weather
protection.

Activity

9

Create spaces for community activities and events (e.g.
a town square), be wary of introducing food trucks or
night clubs, activate the town centre at night time and
move markets back to the foreshore.

Environment

5

Plant indigenous vegetation in main and side streets.

Local business

5

Encourage people to visit local businesses by providing
‘hang-out’ spaces away from the foreshore. Pop-ups
will threaten local business.

Culture

5

Design should reflect the beach culture, create spaces
for professional street art/murals, investigate Rye’s
indigenous culture.

Other

3

Improve maintenance, increase lighting and security
(especially in laneways at night).

17
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4.3 Individual reflections
During this activity, participants were asked to list their top three ideas from the workshop.
There was a large variety of ideas listed by the 33 participants who took part in this activity.
The top messages from participants were:

1. Increase connection (25 mentions)
Make movement easier for pedestrians and cyclists by widening paths. Create
greater connection between the foreshore and town centre by reducing the ‘barrier’
effect of Point Nepean Rd and renewing laneways in the town centre.

2. Enhance the natural environment (13 mentions)
Plant indigenous vegetation, improve the sustainability of the township and prioritise
preservation of Rye’s unique and valuable natural environment.

3. Integrate the foreshore, streetscape and town centre (19 mentions)
Create a focal point around Napier Street and the Pier, and use this axis as the key
link between the foreshore and town centre. Ensure that design details, such as
street furniture, of foreshore and town centre are complementary.

4. Improve the current camping situation (16 mentions)
Do ‘something’ about the current camping situation. Ideas were split on what the
‘something’ should be. Ideas included: relocate camping, reconfigure camping,
reduce camping, keep camping as is but improve maintenance of camping areas and
provide better camping facilities.

18
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5 Detailed stage two
feedback
This section provides an overview of the participant feedback received during stage two
engagement activities including Workshop Two and Survey Two. Participants were asked
whether they ‘hate’, ‘don’t like’, ‘like’ or ‘love’ each of the project teams ‘big ideas’ and were
also asked to provide comments and further ideas.
In most cases, participants were largely in favour of the principles and ideas presented. The
majority of participants placed votes in the ‘like’ or ‘love’ category for all of the
principles/ideas.
However, there were some key areas where opinions were split. For example, camping was
the most dividing issue, and participants had differing opinions on whether to relocate,
reconfigure or keep camping in its current form.

5.1 Design principles
The project team combined community ideas and visions for the future of Rye into five
design principles to guide the master planning process. A large majority of participants
indicated that they either ‘liked’ or ‘loved’ each of the principles. The results of participant
voting on these principles is provided in Table 13.
Most participants welcomed the principle to improve connections. Some participants were
concerned that the principle to improve connections by regulating traffic flow would lead to
traffic congestion and increase the number of detours through the back streets of Rye.
Many participants wanted to ensure that Rye is kept ‘local’ and that it does not become an
overly touristy destination. Preserving the natural environment was also considered very
important to most people. Numerous comments mentioned keeping the foreshore natural
and ensuring clean water enters the Bay. There was split opinion on the idea of a foreshore
skate park; many participants supported the idea, however some were concerned about the
anti-social behaviour it could attract.
Several participants commented that community involvement needs to continue, and that
more information should be provided to community members as the plan develops.
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Table 13: Participant votes on design principles
Design principle

1

Integrate shops and foreshore / improve
connections:
•
•
•

2

•
•
3

•
4

5

•
•

11

11

51

73
3*

10

58

67
1*

2

1

31

119
14*

maintain clean beaches
create abundant native landscaping
and vegetation
promote sustainability and become
an eco-leader.
3

6

67

55

3

10

37

97

1*

5*

support innovation
promote events
stimulate business development
stimulate tourism development.

Safe and happy place for all to enjoy:
•

Love

support creativity and art
express indigenous heritage
through site interpretation
reinforce holiday vibes
expand local food and wine
offering.

Create a thriving destination:
•
•
•
•

Like

6

Preserve natural environment:
•
•

Don’t
like

provide easy access to beach
improve connections for
pedestrians and cyclists
regulate traffic flow.

Maintain and build on existing culture:
•
•

Hate

create an attractive and welcoming
destination
provide a diverse range of activities
for all ages (youth skate plaza)
expand and develop community
playgrounds (splash park).

*Number of gold star votes. Workshop participants gave gold stars to their top 3 favourite ideas from
the workshop.
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5.2 Big ideas: Foreshore
The project team presented five design ideas for the Foreshore area. Overall, participants
were supportive of the foreshore design ideas. The results of participant voting on these
ideas are provided in Table 14.
Key participant comments on the foreshore big ideas included:
•

more detail is needed on how traffic management and parking will work

•

provision of safe parking and adequate parking for local businesses is important

•

native vegetation is preferred

•

low growing native vegetation would allow for view lines to be maintained.

Most participants wanted to keep development on the foreshore low and as ‘natural’ as
possible. For some, this meant no development at all. For others, adding a splash pad and
new toilet blocks was okay.
Camping was the most dividing issue. Some participants wanted to keep camping on the
Foreshore because of its value to businesses, tourists and the heritage of Rye. They felt
camping areas should remain as existing or be reconfigured. Others felt camping was an
‘eyesore’ and that it should be moved to create more public open space and opportunities
for planting vegetation. Overall, the idea to relocate camping received more votes than
ideas to retain or reconfigure. Results of participant voting on the different camping options
are provided in Table 15.
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Table 14: Participant votes on foreshore ideas
Design idea

1

Strengthen connection / accessibility:
•
•
•

2

•
•
3

4

5

2

5

56

65
6*

9

14

43

55
6*

23

10

49

7*

-

80
12*

-

9

5

planting indigenous vegetation
increased amenity
green car parks/passive open space
flexible open space
splash pad.

15
9*

new public space
reconfigure existing carparks
provide a place/destination for the
public.

Expanded foreshore park:
•
•
•
•
•

Love

to create view lines
to create more usable open space.

Public promenade linking to pier:
•
•
•

Like

where there is the existing clearing of
coastal dune vegetation
at road intersections
to support traders/businesses.

Reconfiguration of camp sites to sit within
dedicated re-vegetated zones:
•
•

Don’t
like

create both formal and informal beach
access
upgrade the bay trail
improve connection to town
centre/commercial zone.

Provide uninterrupted bay vistas at strategic
locations:
•

Hate

11

48

71
2*

*Number of gold star votes. Workshop participants gave gold stars to their top 3 favourite ideas from
the workshop.
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Table 15: Participant votes on camping options
Camping option
1

Camping option 1:
•

2

Camping option 2:
•

3

retain existing layout and view lines.

17
4*
25

reconfigure camping, open space and view
lines.

Camping option 3:
•

Votes in favour

relocate camping, open space and view
lines.

70
8*

*Number of gold star votes. Workshop participants gave gold stars to their top 3 favourite ideas from
the workshop.
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5.3 Big ideas: Streetscape
The project team presented five design ideas for the Rye streetscape. Most participants
voted that they ‘liked’ or ‘loved’ each of the streetscape ideas. The results of participant
voting on these ideas are provided in Table 16.
Although supporting the ideas in principle, many participants requested more information
about the justification and implementation of each idea. For example, some participants
asked to see traffic management plans, or a choice of parking options. Participant opinions
were split on the idea to include bicycle lanes. Some participants thought that cyclists should
have priority over cars. Other participants suggested that bicycles should be banned from
Point Nepean Road. Enhancing pedestrian safety was often mentioned as a high priority. For
example some people mentioned that there should be a median strip in the centre of Point
Nepean Road to improve safety.
Other key comments on the streetscape design ideas included:
•

retain parking for businesses and local use, even in high season

•

change speed seasonally

•

‘make rye sexy again’ with eco-considerations and greenness

•

design with a coastal feel, not an urban feel

•

plant low, native vegetation and more trees

•

provide shade and wind protection.
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Table 16: Participant votes on streetscape ideas
Design idea

1

Widening of footpath:
•
•
•
•

2

Flexible/seasonal parking:
•
•

3

5

improve cycle connections
encourage cycling.

Streetscape vegetation /shade and wind protection:
•
•
•
•

Like

Love

5

7

49

75

1*

28

12*

33

25

greening of the environment
provide streetscape planting along
commercial strip and median
gateway planting
acacia, melaleuca, casuarina, banksia.

39
2*

23

29

36

42
6*

reduce speed to 40km/h
promote pedestrian amenity.

On-road bicycle lanes:
•
•

Don’t
like

remove car parking in high season
potential for temporary pop ups /
installations /events.

Traffic management /speed limit/minimise lanes:
•
•

4

increased potential for outdoor dining
promote pedestrian amenity/safety
pedestrian lighting/furniture
continuous streetscape.

Hate

25

19

45

1*
4

46
1*

10

47

69

1*

5*

*Number of gold star votes. Workshop participants gave gold stars to their top 3 favourite ideas from
the workshop.
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5.4 Big ideas: Town centre
The project team presented five design ideas for the Rye town centre. The majority of
participants voted that that they either ‘liked’ or ‘loved’ the ideas. The results of participant
voting on these ideas are provided in Table 17.
Most participants supported the general principles behind the ideas. A few people felt that
the issue of parking needed to be addressed in more detail, and asked for more information
on the proposed ideas. Some participants suggested that multi-storey parking could be
considered in the future. Several participants also commented that the proposal for mixed
use zoning should be carefully considered to ensure that the future character of Rye has the
right balance between ‘sleepy coastal town’ and ‘urbanised town centre’.
Other key comments on the Town centre design ideas included:
•

prioritise pedestrian safety, particularly if Point Nepean Rd is to be narrowed

•

make Rye graffiti free, the aesthetic of street art needs careful consideration

•

focus on streetscape amenity before business regeneration and events

•

provide activity areas such as exercise parks

•

connect the community with nature.
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Table 17: Participant votes on town centre ideas

1

Design idea

Hate

Don’t
like

Like

Love

Town park/square to replace existing carpark on
Nelson Street:

11

26

54

37

•
•
•
•
2

•
•
•
3

•

5

67

43
6*

5

13

3

16

54

51

1*

4*

78

24
1*

promote ground floor activation
expand commercial and retail activities
to Campbell Lane and side streets.

Upgrade local park and community garden:
•
•

16

expanded public plaza
pedestrian link to foreshore
outdoor dining / markets / events /
pop ups commercial spaces
potential permanent.

Mixed use zoning:
•
•

3

additional links through town centre
increased local pedestrian and cycle
activity/safety
provide alternative commercial zone
off existing commercial strip
protection from harsh coastal winds
opportunities for street art,
placemaking.

Promenade / Napier Street shared zone:
•
•
•

4

community gathering space
events
night time activation of town centre
provide place for the youth.

Expanded laneway network:
•
•

2*

2

5

49

68

building more resilient communities
increased connection with local
community.

*Number of gold star votes. Workshop participants gave gold stars to their top 3 favourite ideas from
the workshop.
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5.5 Big ideas: Implementation
The project team presented five potential pilot projects for inclusion in the township plan.
The majority of participants supported the ideas for pilot projects. The results of participant
voting on these ideas are provided in Table 18.
Many participants were excited about the ideas for pop-ups, street activation and the chance
to use laneways for community activities. Some participants felt that the pilot ideas focused
on the road would not adequately accommodate the traffic management issues and parking
needs of local businesses and people with a disability. Other participants welcomed the idea
to test different projects before they are implemented permanently. It was suggested that
Council should work closely with community groups to aid implementation and make the
Plan a reality.

Table 18: Participant votes on pilot projects
Pilot project

1

Pt. Nepean road implementation (testing):
•
•

2

Napier plaza implementation:
•
•
•

3

5

Love

10

16

50

36

1*

6*

44

25

3*

28

2*

13

16

reinforced turf to existing car parking
areas.

55

39

1*

6*

5

11

50

40

2

7

46

70

parklets
public art / sculpture / installations
pop up events.

Community planting scheme:
•
•
•

Like

removal of car parks
temporary painted surface
pop up events.

Placemaking / community activation:
•
•
•

Don’t
like

18

Car park greening:
•

4

painted line markings and tree planting
pop up events / market opportunities /
structures.

Hate

9*

coastal re-vegetation
verge planting
community involvement.

*Number of gold star votes. Workshop participants gave gold stars to their top 3 favourite ideas from
the workshop.
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5.6 Strategic diagram feedback
Survey two participants were asked if they had any comments on the project team’s strategic
diagrams.
The key messages from these comments were:
Public spaces and places
•

less caravan and camping areas

•

no additional parking or boat ramps

•

make sure new public spaces benefit the local community, not just tourists

•

don’t reduce parking facilities (e.g. Nelson Street car park should only be closed
occasionally for events and remain open most of the time)

•

remove carnival.

Pedestrian movement
•

the proposed Bay Trail needs to be extended around the lookout and should not
connect to Point Nepean Road

•

consider the negative environmental impacts of increased foot traffic on the
foreshore (e.g. close or formalise informal tracks to reduce erosion and sand
blowouts)

•

extend the boardwalk to Whitecliffs

•

create more pedestrian refuge areas.

Vehicle access and cycle links

29

•

ensure future cycle lanes link up with existing ones (e.g. the bike lane needs to
extended to Blairgowrie)

•

keep bike lanes off the Point Nepean Road

•

keep the traffic lights

•

add 45 degree parking and separate shopping stirp from Point Nepean Road

•

consider emergency vehicle access in the future design

•

diverting traffic to the back streets will change the character of Rye

•

provide a multi-level car park.
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Green infrastructure
•

create a plan for properly managing and maintaining green spaces

•

planting should not restrict views of the Bay

•

plant more trees.

Land use zoning
•

keep the ‘village feel’ in Rye by keeping height at max. 6m

•

amenity and streetscape improvements should be the priority before allowing for
mixed used zoning and further residential and commercial development

•

if the maximum height is set to 10m design guide lines are required.

Proposed streetscape section – Point Nepean Road
•

planting of the median strip is welcomed

•

plant low growing plants, not trees, along the median strip so that view lines are not
impacted

•

convert the road to two lanes to improve traffic flow and local amenity

•

reducing the number of lanes will create ‘traffic chaos’

•

the median should separate the bike lane or the shopping strip from traffic.
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5.7 Workshop two ‘top ideas’
Workshop two participants were given three gold stars to place on their top three ideas from
the workshop. In total, there were 149 gold stars placed on the posters. The top five ideas
based on gold star votes are shown in Table 19.
Overall, most gold star votes were placed on ideas relating to the natural environment and
improving connections. The reconfiguration of camping areas was the most dividing issue.
Twelve participants placed gold star votes to signal that they loved the idea, however seven
placed gold votes to signal that they hated the idea.

Table 19: The five top ideas based on gold star votes in workshop two
Top ideas

Design area

Gold star votes

1

Preserve natural environment

Design principle

2

Reconfiguration of camp sites to
sit within dedicated re-vegetated
zones

Foreshore

3

Widening of footpath

Streetscape

12 love

4

Community planting scheme

Pilot project

9 love

5

Public promenade linking to pier

Foreshore

9 love

31

14 love
12 for love, 7 for hate
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5.8 Additional comments
Workshop two participants were given a comments sheet to record any additional thoughts
or ideas they have for the project team.
There were 22 participants who wrote additional comments.
The key messages from these comments were:
•

the number of activities available to people of all ages should be increased to
enhance the ambience of Rye and to ensure that young people have things to do

•

improve foreshore amenities (e.g. public toilets)

•

maintain the naturalness of the Rye foreshore

•

increasing connection is important (e.g. traffic congestion, detours through back
streets and parking issues are areas of concern)

•

consider both visual and wind impacts when choosing foreshore vegetation

•

long-term maintenance of new and existing infrastructure is important

•

lighting and safety should be considered for all areas

•

camping needs to be discussed further as there are still diverse views on whether to
relocate, remove or reconfigure the existing camping layout

•

keep community members informed about the development of the Rye Township
Plan.

Several community members wished to be involved with the future implementation of
specific projects.
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6 Next Steps

33

•

The project team will use community feedback to inform development of the draft
Rye Township Plan which will be presented to Council in July 2017.

•

A formal public exhibition process will begin in July 2017.
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7 Appendices
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7.1 Appendix 1: ‘What we have heard so far’
What is Rye?
Home, welcome, beautiful, community, relaxed, family, historic coastal town, beachy, casual,
limekiln, semi-rural, sea change.
Vision: (In the future) Rye is known for…
Connection
Easy access, good connections for pedestrians, bicycles and cars, regulated traffic flow,
integrated shops and foreshore.

“Easy access between shops and foreshore”
Local culture
More art, indigenous focus, diversity, coastal cultural, local food and wine

“Rye aspires to better reflect its arty, colourful, bit ‘out there’ side within the context of
protecting its beautiful coastal environment and developing as a sustainable town”
Environment
Sustainability, coastal feel, clean and tidy beaches, beach views, nice landscaping and
vegetation, eco-leader.

“Vibrant town centre that is clean and has a strong environmental focus”
“swimming, vision of sea, thin tree trunks, green carparks, collecting water for irrigation”
“A place of beauty (environmentally) and events and facilities to enjoy the environment”
Friendly people
Friendly, family atmosphere, welcoming, safe, happy, everyone involved, activities for young
people.

“Safe and happy destination for families to enjoy our pristine beaches and foreshore”
Thriving
Active, vibrant, diverse, events, innovative, holiday town, tourists.

“Exciting and vibrant shopping precinct”
“the place to be”
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Key Issues: Actions in the next 12-18 Months
Built form
No seating along foreshore, not enough public toilets, camping needs to be relocated, too
much concrete parking, a swimming pool/aquatic centre is needed, foreshore buildings need
to be maintained/upgraded, boat ramp not a priority, shade.

“Beautification of the foreshore- vegetation, attractive tables and chairs, etc. Can be
achieved at relatively low cost”
“Camping to be relocated from Rye East in particular (open up views to the beach/bay)”
Connection
Traffic congestion, carparking- look and use in off season, walking and cycling paths need to
be wider, safer and better maintained, Bay Trail disconnected, pedestrian linkages between
foreshore and town centre, beach access, boat parking.

“Informal parking, design for all-year-round: passive in winter, useful in summer”
Environment
Improve maintenance, preserve marine life, introduce cleaning and planting programs,
control jet skis, remove beach drains, create clear views of beach, better balance between
conservation and development.

“Foreshore/environmental management, make use of potential coastal vista”
Other
Street art, dog rules on beach, CCTV cameras, clear implementation and funding plans.
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7.2 Appendix 2: Survey one questions
Over the course of developing the Rye Township Plan, Council wishes to gain as much input
from the local community as possible.
By providing answers to the following questions you will be helping the project team to
create a vision for the Rye Township Plan. Your answers will also provide valuable
information that will help guide development of draft concepts for the plan.
This survey will take approximately 5-10 min to complete.

What will Rye be like in 2040?

The Rye Township Plan will provide the strategic vision for the future of Rye.
1. Describe your vision for the Rye foreshore.
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
2. Describe your vision for Point Nepean Road area.
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
3. Describe your vision for the Rye Town centre/ commercial area.
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Key Issues in Rye

The Rye Township Plan will suggest a program of works to be rolled out over the next 10-20
years that will help achieve the communities vision. In answering this question, please list
issues in Rye that should be addressed in the next 12-18 months.
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4. What are the top 3 most pressing issues that the Rye Township Plan should address?
1.…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
2……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
3……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

About you
5. Which statements best describe you? (Choose all that apply)
I live in Rye
I work in Rye
I study in Rye
I own a business in Rye
I am visiting Rye
6. What is your age? (Please tick the relevant age category)
15 and under
16-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75 and over

7. Would you like to receive other email communications from Mornington Peninsula Shire
about local news, events, public consultations and more?
Yes
No

Further involvement
As the Rye Township Plan project develops, Council will be asking for further feedback from
the community. Please include your email below if you would like to be informed of the
opportunity to take part in future surveys and consultation.
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………

The information collected on this form will only be used for the purpose of this survey and
Council will treat your privacy confidentially. The collection and handling of personal
information is in accordance with Council’s Privacy Policy which is displayed on Council’s
website and available for inspection at, or from, Council’s Customer Service Centres.
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7.3 Appendix 3: Workshop one agenda
Table: Workshop One agenda
Time

Activity

6.00pm

Welcome and Introduction (Chris Robinson, Capire Consulting Group)

6.05pm

Project Overview (James Bryan, Mornington Peninsula Shire)
Overview of the scope and process of the Rye Township Plan project.

6.15pm

Vision + Key Issues (Jon Shinkfield, Realm Studios)
Overview of what the project team has heard so far.

6.35pm

Design session overview (Chris)

6.45pm

Design Session (All)
Group design activity to generate ideas that will guide Council in developing a Draft Rye
Township Plan.

8.05pm

•

Design Area #1 – Foreshore

•

Design Area #2 – Streetscape

•

Design Area #3 – Town Centre

Wrap-up (Chris)
Summary of key themes discussed during design session.

8.25pm

Next Steps (Chris, James, Jon)

8.30pm

Close
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7.4 Appendix 4: Workshop one evaluation
To evaluate the success of the workshop and to improve future workshops, participants were
invited to complete an evaluation form (see Appendix 5.8). In total 20 participants
completed the evaluation. Participants circled the most appropriate response:

Table: Results of participant workshop evaluation

Poor

Fair

Satisfactory

Good

Excellent

Quality of information: How well did we describe what we needed to?

1

1

4

8

6

5%

5%

20%

40%

30%

Use of time: How well did we use our time?

0

2

2

13

3

0%

10%

10%

65%

15%

Participation: How well did we do on making sure everyone was involved?

1

1

4

8

6

5%

5%

20%

40%

30%

Facilitation: How well was the workshop run on the day?

0

1

6

9

4

0%

5%

30%

45%

20%

Organisation: How well was the workshop advertised and managed?

0

1

2

13

4

0%

5%

10%

65%

20%
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7.5 Appendix 5: Workshop one materials
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Individual reflections
What are your three favourite ideas from today?
1.

2.

3.
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About today’s session
To evaluate the success of the workshop and to improve future sessions, we
invite you to complete this evaluation form.
Please use the following ratings and circle the most appropriate response:
1 = Poor

2 = Fair

3 = Satisfactory

4 = Good

5 = Excellent

Quality of information: How well did we describe the project?
1

2

3

4

5

4

5

Use of time: How well did we use our time?
1

2

3

Participation: How well did we do on making sure everyone was
involved?
1

2

3

4

5

Facilitation: How well was the workshop managed?
1

2

3

4

5

4

5

Organisation: How well was the workshop run?
1

2

3

General Comments

Name (optional)
Thank you!
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7.6 Appendix 6: Workshop two agenda
Time

Activity

6.00pm

Welcome and Introduction (Chris Robinson, Capire Consulting Group)

6.05pm

Project Update (Tamara Obradovik, Realm Studios)
Overview of the design principles and ‘big ideas’ for the Rye Township Plan.

6.25pm

Feedback session (All)
A chance to visit stations and provide feedback on the project teams ‘big ideas’.

8.15pm

•

Station 1: Design principles

•

Station 2: Foreshore ‘Big Ideas’

•

Station 3: Streetscape ‘Big Ideas’

•

Station 4: Town Centre ‘Big Ideas’

•

Station 5: Pilot Projects ‘Big Ideas’

Wrap-up (Chris)
Summary of community feedback from each station.

8.25pm

Next Steps (Chris, James Bryan)

8.30pm

Close
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7.7 Appendix 7: Workshop two materials
The following pages contain copies of the posters displayed during Workshop Two.
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DESIGN PRINCIPLES

‘VISION AND PRINCIPLES’

HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THESE IDEAS?
For each principle place 1x sticky-dot in the column that most reflects how you feel.

Hate

INTEGRATE SHOPS & FORESHORE / IMPROVE CONNECTIONS
• PROVIDE EASY ACCESS TO BEACH
• IMPROVE CONNECTIONS FOR PEDESTRIANS & CYCLISTS
• REGULATE TRAFFIC FLOW

MAINTAIN & BUILD ON EXISTING CULTURE
• SUPPORT CREATIVITY & ART
• EXPRESS INDIGENOUS HERITAGE THROUGH SITE
INTERPRETATION
• REINFORCE HOLIDAY VIBES
• EXPAND LOCAL FOOD & WINE OFFERING

PRESERVE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
• MAINTAIN CLEAN BEACHES
• CREATE ABUNDANT NATIVE LANDSCAPING & VEGETATION
• PROMOTE SUSTAINABILITY & BECOME AN ECO-LEADER

CREATE A THRIVING DESTINATION
•
•
•
•

SUPPORT INNOVATION
PROMOTE EVENTS
STIMULATE BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
STIMULATE TOURISM DEVELOPMENT

SAFE AND HAPPY PLACE FOR ALL TO ENJOY
• CREATE AN ATTRACTIVE & WELCOMING DESTINATION
• PROVIDE A DIVERSE RANGE OF ACTIVITIES FOR ALL AGES
(YOUTH SKATE PLAZA)
• EXPAND & DEVELOP COMMUNITY PLAYGROUNDS (SPLASH
PARK)

Don’t Like

Like

Love

FORESHORE

OPTION 1- RETAIN EXISTING LAYOUT + VIEWS

OPTION 2 - RECONFIGURE CAMPING + GREEN + VIEWS

OPTION 3 - RELOCATE CAMPING + OPEN SPACE + VIEWS

‘5 BIG IDEAS’

HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THESE IDEAS?
For each principle place 1x sticky-dot in the column that most reflects how you feel.

Hate

STRENGTHEN CONNECTION / ACCESSIBILITY
• CREATE BOTH FORMAL AND INFORMAL BEACH ACCESS
• UPGRADE THE BAY TRAIL
• IMPROVE CONNECTION TO TOWN CENTRE/ COMMERCIAL
ZONE

PROVIDE UNINTERRUPTED BAY VISTAS AT STRATEGIC
LOCATIONS
• WHERE THERE IS THE EXISTING CLEARING OF COASTAL
DUNE VEGETATION
• AT ROAD INTERSECTIONS
• TO SUPPORT TRADERS/BUSINESSES

RECONFIGURATION OF CAMP SITES TO SIT WITHIN
DEDICATED RE-VEGETATED ZONES
• TO CREATE VIEW LINES
• TO CREATE MORE USABLE OPEN SPACE

PUBLIC PROMENADE LINKING TO PIER
• NEW PUBLIC SPACE
• RECONFIGURE EXISTING CARPARKS
• PROVIDE A PLACE/DESTINATION FOR THE PUBLIC

EXPANDED FORESHORE PARK
•
•
•
•
•

PLANTING INDIGENOUS VEGETATION
INCREASED AMENITY
GREEN CAR PARKS/PASSIVE OPEN SPACE
FLEXIBLE OPEN SPACE
SPLASH PAD

Don’t Like

Like

Love

STREETSCAPE

‘5 BIG IDEAS’

HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THESE IDEAS?
For each principle place 1x sticky-dot in the column that most reflects how you feel.

Hate

WIDENING OF FOOTPATH
•
•
•
•

INCREASED POTENTIAL FOR OUTDOOR DINING
PROMOTE PEDESTRIAN AMENITY/SAFETY
PEDESTRIAN LIGHTING/FURNITURE
CONTINUOUS STREETSCAPE

FLEXIBLE/SEASONAL PARKING
• REMOVE CAR PARKING IN HIGH SEASON
• POTENTIAL FOR TEMPORARY POP UPS / INSTALLATIONS /
EVENTS

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT /
SPEED LIMIT/MINIMISE LANES
• REDUCE SPEED TO 40KM/H
• PROMOTE PEDESTRIAN AMENITY

ON-ROAD BICYCLE LANES
• IMPROVE CYCLE CONNECTIONS
• ENCOURAGE CYCLING

STREETSCAPE VEGETATION /
SHADE & WIND PROTECTION

• GREENING OF THE ENVIRONMENT
• PROVIDE STREETSCAPE PLANTING ALONG COMMERCIAL
STRIP & MEDIAN
• GATEWAY PLANTING
• ACACIA MELANOXYLON, MELALEUCA LANCEOLATA,
ALLOCASUARINA VERTICILLATA, BANKSIA INTEGRIFOLIA

Don’t Like

Like

Love

TOWN CENTRE

‘5 BIG IDEAS’

HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THESE IDEAS?
For each idea place 1x sticky-dot in the column that most reflects
how you feel.

Hate

TOWN PARK/SQUARE
•
•
•
•

COMMUNITY GATHERING SPACE
EVENTS
NIGHT TIME ACTIVATION OF TOWN CENTRE
PROVIDE PLACE FOR THE YOUTH

EXPANDED LANEWAY NETWORK
• ADDITIONAL LINKS THROUGH TOWN CENTRE
• INCREASED LOCAL PEDESTRIAN & CYCLE ACTIVITY/SAFETY
• PROVIDE ALTERNATIVE COMMERCIAL ZONE OFF EXISTING
COMMERCIAL STRIP
• PROTECTION FROM HARSH COASTAL WINDS
• OPPORTUNITIES FOR STREET ART, PLACEMAKING

PROMENADE / NAPIER STREET SHARED ZONE
• EXPANDED PUBLIC PLAZA
• PEDESTRIAN LINK TO FORESHORE
• OUTDOOR DINING / MARKETS / EVENTS / POP UPS
COMMERCIAL SPACES
• POTENTIAL PERMANENT

MIXED USE ZONING
• PROMOTE GROUND FLOOR ACTIVATION
• EXPAND COMMERCIAL & RETAIL ACTIVITIES TO CAMPBELL
LANE & SIDE STREETS

UPGRADE LOCAL PARK & COMMUNITY GARDEN
• BUILDING MORE RESILIENT COMMUNITIES
• INCREASED CONNECTION WITH LOCAL COMMUNITY

Don’t Like

Like

Love

IMPLEMENTATION

‘PILOT PROJECTS’

HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THESE IDEAS?
For each idea place 1x sticky-dot in the column that most reflects
how you feel.

Hate

PT. NEPEAN ROAD IMPLEMENTATION (TESTING)
• PAINTED LINE MARKINGS & TREE PLANTING
• POP UP EVENTS / MARKET OPPORTUNITIES / STRUCTURES

NAPIER PLAZA IMPLEMENTATION
• REMOVAL OF CAR PARKS
• TEMPORARY PAINTED SURFACE
• POP UP EVENTS

CAR PARK GREENING
• REINFORCED TURF TO EXISTING CAR PARKING AREAS

PLACEMAKING / COMMUNITY ACTIVATION
• PARKLETS
• PUBLIC ART / SCULPTURE / INSTALLATIONS
• POP UP EVENTS

COMMUNITY PLANTING SCHEME
• COASTAL RE-VEGETATION
• VERGE PLANTING
• COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

Don’t Like

Like

Love

‘STRATEGIC DIAGRAMS’

PEDESTRIAN MOVEMENT (EXISTING)

PEDESTRIAN MOVEMENT (PROPOSED)
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7.8 Appendix 8: Survey two questions
The project team has held two community workshops, as well as meetings with key
stakeholders and an online survey. The feedback received from this consultation has been
invaluable. It has led to the development of some draft design principles and several 'big
design ideas' for each key section within the township.
The project team is looking to get feedback on these draft principles and design ideas,
before progressing to a full draft plan and public exhibition.
By providing answers to the following questions you will be helping the project team to
refine the vision for the Rye Township Plan.
This survey will take approximately 10-15 minutes to complete.
Thank you for participating in our survey. Your feedback is important.

Principles
The project team has combined community ideas and vision for the future of Rye into 5
design principles that will guide the master planning process. To ensure they have got the
principles right, please provide your feedback.

For each design principle, please tick the box that best reflects how you feel.
1. Integrate shops & foreshore / improve connections
•
•
•
Please select:

Provide easy access to beach
Improve connections for pedestrians & cyclists
Regulate traffic flow
Hate

Don’t Like

Like

Love

2. Maintain & build on existing culture
•
•
•
•
Please select:

Support creativity & art
Express indigenous heritage through site interpretation
Reinforce holiday vibes
Expand local food & wine offering
Hate

Don’t Like
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3. Preserve natural environment
•
•
•
Please select:

Maintain clean beaches
Create abundant native landscaping & vegetation
Promote sustainability & become an eco-leader
Hate

Don’t Like

Like

Love

Like

Love

4. Create a thriving destination
•
•
•
•
Please select:

Support innovation
Promote events
Stimulate business development
Stimulate tourism development
Hate

Don’t Like

5. Safe and happy place for all to enjoy
•
•
•
Please select:

Create an attractive & welcoming destination
Provide a diverse range of activities for all ages (youth skate plaza)
Expand & develop community playgrounds (splash park)
Hate

Don’t Like

Like

Love

6. Do you have any comments on these ideas? (Please provide below).
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………

Foreshore
The project team has developed 5 big design ideas for the Foreshore area and would like
you feedback.

For each design idea, please tick the box that best reflects how you feel.
7. Strengthen connection / accessibility
•
•
•
Please select:
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Create both formal and informal beach access
Upgrade the bay trail
Improve connection to town centre/commercial zone
Hate

Don’t Like

Like

Love
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8. Provide uninterrupted bay vistas at strategic locations
•
•
•
Please select:

Where there is the existing clearing of coastal dune vegetation
At road intersections
To support traders/businesses
Hate

Don’t Like

Like

Love

9. Reconfiguration of camp sites to sit within dedicated re-vegetated zones
•
•
Please select:

To create view lines
To create more usable open space
Hate

Don’t Like

Like

Love

Like

Love

10. Expanded foreshore park
•
•
•
•
•
Please select:

Planting indigenous vegetation
Increased amenity
Green car parks/passive open space
Flexible open space
Splash pad
Hate

Don’t Like

11. Do you have any comments on these ideas? (Please provide below).
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………
12. Preferred camping layout for the eastern section of the foreshore
Retain existing layout + view lines
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Reconfigure camping + open space + view lines

Relocate camping + open space + view lines

13. Do you have any comments on these options? (Please provide below).
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………

Streetscape
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The project team has developed 5 big design ideas for the Point Nepean Road area and
would like you to hear your feedback.

For each design idea, please tick the box that best reflects how you feel.
14. Widening of footpath
•
•
•
•
Please select:

Increased potential for outdoor dining
Promote pedestrian amenity/safety
Pedestrian lighting/furniture
Continuous streetscap
Hate

Don’t Like

Like

Love

15. Flexible/seasonal parking
•
•
Please select:

Remove car parking in high season
Potential for temporary pop ups / installations /events
Hate

Don’t Like

Like

Love

Like

Love

Like

Love

16. Traffic management /speed limit/minimise lanes
•
•
Please select:

Reduce speed to 40km/h
Promote pedestrian amenity
Hate

Don’t Like

17. On-road bicycle lanes
•
•
Please select:

Improve cycle connections
Encourage cycling
Hate

Don’t Like

18. Streetscape vegetation /shade & wind protection
•
•
•
•

Please select:

Greening of the environment
Provide streetscape planting along commercial strip & median
Gateway planting
Acacia melanoxylon, melaleuca lanceolata, allocasuarina verticillata, banksia
integrifolia
Hate

Don’t Like
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19. Do you have any comments on these ideas? (Please provide below).
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………

Town centre

The project team has developed 5 big design ideas for the Rye town centre and would like
you to hear your feedback.

For each design idea, please tick the box that best reflects how you feel.
20. Town park/square to replace existing carpark on Nelson Street
•
•
•
•

Community gathering space
Events
Night time activation of town centre
Provide place for the youth

Please select:

Hate

Don’t Like

Like

Love

21. Expanded laneway network
•
•
•
•
•

Additional links through town centre
Increased local pedestrian & cycle activity/safety
Provide alternative commercial zone off existing commercial strip
Protection from harsh coastal winds
Opportunities for street art, placemaking

Please select:

Hate

Don’t Like

Like

Love

22. Promenade / Napier Street shared zone
•
•
•
•

Expanded public plaza
Pedestrian link to foreshore
Outdoor dining / markets / events / pop ups commercial spaces
Potential permanent

Please select:

Hate

Don’t Like

Like

Love

23. Mixed use zoning
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•
•

Promote ground floor activation
Expand commercial & retail activities to Campbell Lane & side streets

Please select:

Hate

Don’t Like

Like

Love

Like

Love

24. Upgrade local park & community garden
•
•

Building more resilient communities
Increased connection with local community

Please select:

Hate

Don’t Like

25. Do you have any comments on these ideas? (Please provide below).
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………

Pilot projects

The project team has identified 5 potential pilot projects for inclusion in the masterplan
and would like you to hear your feedback.

For each pilot project, please tick the box that best reflects how you feel.
26. Pt. Nepean road implementation (testing)
•
•

Painted line markings & tree planting
Pop up events / market opportunities / structures

Please select:

Hate

Don’t Like

Like

Love

Like

Love

27. Napier plaza implementation
•
•
•

Removal of car parks
Temporary painted surface
Pop up events

Please select:

Hate

Don’t Like

28. Car park greening
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•
Please select:

Reinforced turf to existing car parking areas
Hate

Don’t Like

Like

Love

Don’t Like

Like

Love

Don’t Like

Like

Love

29. Placemaking / community activation
•
•
•
Please select:

Parklets
Public art / sculpture / installations
Pop up events
Hate

30. Community planting scheme
•
•
•
Please select:

Coastal re-vegetation
Verge planting
Community involvement
Hate

31. Do you have any comments on these ideas (or any alternative pilot projects)?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………

Strategic diagrams
The project team has created 5 strategic diagrams that will guide development of the Rye
Township Plan.
If you have any comments or suggestions regarding these plans, please provide them
under each of the images below.
32. Public spaces and places
Existing:
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Proposed:

Comments:
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………
33. Pedestrian Movement
Existing:
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Proposed:

Comments:
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………
34. Vehicle access and cycle links
Existing:
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Proposed:

Comments:
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………
35. Green infrastructure
Proposed:
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Comments:
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………
36. Land use zoning
Existing:

Proposed:
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Comments:
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
37. Proposed streetscape section – Point Nepean Road

Comments:
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

About you
38. Which statements best describe you? (Choose all that apply)
I live in Rye
I work in Rye
I study in Rye
I own a business in Rye
I am visiting Rye
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39. What is your age? (Please tick the relevant age category)
15 and under
16-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75 and over

40. Would you like to receive other email communications from Mornington Peninsula
Shire about local news, events, public consultations and more?
Yes
No

41. Further involvement:
As the Rye Township Plan project develops, Council will be asking for further feedback from
the community. Please include your email below if you would like to be informed of the
opportunity to take part in future surveys and consultation.
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

The information collected on this form will only be used for the purpose of this survey and
Council will treat your privacy confidentially. The collection and handling of personal
information is in accordance with Council’s Privacy Policy which is displayed on Council’s
website and available for inspection at, or from, Council’s Customer Service Centres.
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7.9 Appendix 9: Survey two participants
Table 1: Which statement best describes you (choose all that apply)? (n=79)

Participant responses

100.0%
90.0%

89.9%

80.0%
70.0%
60.0%
50.0%
40.0%

29.1%

30.0%

15.2%

20.0%
10.0%
0.0%

7.6%

2.5%
I live in Rye

I work in Rye

I study in Rye

I own a business in
Rye

I am visiting Rye

Answer Options

Table 2: What is your age? (Please tick the relevant age category) (n=79)

Participant Responses

30.0%
25.3%

25.0%

26.6%
20.3%

20.0%

13.9%

15.0%
8.9%

10.0%

5.1%

5.0%
0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

15 and under

16-24

25-34

35-44
45-54
Answer Options
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1 Introduction
The Mornington Peninsula Shire Council engaged Trans Traffic Survey, a traffic engineering consultant,
to carry out an independent parking survey of the township of Rye. The township of Rye’s parking can
be broken down into a number of key parking precincts, each of these precincts have varying level of
demand and users. There are two clear parking areas in Rye that can be further analyzed to produce
precise sub areas; the broad areas include the commercial parking precinct and the foreshore parking
area. Sub groups that combine to create Rye’s commercial parking precinct include Dundas to Lyons
Street precinct, Lyons to Weir Street precinct and the weir to Weeroona Street precinct. The foreshore
area of Rye can be divided into the pier foreshore area and the eastern foreshore area (camping area).
There is a high demand for parking in the commercial trading precinct along with a seasonally high
demand in the foreshore parking area. It is necessary to establish the current demand of the parking
facilities in order to determine whether the provision of car parking is adequate.
Key aims of the assessment:
• Establish the current demand of the parking facilities in the commercial and foreshore areas;
• Determine the peak demand for parking;
• Define the turnover of car park users;
• Determine whether the car parking is adequate for the current demand;
• Assessment of the suitability of current parking restrictions;
• Determine seasonal variations in parking demand;
• Define any planning applications or proposed developments that could affect the parking
supply;
• Ascertain whether there are any parking areas that are being underutilized;
• Assess proposed developments and determine a short fall in parking bays;
• Determine whether Rye requires any additional car parking for the current supply/demand and
whether proposed changes to parking facilities will be able to service current demand;

2 Background
2.1 Location and Attractions
The commercial area of Rye is located along Point Nepean Road between Weeroona Street and Dundas
Street and extends back to Nelson Street. There is a broad variety of businesses located in the
commercial area including large establishments such as a hotel, bowls club and RSL. The foreshore area
attracts users for a multitude of reasons including the beach, camping, picnics, walking, fishing and
carnival. It is expected that a number of foreshore users could add to the demand for parking the
commercial area as parking is located immediately adjacent to the beach and there is limited parking in
the foreshore.
Rye is one of the most popular tourist destinations in Victoria for a variety of reasons but the attraction
is mainly attributed to the beach and foreshore area. Rye’s population is seasonal and expands
significantly over the summer months with the increase in population attributed to holiday residents
and day trippers. Rye’s population is at its greatest on a hot summer’s day throughout the
Christmas/school holiday period, it is expected that the highest demand for parking would also occur in
this period. A large carnival is held on the Rye foreshore over the summer holiday period which is a
tourist attraction and adds to the parking demand across the foreshore area. Registered camping along
the foreshore is permitted between Hygeia Street and Lyons Street which also increases the demand for
parking and decreases the available supply of parking.

2.2 Parking Areas
The Rye parking precinct consists of 2 discrete parking areas that are made up of a range of parking
restrictions. These 2 parking areas are described below and can be viewed in figure 1. Despite all parking
facilities being analyzed in the survey, only publically available parking will be taken into account in this
assessment.
The foreshore parking area consists of two sub areas:
• The pier foreshore parking which is comprised of groups 1, 2 and 3;
• The eastern (camping) foreshore parking which is comprised of groups 4, 5 and 50;
The commercial parking precinct consists of three sub areas:
• Dundas to Lyons Street encompasses groups 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 16, 18, 19, 23, 45, 46;
• Lyons to Weir Street encompasses groups 23, 24, 26, 27, 28, 42, 43, 44;
• Weir to Weeroona Street encompasses groups 29-41;

Group 51

3 Parking Survey
3.1 Background
The survey was conducted on days that were expected to result in a maximum demand for car parking.
The parking survey was carried out across two days in January and a further two in March, in an attempt
to gain information on the parking demand on both a week day and also a weekend in and out of school
holidays. Spreading the survey across four days gives more in depth and consistent results from which
analysis could be made. Conducting the surveys in both January and March not only attempted to find
the maximum demand, but it was designed to find the fluctuation in seasonal parking demand.
It was decided that the survey was to be conducted on Thursday the 19th and Sunday the 22nd of January
along with Friday the 17th and Saturday the 18th of March. The January dates were chosen as they fell in
the Christmas holiday period and had optimal weather conditions. The 19th was a clear and sunny day
with a maximum temperature of 250, the 22nd was also a clear and sunny day but with a higher
temperature of 300. The march dates had similarly temperate weather conditions with both days
experiencing clear sky and temperature in the low 20’s. The second sets of surveys were required to find
the seasonal fluctuation in parking demand.
All surveys began at 9.00AM and concluded at 9.00PM.

4 Results
4.1 Rye Township

Average Duration of Stay - Key
Less than 1 hour = short
Between 1 and 3 hours = med
Over 3 hours = long

Capacity
- 1211

Spare
Capacity
at High
Demand
384

High
Demand
Ave

High
Demand
Period

Ave
Duration
of stay

69%

4hrs

Med

Sunday
22/1/17

263

79%

5.6hrs

Long

Friday
17/3/17

722

40%

3.5hrs

Short

Saturday
18/3/17

597

65%

2.8hrs

Short

Thursday
19/1/17

Groups: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 16, 18, 19, 23, 26, 27, 28, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 39, 40, 41, 42,
43, 44, 45, 46, 50 and 51.
*only publically available parking that is within a close distance to the commercial area has been taken
into consideration in this assessment.

4.2 Foreshore Parking Area
4.2.1

Current Pier Parking Area

Average Duration of Stay - Key
Less than 1 hour = short
Between 1 and 3 hours = med
Over 3 hours = long

Foreshore
Capacity 235

Spare
Capacity
at High
Demand
12

High
Demand
Ave

High
Demand
Period

Ave
Duration
of stay

95%

8hrs

Long

Sunday
22/1/17

0

100%

9hrs

Long

Friday
17/3/17

108

55%

4hrs

Med

Saturday
18/3/17

62

65%

2.5hrs

Med

Thursday
19/1/17

4.2.2

Eastern (Camping) Foreshore Parking

Average Duration of Stay - Key
Less than 1 hour = Short
Between 1 and 3 hours = Med
Over 3 hours = Long

Groups: 4, 5 and 50.

Foreshore
Capacity 97

Spare
Capacity
at High
Demand
61

High
Demand
Ave

High
Demand
Period

Ave
Duration
of stay

40%

8hrs

Long

Sunday
22/1/17

12

85%

9hrs

Long

Friday
17/3/17

66

55%

4hrs

Med

Saturday
18/3/17

22

80%

4.5hrs

Med

Thursday
19/1/17

4.3 Commercial Parking Area
4.3.1

Current Dundas to Lyons Street Precinct

Average Duration of Stay - Key
Less than 1 hour = Short
Between 1 and 3 hours = Med
Over 3 hours = Long

Groups: 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 16, 18, 19, 45, 46.

Groups
9-46 –
289
Capacity
Thursday
19/1/17

Spare
Capacity
at High
Demand
101

High
Demand
Ave

High
Demand
Period

Ave
Duration
of stay

65%

4.7hrs

Med

Sunday
22/1/17

89

70%

7hrs

long

Friday
17/3/17

192

35%

4.5hrs

Med

Saturday
18/3/17

176

40%

3.3hrs

Med

*only publically available parking that is within a close distance to the commercial area has been taken
into consideration in this assessment.

4.3.2

Current Lyons to Weir Street Precinct

Average Duration of Stay - Key
Less than 1 hour = Short
Between 1 and 3 hours = Med
Over 3 hours = Long

Groups: 23, 26, 27, 28, 42, 43, 44.

Groups
26 - 28 –
Capacity
of 168
Thursday
19/1/17

Spare
Capacity
at High
Demand
63

High
Demand
Ave

High
Demand
Period

Ave
Duration
of stay

66%

7hrs

Long

Sunday
22/1/17

54

71%

5hrs

Med

Friday
17/3/17

119

37%

3hrs

Med

Saturday
18/3/17

102

46%

3hrs

Med

*only publically available parking that is within a close distance to the commercial area has been taken
into consideration in this assessment. Groups that are highlighted with a black box have been assessed
in this precinct.

4.3.3

Weir to Weeroona Street Precinct

Average Duration of Stay - Key
Less than 1 hour = Short
Between 1 and 3 hours = Med
Over 3 hours = Long

Groups: 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 39, 40 and 41.

Groups
31 - 41 –
Capacity
of 305
Thursday
19/1/17

Spare
Capacity
at High
Demand
76

High
Demand
Ave

High
Demand
Period

Ave
Duration
of stay

75%

3.5hrs

Med

Sunday
22/1/17

95

69%

8hrs

long

Friday
17/3/17

154

50%

2.5hrs

Short

Saturday
18/3/17

167

45%

2.5hrs

Short

*only publically available parking that is within a close distance to the commercial area has been taken
into consideration in this assessment. Groups that are highlighted with a black box have been assessed
in this precinct

5 Proposed Town Planning Developments
5.1 Foreshore Parking
5.1.1

Proposed Foreshore Pier Parking Precinct

New
Group 1

New Groups
2 and 3

Capacity of new car park
It is proposed that the current capacity of 235 bays in
groups 1, 2 and 3 will be retained in the new lay out. This
proposed lay out will not reduce the car parking capacity
and should be able to service users to the same level it
currently is.

5.1.2

Eastern (camping) Foreshore Parking

Capacity of new car park
It is proposed that the current capacity of 97 bays in groups 4, 5
and 50 will be eliminated in the new lay out. This proposed lay
out will reduce the car parking capacity to zero. Seasonal
camping is planned to be outlawed which will remove some of
the demand for parking in that area, but removal of parking will
still place additional strain on the overall parking facilities.

5.2 Napier Street “Town Square”
5.2.1

Proposed Town Square Development
Group 13

Group 12

Group 16

Capacity of new car park
The current capacity of groups 12, 13 and 16 is 128 car spaces. The proposed
capacity of the town square development is 66 parking bays. In the “town
square” area alone that is a reduction of 62 parking bays. This proposed lay out
will heavily reduce the car parking capacity and surrounding areas will be
required to service users that might have previously parked there.

5.2.2

Napier Street Car Parking Changes

Napier Street currently has a
car parking capacity of 26
parking bays. The proposed redevelopment will reduce the
parking capacity to 15 bays.
This is a reduction of 11 bays.
In addition to the bays lost
due to the Town Square
development, the total
reduction in parking capacity
is forecast to be 73 bays.

Current Napier Street car parking
area

Proposed development of Napier
Street car parking

5.3 Point Nepean Road Changes
5.3.1

Dundas to Lyons Street

Capacity of new car park
The current capacity of groups 44, 45 and 46 is 50 car spaces. It is proposed to eliminate
parking along Point Nepean Road; this would result in a reduction of 50 parking bays. The
highest demand day surveyed was Sunday the 22nd of January, the peak demand average was
found to be 29 parking bays. This proposed lay out will reduce the car parking capacity and
surrounding areas will be required to service users that might have previously parked there.
Eliminating parking along Point Nepean road would compound the affect that removing
parking in the Napier Street precinct would have.

5.3.2

Removal of Point Nepean Road Parking between Lyons and Weeroona Street

Capacity of new car park
The current capacity of groups 40, 41, 42 and 43 is 41 car spaces. It is proposed to eliminate
parking along Point Nepean Road; this would result in a reduction of 41 parking bays. The
highest demand day surveyed was Thursday the 19th of January, the peak demand average was
found to be 28 parking bays. This proposed lay out will reduce the car parking capacity and
surrounding areas will be required to service users that might have previously parked there.

5.3.3

Proposed Car Parking Increases

Weir Street Parking Bays
Existing

31

Proposed

55

Gain

24

Lyons Street Parking Bays
Existing

36

Proposed

50

Gain

14

Capacity of new car park
The current capacity of groups 23 and 28 is 67 car spaces. It is proposed to increase the amount
of parking in this area by designing the car park lay out, it is forecast that the car park redesign
will yield an increase of 38 parking bays. This redesign and increased capacity will help to offset
the reduction in parking capacity in the immediate precinct cause by the removal of parking
along Point Nepean Road.

6 Analysis
6.1 Evaluation of Proposed Car Parking Changes
6.1.1

Eastern (Camping) Foreshore Parking Area
Unmade Foreshore Parking Precinct
Groups 4, 5, 50
Current capacity - 97
Proposed capacity – 0

Scenario is based upon the results obtained on Sunday 22/1/2017, sunny 290 in school holidays
Current high demand average

Parking capacity short fall to meet
current demand

Reduction in Parking
bays

Ave Duration of stay

85

85 parking bays are required

97

Long – ave of 8.5 hours across all
3 groups.

6.1.2

Point Nepean Road Parking
Point Nepean Road Parking
Groups 40-46
Current capacity - 91
Proposed capacity – 0

Scenario is based upon the results obtained on Thursday 19/1/2017, sunny 250 on a weekday
Current high demand
average

Current Spare Capacity at
High Demand average on
highest demand day

Parking capacity short fall to
meet current demand

High Demand
Period

Ave Duration of stay

65

26

65 additional bays are
required

4hrs

Med – ave of over 1 hour
across all 4 groups.

6.1.3

Rye Town Centre Prencinct from Dundas to Lyons Street
Napier Street Parking Precinct

Groups 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 16, 18, 19, (1/2 of 23), 45, 46
Current capacity – 307
Proposed capacity – 199

Scenario is based upon the results obtained on Sunday 22/1/2017, sunny 290 in school holidays
Current high demand average

Parking capacity short fall to meet
current demand

Reduction in Parking
bays

Ave Duration of stay

218

19 parking bays are required

108

Long – ave of 8.5 hours across all 3
groups.

6.1.4

Proposed Weir Street Parking Precinct from Lyons Street to Weir Street
Wier Street Parking Precinct
Groups (1/2 of 23), 26-28, 42- 44
Current capacity – 168
Proposed capacity – 168

Scenario is based upon the results obtained on Sunday 22/1/2017, sunny 290 in school holidays
Current high demand average

Parking capacity short fall to meet
current demand

Reduction in Parking
bays

Ave Duration of stay

117

There are 51 spare parking bays at
the high demand average, no
additional parking required

0

Med – 2.6 hours

*The precinct capacities are based upon proposed landscape design, current capacities are different.
Date

Weir Street Parking Precinct – 23,
26-28, 42-44 – 168 capacity
Current
Spare
Average
Demand capacity
duration
(bays)(hours)
current
demand
with
proposed
capacity
114
7
2

Foreshore Parking Area – 4, 5, 50 –
0 capacity
Current Average
Predicted
Demand duration
shortfall in
(hours)
area

Combined

45

7

-45

+9

Sunday
22/1/17

117

51

5

85

10

-85

-34

Friday
17/3/17

58

110

4

31

3.5

-31

+79

Saturday
18/3/17

77

92

3.5

75

4.5

-75

+17

Thursday
19/1/17

Spare
capacity
between
areas

Date

Nelson Street Parking – 9, 10, 18, 19 Napier Street Parking Precinct –
– 93 Capacity
11, 12, 13, 16, 23, 45, 46 – 106
capacity
Demand Spare
Average
Demand Average
Predicted
capacity
duration
duration
shortfall in
(bays) (hours)
(hours)
area
current
demand
with
proposed
capacity
79
14
3
123
4.5
-17

Combined

Sunday
22/1/17

75

18

4.5

143

7

-37

-19

Friday
17/3/17

42

51

4

62

4.5

+44

+95

Saturday
18/3/17

37

56

2.5

88

3.5

+18

+74

Date

Foreshore Car Parking – 1, 2, 3 –
235 capacity

Thursday
19/1/17

Demand

Spare
capacity
between
areas

-3

Average
duration
(hours)

Napier Street Parking Precinct –
11, 12, 13, 16, 23, 45, 46 – 106
capacity
Demand Average
Predicted
duration
shortfall in
(hours)
area

Combined

4.8

123

4.5

-27

-15

Thursday
19/1/17

223

Spare
capacity
(bays) current
demand
with
proposed
capacity
12

Spare
capacity
between
areas

Sunday
22/1/17

235

0

6.5

143

7

-47

-47

Friday
17/3/17

127

108

2.3

62

4.5

+34

+142

Saturday
18/3/17

171

64

2.8

88

3.5

+8

+72
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1

SCOPE

The report provides additional traffic analysis on the Rye Township Plan and should be read in conjunction with the
“Network Fit Assessment Report, Final Draft” dated 14 April 2016 – prepared for Mornington Peninsula Shire.
The additional analysis presented in this report has been undertaken consistent with the previous Network Fit
assessment process. It examines a new option that features on-road bicycle lanes in each direction on Point Nepean
Road.
The evaluation of the new option follows the previous Network Fit assessment process and focusses, this time, on
the comparison between the Council/VicRoads’ previous endorsed scheme (an off-road two-way bike path on the
foreshore side of Point Nepean Road) with an alternate option that encompasses on-road cycling lanes in each
direction and provision of a single mid-block traffic lane in each direction with multi-lane flaring at intersections (to
retain adequate traffic capacity). The intersections assessed, for comparison purposes, include:
•

Dundas Street

•

Napier Street

•

Lyons Street

•

Hygeia Street

This report also assesses and makes recommendations with respect to:
•

Specific layouts and lane reconfigurations and dimensions for the new on-road cycling lane layout – necessary
to meet acceptable operational standards

•

Seasonal parking issues

•

On-road cycling safety standards to achieve a “Safe System”
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1.2

ORIGINAL OPTIONS ASS ESSED

Previously, four options had been developed and assessed in the April 2016 Network Fit Assessment report. These
options were labelled Option A to Option D and are summarised below.
Option A (Off-road Bike Path)
Option A includes the provision of a two-way cycleway on the north side of Point Nepean Road, physically separated
from the traffic lanes. Under Option A, there were two cross-section types which are different for the Dundas
Street to Lyons Street section (which was referenced as 2-A) and in the Lyons Street to Hygeia Street section (which
was referenced as 3-A).
Between Dundas Street and Lyons Street, a single lane is provided for traffic in each direction, separated by a
median, and parking is banned.
Between Lyons Street and Hygeia Street, some on-street parking is retained on the south side of Point Nepean
Road, and a second lane for traffic (and parking access) is required.
The two Option A indicative cross-section types are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Option A (Foreshore-side Two-way Bicycle Path) – Cross-sections
Option B (On-road Bike Lanes)
Option B includes on-road cycle lanes in the same direction as traffic. Similar to Option A, there are also two distinct
cross-section types for Option B – in the section between Dundas Street to Lyons Street there is one traffic lane in
each direction (which will be referenced as 2-B) but there are 2 westbound lanes in the Lyons Street to Hygeia Street
section (which will be referenced as 3-B).
Between Dundas Street and Lyons Street the single traffic lanes in each direction are split by painted separators or
chevrons (500mm in width) which will be used to provide separation between opposing traffic flows and between
vehicular traffic and bike lanes (300mm). The cross-section is labelled as 2-B in Error! Reference source not found..
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Between Lyons Street and Hygeia Street, there is a need to incorporate a parking lane and additional traffic lane on
the westbound carriageway. The bike lane will be located between the parking lane and traffic lane. This crosssection is labelled as 3-B.

Figure 2: Option B (On-road Bicycle Lanes) – Cross-sections
Option C (Left Turn Slip Lanes)
During Network Fit assessment workshop sessions, VicRoads indicated “the need for the inclusion of left turn slip
lanes both into and out of the foreshore car parks”.
Accordingly, a Left Turn Slip Lane (LTSL) Option was developed.
Option D (Shared Bus and Bicycle Lanes)
Representatives from PTV and the Bus Operator, Ventura, indicated a desire to test an alternate layout option with
the inclusion of shared bus and bicycle lanes to address potential delays for bus services through the Rye precinct.
1.3

MAY 2017 OPTION FOR POINT NEPEAN ROAD

The new option for the treatment of Point Nepean Road through Rye township is shown schematically in Figure 3. It
involves the provision of on-road bicycle lanes and one traffic lane in each direction between Dundas Street and
Government Road.
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Figure 3: Point Nepean Road, Rye – Concept Layout for On-road Bicycle Lanes
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2 OPTION REVIEW
2.1

DESIGN & ‘SAFE SYSTEM’ CONSIDERATIONS

In considering the implementation of on-road bicycle lanes on Point Nepean Road, it is appropriate to assess onroad cycling safety standards to achieve a “Safe System”.
Consensus has emerged globally with road authorities (such as Austroads and VicRoads) and bicycle organisations
(such as Bicycle Network) recognising that, as the speed and volume of motor vehicles on a road increases, more
separation is needed for bike riders. In general terms, the faster and busier the traffic, the more separation needed
for bikes. On local streets with low speeds (less than 30kph, max 40kph) and little traffic (less than 3000 vehicles
per day) bikes may not need a separate marked space. As the speed and volume of motor vehicles (up to 60kph for
moderate traffic) increase, more separation is required in the form of marked bike lanes. At higher speeds and
volumes separated off-road bike paths are desirable.
The 2014 Cycling Aspects of the Austroads Guides provides guidance (derived and adapted from European
guidelines) with respect to the recommended separation between cyclists and motor vehicles for different levels of
speed and volume of motor vehicles on a road (see image on the left in Figure 4) (the speeds in the image are
actual, not posted speed limits). The image on the right in Figure 1 is an adaptation by Bicycle Network of the
Austroads guidance. The proposed levels of separation are intended to address the needs of less confident adults,
family groups and children, who require more separation than confident adult commuter riders. The redrawn
diagram shows the recommended separation required to enable more "normal" people to ride, including family
groups and children.

Figure 4: Bicycle Separation and Speed and Volume of Traffic – Austroads and Bicycle Network
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VicRoads’ June 2013 “Point Nepean Road Study” revealed that Point Nepean Road carried daily two-way traffic
volumes (east of Dundas Street) ranging from as high as 35,000 vehicles/day (peak January period) to a low of
16,000 vehicles/day (off-peak periods). Thus, by interpretation of Figure 4 and for the purposes of this analysis, it is
concluded that the section of Point Nepean Road through Rye lies at the threshold of the speed/volume
consideration where segregation may be warranted.
Specifically, the annotation shown on the Austroads and Bicycle Network images refers to speed environments of
“40km/h and under” but with high traffic volumes (the scenario that will prevail in Rye township). The annotation
states:
“Combinations of low speeds and high traffic volumes are very rare. When these conditions occur,
segregation may be necessary to minimise conflicts.”
In other words, it can be concluded that the Austroads and Bicycle Network position (based on interpretation of
Figure 4) are that separation may be necessary on Point Nepean Road.
Furthermore, Bicycle Network when discussing separation issues on its website offers the view that:
“Roads with traffic speeds above 40km/h and carrying more than 3000 vehicles per day are intimidating for
most potential bike riders unless a separate space is provided for them to ride. Many potential bike riders,
especially novice riders, do not have the confidence or traffic skills to ride on busier roads shared with motor
vehicles. A painted bike lane provides only the basic level of separation from motor vehicles for roads with
moderate volumes and speeds of motor vehicles. More separation is needed to cater for the less confident
or skilful rider.”
Bicycle Network has identified that, apart from the speed and volume of motor vehicle traffic, the following should
also be considered when deciding how to provide for bicycles on or along a road corridor:
•

The type of potential bike rider (e.g. school age children, family groups, adult commuter riders)

•

The amount and turnover of on-street parking and land use (e.g. shopping strip, school, residential, parkland)

•

The make-up of motor vehicle traffic (e.g. cars, trucks, buses)

For example, collector roads (which connect local streets to arterial/main roads) often have schools, shops and
community facilities and will usually carry buses. Given the use by children and the potential conflicts with bus
operations, off-road paths may be more appropriate than on-road lanes on these roads. This is despite the
Austroads guidance suggesting on-road bicycle lanes for the expected speed and volume of traffic.
Other bicycle design guides, such as the guidelines from the Netherlands, recommend more separation at lower
motor vehicles speeds (50kph) and mixing only at 30kph or below. Bicycle Network considers this a prudent
approach given that less confident riders, including children, can be intimidated by faster moving motor vehicles.
Many potential riders cannot or will not ride amongst or next to fast moving motor vehicles or busy traffic. Whilst
painted bike lanes suit some adult riders, they may not suit children, family groups or less confident riders.
Separated bike lanes (marked or otherwise), quiet local streets and off-road paths suit a wider range of potential
riders and allow a wider cross-section of the community to rider. Increased separation from traffic, provided
through bike lanes, as well as improvements to the continuity and comprehensiveness of the bike network, allow
more "normal" people to ride. These individuals, defined as the "interested and concerned", want to ride but need
to feel safer and more comfortable than the more confident riders – they need separation from busy traffic.
A 2008 report prepared by Sinclair Knight Merz for VicRoads (Evaluation of a Trial of Increased Separation for
Cyclists) summarises the results of trials (on the Chandler Highway, Burnley Street and along Yarra Boulevard)
undertaken with a vertical separator material along on-road bicycle lane lines to evaluate their effectiveness at
reinforcing bicycle lanes.
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The Sinclair Knight Merz study concluded that:
•

The introduction of the separator on the three sites examined showed that motorists were much less likely to
intrude into the bicycle lane. At all sites, the level of infringement reduced by at least 50% after a separator
was installed – this is a significant contribution to safety for cyclists.

•

The separator increased the average distance of motor vehicles from the kerb by around 20mm. This effect
was most evident on vehicles in the kerbside lane but was also observed to some extent in far-side lanes where
there were two vehicle lanes.

•

The majority of cyclists (particularly commuter and recreational cyclists) perceived the separator to improve
their safety and reduced their riding stress during the trials.

•

Both experienced and inexperienced cyclists had little difficulty riding across the separator itself, at least in dry
conditions. The removal of the short vertical face on the lower edge of the separator would reduce the
possibility that cyclists would lose control when mounting it at a very sharp glancing angle. A narrowing of the
treatment would also increase effective road space.

A number of studies in Europe, Canada and the United States have examined in detail issues associated with best
practices for the provision of on-road cycling infrastructure. The studies identified in this review have evaluated the
benefits of providing appropriate (safe and convenient) bicycle infrastructure and compared traditional on-road bike
lanes with off-road bicycle paths (physically separated, bicycle-exclusive paths adjacent to footpaths) across several
cities in Europe and North America, particularly from the perspective of bicycle participation and crash rates.
A study published in the American Journal of Public Health in December 2016 concluded that appropriate bicycle
infrastructure can indeed help improve cycling safety and increase cycling levels. The study based its conclusions on
decades of evidence from Europe and a review of data for eleven cities in the United States and two in Canada that
have been especially successful at improving cycling safety and increasing cycling levels by greatly expanding their
cycling infrastructure. The study highlighted that recent implementation of improved cycling infrastructure in cities
in the United States and Canada has led to significant improvements in cycling safety. All cities reviewed have
reduced the number of cyclist crashes and serious injuries (including fatalities) relative to the total number of
bicycle trips. For example, the city of Minneapolis expanded its bicycle network by 113% between 2000 and 2015,
delivering a 203% growth in cycling in the areas where safe infrastructure was installed and a 79% reduction in
severe injuries per 100,000 cycle journeys.
Importantly, the study identified that the solution is not simply a matter of expanding bicycle infrastructure, but
that the specific type of bicycle infrastructure matters. The study concluded that it is crucial to provide physical
separation from fast-moving, high-volume motor vehicle traffic, as well as to implement better intersection design
to avoid conflicts between cyclists and motor vehicles. The study argues that more and better bicycle infrastructure
and safer cycling would encourage people to make more of their daily trips by bicycle and, thus, help raise the
currently low physical activity levels of the population in countries like the United States and Canada (this is equally
applicable to countries like Australia with similarly low levels of physical activity).
The study also reported that a review of different kinds of cycling facilities in Vancouver and Toronto found that the
safest kind of facility, by far, were separated on-road bicycle lanes (on-street bicycle lanes that are physically
separated from motor vehicles by raised kerbs, bollards, concrete barriers or vertical separators). Compared with
major streets with parked cars and no bicycle facilities, separated on-road bicycle lanes on roads without parked
cars were 89% safer; regular, unprotected bicycle lanes on major roads without parked cars were 53% safer; and
lightly trafficked residential streets without any bicycle facilities were 56% safer. Thus, removing car parking and
replacing it with separated on-road bicycle lanes is an ideal way to improve cycling safety on major streets. A study
of separated on-road bicycle lanes in Montreal found that these facilities had an injury rate 28% lower than that on
parallel roads without bicycle facilities and attracted 2.5 times more bicycle trips than did roads without fully
separated on-road bicycle lanes.
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A 2011 study in by the Portland Bureau of Transportation (Evaluation of Innovative Bicycle Facilities: SW Broadway
Cycle Track & SW Stark/Oak Street Buffered Bike Lanes) examined the benefits of on-road bike lanes with buffer
zones and identified that “cyclists indicated they feel lower risk of being ‘doored’ in the buffered bike lanes and
nearly nine in 10 cyclists preferred a buffered bike lane to a standard lane. Seven in 10 cyclists indicated they would
go out of their way to ride on a buffered bike lane over a standard bike lane”. More specifically, the study identified
a number of benefits of on-road bike lanes with buffers:
•

Provide greater separation between motor vehicles and cyclists

•

Provide space for cyclists to pass another cyclist without encroaching into the adjacent motor vehicle travel
lane

•

Encourage cyclists to ride outside of the door zone when buffer is between parked cars and bike lane

•

Provide a greater space for cycling without making the bike lane appear so wide that it might be mistaken for a
travel lane or a parking lane

•

Appeal to a wider cross-section of bicycle users

•

Encourage cycling by contributing to the perception of safety among users of the bicycle network

The 2014 National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) Report 766 – “Recommended Bicycle Lane
Widths for Various Roadway Characteristics” summarises the research findings of a study sponsored by the
American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials and the United States Department of
Transportation Federal Highway Administration. The report presents recommendations for bicycle lane widths for
various roadway and traffic characteristics, including traffic volume, vehicle mix (i.e., percent trucks), lane width
and/or total roadway width, and presence/absence of on-street parking. The conclusions presented in the report
are most applicable to urban and suburban roadways with level grade and a posted speed limit of 25-30 mph
(equivalent to 40-50kph in an Australian context). The report provides guidance for traffic and design engineers in
areas where bicycle lanes are being considered and implemented. The recommendations presented in the report
“should be used cautiously for the design of higher-speed roadways”.
An observational field study was conducted to evaluate the allocation of roadway width on both bicyclists’ and
motorists’ lateral positioning, taking into consideration various roadway and traffic characteristics. The general
methodology of the field study involved installing temporary lane line markings to delineate bicycle lanes of varying
widths at midblock locations and observing the behaviour of cyclists and motorists. The final database from the
observational field study included data on 4,965 cyclists, 3,163 passing vehicles and 994 parked vehicles.
The main conclusions of the study were:
•

A buffered bike lane provides distinct advantages over simply providing a wider bike lane.

•

Narrowing the width of a bicycle lane reduces the variability of the cyclists’ lateral positions; however, this
impact is relatively minor, at least for the bicycle lane widths evaluated in this research.

•

As traffic volume increases, cyclists move away from vehicles in the travel lane and position themselves closer
to parked vehicles or the kerb.

•

As truck percentage within the vehicle mix increases, cyclists move away from vehicles in the travel lane and
position themselves closer to parked vehicles or the kerb.

•

For streets with on-street parking and where the parking lane width is between 7 and 9 ft (2.1-2.7m) and the
bike lane width is between 4 and 6 ft (1.2-1.8m), the effective bike lane will likely be less than the physical
width of a typical adult bicyclist, and the majority of cyclists will position themselves outside of the effective
bike lane.

•

For streets without on-street parking, as long as the adjacent travel lane is at least 10-ft (3.0m) wide and the
bike lane is 4 to 5 ft (1.2-1.5m) in width, most cyclists will position themselves in the effective bike lane, and the
effective bike lane will be equivalent to the width of the marked bike lane.
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In summary, separated on-road bicycle facilities can evolve from painted lanes to fully separated and enhanced bike
lanes as the degree of separation is increased over time. Furthermore, traffic calming – both discouraging through
traffic and reducing speed limits – has been identified in a wide range of studies in Australia and internationally as a
key factor to improving safety for bicycle riders irrespective of the degree of separation. In fact, lower speed limits
have generally accompanied the introduction of physical separation (such as through the introduction of on-road
bike lanes with vertical separators).
A number of methods to enhance separation between motorists and cyclists are in use in Victoria, ranging from
physical measures to visual cues. Some of these are:
•

Low profile separators - visible and tactile lane separators that can be ridden and driven over

•

Coloured Paint – Green paint has been very successfully to highlight the presence of bicycle lanes at potential
conflict locations

•

Painted Chevrons with raised reflective pavement indicators (RRPIs) – currently, many lanes have buffer
separation by means of painted chevrons. This adds a small level of separation. RRPIs or even audible
notification paint (profile edge line marking / rumble strips) can be placed on the outside of the painted
chevron area to ensure motorists are aware of the cycle lane and are discouraged from entering it.

Naturally, road reserve widths, on-street parking requirements, adjacent land use, crossovers, services and other
local conditions mean that certain measures may lend themselves more easily to certain areas.
In Rye, a combination of coloured paint near conflict zones, painted chevrons with raised reflective pavement
indicators and rumble strips is possible. These visual separation devices, together with the introduction of a 40
kilometres/hour speed limit through the township, are designed to provide optimum separation and safety. The
evidence reviewed as part of this study (and summarised above) supports the adoption of the proposed buffered
on-road cycling lane treatment in Rye as consistent with best practices for the provision of on-road bike lanes and a
critical element in achieving a Safe System in Rye – one that promotes the long term sustainable reduction in road
trauma.
The proposed ‘on-road cycling lanes’ treatment is fully consistent with the first two (of four) ‘key elements of the
traffic system’ that can be modified to make the system safer – (1) safe speeds and (2) safe roads and roadsides.
Furthermore, based on the evidence reviewed, the proposed treatment (by design) will also assist in promoting the
fourth key element – safe road users (motorists and cyclists).
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2.2

COMPARISON BETWEEN OFF-ROAD & ON-ROAD BICYCLE LANE SCENARIOS

The April 2016 Option A scenario for Point Nepean Road provided:
•

One traffic lane eastbound between Dundas Street and Hygeia Street

•

One traffic lane westbound between Lyons Street and Dundas Street, and two lanes westbound between
Hygeia Street and Lyons Street

•

Localised flaring at the intersections

•

A continuous median along Point Nepean Road (aside from where vehicle access is required)

•

On-street parking removed between Dundas Street and Lyons Street

•

Access to expanded foreshore carparks provided via signalised intersections at Dundas Street and Lyons Street,
making these into full cross-intersections (with provision of fully controlled right turns at Dundas Street
intersection – providing a safer environment for pedestrians and vehicles)

•

A cross-intersection at Hygeia Street to facilitate controlled access to/from the foreshore camping grounds

•

Signalised pedestrian crossings on all legs of all three intersections (currently no access on eastern leg of any of
the intersections)

•

An additional pedestrian operated signalised crossing mid-way between Napier Street and Lyons Street to
facilitate direct access to the new carpark

•

A two-way cycle way located north of the Point Nepean Road carriageway, with a 300mm separator

•

40 km/hr speed limit along Point Nepean Road between Hygeia Street and Dundas Street

•

New signalised crossing points 120 metres west of Dundas Street and 200 metres east of Hygeia Street
providing controlled and high-priority access for cyclists to and from the cycle way

The May 2017 “On-road Cycling Lanes” option for Point Nepean Road is inherently simpler as it involves less
complex intersections at Dundas and Hygeia Streets (which remain T-intersections) and obviates the need to install
two new pedestrian crossings at the eastern and western ends of the Rye township (as there is no need to take
cyclists onto the foreshore side).
The May 2017 Option for Point Nepean Road provides:
•

One traffic lane in each direction between points just west of Dundas Street and east of Government Road

•

On-road bicycle lanes in each direction between the same points (to join existing on-road bicycle lanes either
side of Rye township)

•

Localised flaring at the intersections

•

A continuous 2-metre wide median along Point Nepean Road (aside from where vehicle access is required)

•

Retention of on-street parking on the south side of Point Nepean Road
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2.3

SIDRA NETWORK ANALYS IS

SIDRA Network was utilised to test the May 2017 option’s performance and compare it to the previous ‘preferred’
option A (which featured the foreshore-side two-way bike off-road path).
In common with the original ‘Network Fit Assessment’ analysis, SIDRA Network was utilised. SIDRA Network model
provides a lane-based congestion modelling tool. It determines the backward spread of congestion as queues on
downstream lanes block upstream lanes, and applies capacity constraint to oversaturated upstream lanes; thus
limiting the flows entering downstream lanes. These two elements are highly interactive with opposite effects. A
network-wide iterative process is used to find a solution that balances these opposite effects.
While estimation of individual lane capacities, lane flows and lane queues are important in assessing performance of
a single intersection, this becomes even more important in modelling closely spaced intersections. Lane capacities,
lane flows and lane queues for downstream and upstream approaches may be highly interdependent in cases of
closely spaced intersections, and therefore, a lane-based method is essential for reliable modelling of network
performance.
The reasons why a lane-based network model is needed to identify backward spread of congestion for closely
spaced intersections include the following:
•

upstream lanes will be affected by downstream (exit) lane queues according to the destinations of movements
using upstream lanes,

•

saturation levels (v/c ratios), therefore queue blockage probabilities of individual lanes on an approach can
differ significantly,

•

lane under-utilisation can exist due to various reasons including differences in number of lanes available to
particular movements on upstream and downstream approaches, and

•

the balance of upstream and downstream lane flow rates on an internal approach considering lane change
implications within a short distance where long queues exist is also an important consideration.

Typical SIDRA Network outputs include Degree of Saturation, Level of Service and Average Delay. These
characteristics are defined as follows:
Degree of Saturation (DoS): is the ratio of the arrival traffic flow to the capacity of the approach during the same
period (it is also referred to as the v/c ratio). DoS is a measure of the number of vehicles passing through an
intersection, divided by the number of vehicles that theoretically could pass through when the intersection is
operating at its designed capacity. At a DoS value of 1.0, the roadway or intersection is operating at capacity. If the
ratio is less than 1.0, the traffic facility has additional capacity – the lower the DoS value the greater the spare
capacity. If the arrival flow is greater than the capacity, it is likely that the peak hour will elongate into a longer
“peak period”.
Average Delay: is the average of all travel time delays for vehicles through the intersection.
Level of Service (LoS): is the qualitative measure describing operational traffic conditions and their perception by
motorists and/or passengers. In general, there are 6 levels of service, designated from A to F, with Level of Service
A representing the best operating condition (i.e. free flow) and Level of Service F the worst (i.e. forced or
breakdown flow). SIDRA adopts the A to F score system based on vehicle control delays – and the corresponding
qualitative ranking is summarised in Table 1
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Table 1: SIDRA Network Level of Service Definitions
Level of
Service
(LOS)

Average Vehicle
Control Delay

Expected Operation

A

≤10 seconds

Free Flow

B

10–20 seconds

Stable Flow (slight delays)

C

20–35 seconds

Stable flow (acceptable delays)

D

35–55 seconds

E

55–80 seconds

Approaching unstable flow (tolerable delay, occasionally wait through
more than one signal cycle before proceeding)
Unstable flow (intolerable delay)

F

≥80 seconds

Flow breakdown (jammed)

The DoS, Average Delay and LoS parameters evaluated by SUDRA Network for the off-road and on-road cycling
facilities are summarised in Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4. The DoS performance is also illustrated visually in Figure 5.
Table 2: Dundas Street / Point Nepean Road Intersection
Performance comparison of ‘foreshore-side off-road bike path’ versus ‘on-road cycling lanes’
Dundas Street / Point Nepean Road
Option
Level of Service

Degree of Saturation

Average Delay
(seconds)

April 2016 Option A
(foreshore bike path)

D

0.975

48

May 2017 Option
(on-road bike lanes)

C

0.821

27.8

Table 3: Napier Street / Point Nepean Road Intersection
Performance comparison of ‘foreshore-side off-road bike path’ versus ‘on-road cycling lanes’
Napier Street / Point Nepean Road (pedestrian operated signals)
Option
Level of Service

Degree of Saturation

Average Delay
(seconds)

April 2016 Option A
(foreshore bike path)

A

0.804

5.2

May 2017 Option
(on-road bike lanes)

A

0.821

3.5
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Table 4: Lyons Street / Point Nepean Road Intersection
Performance comparison of ‘foreshore-side off-road bike path’ versus ‘on-road cycling lanes’
Lyons Street / Point Nepean Road
Option
Level of Service

Degree of Saturation

Average Delay
(seconds)

April 2016 Option A
(foreshore bike path)

B

0.931

17.4

May 2017 Option
(on-road bike lanes)

B

0.806

19.6

Table 5: Hygeia Street / Point Nepean Road Intersection
Performance comparison of ‘foreshore-side off-road bike path’ versus ‘on-road cycling lanes’
Hygeia Street / Point Nepean Road
Option
Level of Service

Degree of Saturation

Average Delay
(seconds)

April 2016 Option A
(foreshore bike path)

D

0.981

53.8

May 2017 Option
(on-road bike lanes)

B

0.676

18.5
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Figure 5: Degree of Saturation (Ratio of Demand Volume to Capacity - v/c ratio) – Performance Plot for On-road Cycling Lanes
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Hygeia Street

Lyons Street

Napier Street

Dundas Street

Figure 6: Rye Township Plan May 2017 Option– SIDRA Network Layout (on-road bicycle lanes in each direction)

Figure 7: Rye Township Plan Preferred April 2016 Option – SIDRA Network Layout (off-road bicycle path on foreshore side)
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The indicative intersection layouts obtained from the SIDRA Network analysis (that are required to achieve the
performance outcomes – as summarised in Table 2, Table 3, Table 4 and Table 5) are shown in Figure 8, Figure 9 and
Figure 10 for Dundas Street, Lyons Street and Hygeia Street respectively.

Figure 8: Point Nepean Road at Dundas Street – Intersection Layout
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Figure 9: Point Nepean Road at Lyons Street – Intersection Layout
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Figure 10: Point Nepean Road at Hygeia Street – Intersection Layout
2.4

SEASONAL MANAGEMENT OF PARKING

The May 2017 option modelled in SIDRA Network indicatively features a parking lane along the south side of Point
Nepean Road.
However, rather than uniformly retaining on-street parking along the entire stretch of Point Nepean Road under
consideration there may be some opportunities to either remove parking on a full-time basis or only provide parking
in off-peak seasons, when traffic is much lighter. This could be achieved through use of removable bollards that
prevent access to a certain area of interest during peak summer time (allowing a de-facto footpath extension to
take place). During quieter periods the bollards could be removed and parallel parking would be made available.
Of interest under such a scenario is the selection of the most appropriate times to allow/prevent parking – taking
into consideration the traffic flow on Point Nepean Road.
VicRoads’ June 2013 “Point Nepean Road Study” revealed that:
“Point Nepean Road has sufficient capacity to cater for traffic flows for most of the year. However, during peak
holiday periods congestion occurs at some locations along the road. The most highly trafficked section of Point
Nepean Road is between Rosebud West and Rye.”
VicRoads also determined that the seasonal factor for traffic volumes between peak and non-peak seasons was 2.19
in Rye (east of Dundas Street) – as the 24-hour traffic on Point Nepean Road was found to be around 35,000
vehicles/day and 16,000 vehicles/day respectively.
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The traffic volume modelled on Point Nepean Road through Rye as part of this study represented the summertime
peak of activity (as was used in the previous Network Fit Assessment). It can be concluded, by reference to the
analysis undertaken by VicRoads, that current westbound traffic flows are therefore around 2.19 times the traffic
volumes found during off-peak times that would not be expected to create any significant issues with respect to
congestion.
On Point Nepean Road, the hourly westbound traffic volumes modelled on the south side of the road (where
retention of some parking is contemplated) are around 1,200 to 1,300 vehicles/hour. Thus, the off-peak traffic
volumes would be in the order of 550-600 vehicles/hour.
The point at which traffic conditions markedly deteriorate in the transition between the “off-peak” season traffic
volume (which is known to not create any issues) and the summertime peak traffic volume is not known. It lies
somewhere between 550-600 vehicles/hour550-600 vehicles/hour and 1,200 to 1,300 vehicles/hour.
Initially a traffic volume threshold of, say, 800 vehicles/hour could be adopted as the point at which parking
manoeuvres have the potential to increasingly interact with through movements and cyclists. Any day of the year
where historic records show that traffic is lower than 800 vehicles/hour could have parking permitted. In contrast,
parking would be banned on those days when the volume is higher.
Actual times and traffic volume thresholds to be adopted could be confirmed as part of a separate, more detailed
examination of traffic and cyclist volumes during different seasons and the related assessment of potential
interactions based on monitoring of current parking turnover rates.
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3 FINDINGS
3.1

OVERVIEW

The installation of on-road bicycle lanes in both directions on Point Nepean Road between has been assessed and
found to provide better comparative performance from a traffic capacity perspective, than the previously preferred
scheme involving the establishment of a fully-separated two-way off-road bike path on the foreshore side of Point
Nepean Road.
3.2

POSSIBLE CROSS-SECTION ELEMENTS

The width of Point Nepean Road is not consistent along Rye township. Preliminary survey work indicates that the
existing carriageway width likely varies between 15.7 and 16.7 metres.
Within this range, and taking into consideration the Safe System principles discussed earlier in the report, it is
possible to achieve cross-section solutions that provide reasonable visual and audible separation in the context of a
4okm/h speed limit. The potential treatment option in the narrower 15.7-metre wide section is shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11: Potential Mid-block Cross-section for On-road Cycling Lanes in Narrowest Section of Point Nepean Road
The buffers between the bicycle lanes and the traffic lanes provide separation by means of painted chevrons. This
solution adds a small level of separation. Raised reflective pavement indicators (RRPIs) or even audible notification
paint (profile edge line marking / rumble strips) can be placed on the outside of the painted chevron area to ensure
motorists are aware of the cycle lane and are discouraged from entering it.
It should be noted that where Council may consider that there are sections of Point Nepean Road that do not
require the retention of on-street parking, the buffer between the parking bays and the bike lane on the southern
side of the road would not be required. This buffer zone and parking area could be used for footpath widening.
Those parts of Point Nepean Road where there is a wider 16.7-metre wide section offer the potential to further
enhance the bike lane and buffer zones. A possible treatment option in these areas is shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12: Potential Mid-block Cross-section for On-road Cycling Lanes in Widest Section of Point Nepean Road
Naturally those areas located in between the narrowest and widest sections of Point Nepean Road will require
adjusted dimensions in bike and buffer zone widths (that are between those dimensions shown in Figure 11 and
Figure 12) and provide a smooth, seamless, and gradual transition between the two extremes.
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4 CONCLUSIONS
The SIDRA Network assessment of a new on-road bicycle lanes option for Point Nepean Road through Rye township
has demonstrated that the installation of such lanes, in both directions, provides better comparative performance
from a traffic capacity perspective, than the previously Council/VicRoads preferred scheme involving the
establishment of a fully-separated two-way off-road bike path on the foreshore side of Point Nepean Road.
The on-rood bicycle lanes are envisaged to be implemented in a 40 kilometres/hour speed limit through the
township – possibly reinforced by large raised platform areas across the carriageway at critical crossing locations.
The treatment that is envisaged involves a combination of coloured paint near conflict zones, painted chevron
buffers with raised reflective pavement indicators and rumble strips. These visual and audible separation devices
are designed to provide optimum separation and safety. The evidence reviewed as part of this study (and
summarised in the report) supports the adoption of the proposed buffered on-road cycling lane treatment in Rye as
consistent with best practices for the provision of on-road bike lanes and a critical element in achieving a Safe
System in Rye – one that promotes the long term sustainable reduction in road trauma.
The proposed buffered / slow-speed ‘on-road cycling lanes’ treatment is fully consistent with the first two (of four)
‘key elements of the traffic system’ that can be modified to make the system safer – (1) safe speeds and (2) safe
roads and roadsides. Furthermore, based on the evidence reviewed, the proposed treatment (by design) will also
assist in promoting the fourth key element – safe road users (motorists and cyclists).
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1. INTRODUCTION
This report has been prepared to assess the quality of existing vegetation throughout the Rye
Foreshore Precinct.
The quality of vegetation has been categorised into
1) High/Good Quality
2) Medium/Moderate Quality
3) Low/Poor Quality
The areas of vegetation to be evaluated are divided into three sections (Fig 3):
1) West Camping Grounds (Lime Kiln area)
2) Existing Car Park Precinct (Central)
3) East Camping Grounds (Yacht Club)
NOTE: THIS REPORT IS TO BE READ IN CONJUNCTION WITH VEGETATION
ASSESSMENT PLANS QA16070 SHEETS 1-4, SECTIONS 01-04
Appendix 1.

2. SITE & TREE LOCATION
West (Kiln area), Camping Grounds, East (Yacht Club) and Existing Car Park Area.

Figure 1: Site Location, Rye, Mornington Peninsula
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EXTENT OF WORKS

Figure 2: Site Location Melways Reference 168F4, 168G4, 168H4
Rye (38.3707 degrees S, 144.824 degrees E) 100 km’s south of Melbourne CBD

Figure 3: Rye Foreshore Precinct, sections to be evaluated divided into three sections
3. BACKGROUND
The Rye foreshore vegetation has been heavily modified and reduced over the decades, from
early settlement days of clear felling and fire wood collecting, to alteration of the shoreline
and approximately 67 years of camping activities.
The environmental and ecological changes caused by the removal of vegetation, in regards to
altering water regimes, the changing of soil profiles and impact from camping have caused
irreversible damage. This has influenced the health and overall function of the existing
foreshore vegetation.
Vegetation, particularly trees are declining at a rapid rate due to compaction, wounding from
camping activities, age of trees, expected life span of tree, lack of successive plants of
differing ages, fungal infestation, root damage and vandalism.
A high percentage of vegetation cover is made up of weed species. This is mainly due to
vegetation clearing resulting in disturbed ground which promotes weed establishment and
spread. This is evident by the ground disturbance caused by the construction of pathways and
access roads, resulting in an edge of weeds that spread easily into adjacent existing coastal
vegetation (Fig 4).
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Figure 4: Pathway edge ground disturbance, weed infestation spreading into coastal
vegetation
Two indigenous plants have colonised vast areas of the foreshore site due to the loss of the
specifically zoned coastal indigenous species. This has allowed the two species to colonise
and spread further than their original coast zone area. The two plants are Acacia sophorae
(Coast Wattle) and the more dominate Leptospermum laviegatum (Coast Tea tree) (Fig 5).
Although these two plants have out competed the more desirable indigenous coast species,
they now form a number of functions within the coastal landscape. These include providing
privacy screening for campers, protection from onshore prevailing winds, reduction of
erosion and habitat value from the vegetated thickets formed, ideal for bird life.

Figure 5: Acacia sophorae (Coast Wattle) & Leptospermum laviegatum (Coast Tea tree)
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4. ECOLOGICAL VEGETATION CLASS
Pre-settlement, (1750-1803), the Ecological Vegetation Classes were
Coastal Alkaline Scrub (EVC858) and Coast Banksia woodland (EVC02).
After settlement, (1830’s), loss of vegetation class Coastal Alkaline Scrub (EVC858) from
Rye foreshore precinct, Coast Banksia woodland (EVC02) and Coastal Dune Scrub
(EVC160) survived in small remnant patches.
Vegetation quality is assessed by the following criteria:
1) HIGH QUALITY VEGETATION (Green).
High percentage (100-95%) of indigenous species present, <10% weed infestation.
2) MEDIUM QUALITY VEGETATION (Light blue).
Medium percentage (50-95%) of indigenous species present, <25% weed infestation.
3) LOW QUALITY VEGETATION (Yellow).
Low percentage (0-50%) of indigenous species present, >50% weed infestation.
Vegetation has been further categorized into a colour coded legend based on health, structure,
aesthetic and habitat value, limb failure potential and species type, (indigenous, Australian
native, exotic or pest plant).
REFER TO VEGEATION ASSESSMENT PLANS QA 16070, SHEETS 1-4.
GREEN: RETAIN VEGETATION.
• Indigenous, Australian native and exotic species
• Good to average condition, health, shape and structure
• Good canopy cover
• Aesthetics and habitat value
LIGHT BLUE: DECISION PENDING ON RETAIN OR REMOVE.
• Further site assessment required on tree condition
• Species criteria: Categorised as indigenous, Australian native, exotic or pest plant
Priority given to retaining indigenous species
RED: REMOVE VEGETATION.
• Vegetation has poor health, shape and structure
• Tree poses a future risk of limb failure within targets
• Tree/vegetation is dead
• Tree/vegetation poses a threat to public health & safety
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5. CENTRAL SECTION (CAR PARK PRECINCT)
SITE AREA: Approximate 440m x 105.7m (50105.0m2)
Carpark 50%, Open space 35%, Vegetation cover 15%
Construction of the carparks was staged between 1975 to 1977, with landscape works
proceeding in late 1970’s, into early 1980’s.The average age of existing planted species is
approximately 35 to 40 years old.
The present car park landscape planting is reflective of the “plant fashion” in the 1970’s, to
use Australian natives, regardless of origin or impact upon the environment.
The landscape treatment within the carpark consists of tree and large shrub plantings of
differing species, either singular or in groups with minimal or no understorey vegetation,
plantings either contained in mulched garden beds or as lawn specimens, open grassed areas
are located throughout the carpark area.
The carpark is very open to the coastal environment, vegetation is exposed to prevailing salt laden winds. This is reflected in the condition of some trees and other associated vegetation.
Regardless of species type, there was some form of degradation of the vegetation, either in
the form of canopy decline, deadwood/dieback, lifting of root plates, poor structure, natural
mortality and human impact.
5.1. Species located in carpark section:
Trees
Allocasuarina verticillata (Drooping Sheoak) IND
Banksia integrifolia (Coast Banksia) IND
Eucalyptus species (Gum) IND
Agonis flexuosa (Willow myrtle) AN
Lagunaria patersonia(Pyramid tree) AN
Cypressus macrocarpa (Monterey Pine) E
Araucaria hetrophylla (Norfolk Island Pine) E
Salix babylonica (Weeping Willow) E
Small Trees and Large Shrubs
Melaleuca lanceolata (Moonah) IND
Leucopogon parviflorus (Coast Beard heath) IND
Leptospermum laviegatum (Coast Tea tree) IND
Hakea nodosa (Yellow Hakea) IND
Melaleuca armillaris (Honey bracelet myrtle) AN
Hakea suaveolens (Sweet Hakea) AN
Metrosideros excelsa (New Zealand Christmas tree) E
Scrambling Shrub
Rhagodia candolleana (Sea berry salt bush) IND
IN= Indigenous, AN= Australian native, E= Exotic
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5.2. Indigenous species:
Indigenous species present throughout the carpark are predominately from Ecological
Vegetation Classes: Coastal Alkaline Scrub (858), Coast Banksia Woodland (02), and
Coastal Alkaline Scrub, Allocasuarina verticillata (Drooping Sheoak), Leptospermum
laviegatum (Coast Tea tree), Leucopogon parviflorus (Coast beard heath) and Rhagodia
candolleana (Sea berry salt bush), are listed in all three EVCs.
The dominant indigenous tree is Allocasuarina verticillata (Drooping Sheoak) (Fig 5).
Specimens display varying states of health and structural condition, ranging from full canopy
cover to major dieback and mortality of the tree (Fig 6). Structural concerns regarding tree
and limb failure require individual assessment.

Figure 5: Allocasuarina verticillata (Drooping Sheoak) in varying conditions of health

Figure 6: Allocasuarina verticillata (Drooping Sheoak) in varying conditions of health
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Banksia integrifolia (Coast Banksia) (Fig 7) are in various stages of decline, appearing to be
in poor health (Fig 8&9). Symptoms include decolourisation of foliage, decay, fungal
infestation, such as bracken fungus. Further investigation to positively identify management
requirements for individual Banksia trees to be considered.
High quality indigenous vegetation such as Leucopogon parviflorus (Coast beard heath) and
Melaleuca lanceolata (Moonah) to be retained regardless of condition.

Figure 7: Banksia integrifolia (Coast Banksia)

Figure 8: Banksia integrifolia (Coast Banksia) potential limb failure and wound entry point
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Figure 9: Banksia integrifolia (Coast Banksia) wound entry points, insertion of nail and bolt
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Melaleuca lanceolata (Moonah) (Fig10) and Leucopogon parviflorus (Coast Beard heath)
(Fig11), are very slow growing. Specimen examples to be retained and protected regardless
of condition because of their significance in the coastal landscape. High quality vegetation,
to be retained regardless of condition.

Figure 10: Melaleuca lanceolata (Moonah)

Figure 11: Leucopogon parviflorus (Coast Beard heath),
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Alyxia buxifolia (Sea box) (Fig 12) is a very slow growing plant with high tolerances to
coastal environments, two examples are located in area 6, Section Two, Carpark Area, Sheet
03, the quality of the two specimens is high, to be retained and protected.

Figure 12: Alyxia buxifolia (Sea box)
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Leptospermum laviegatum (Coast Tea tree) (Fig 13), are located sporadically in amongst the
car park section, most likely being specimens that have self-seeded , not planted as landscape
planting works.

Figure 13: Leptospermum laviegatum (Coast tea tree),
The main issue with some of the coast tea tree is limb and root plate failure, compromising
the structural integrity of the tree and lowering the vegetation quality. The Leptospermum
laviegatum (coast tea tree) is classed as a colonising pest plant but in this part of the site it
does not pose a problem in spreading as it is contained and managed.
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Hakea nodosa (Yellow hakea) (Fig 14) have been used in the car park plantings, with
majority now displaying poor structure, major canopy die back and root plate lifting. Initial
growth was probably quite rapid, forming a well developed and weighted canopy. Root
development observed from root plate lifting, showed shallow root architecture with
minimum descending, supportive or anchorage root spread. The H.nodosa present in the
carpark vary in health and structure, with some examples displaying full healthy canopies and
sound structure (Fig 14). Others have major dieback in canopy and poor structure (Fig 15),
or have been destabilised from root plate lifting (Fig 16).

Figure 14: Hakea nodosa (Yellow Hakea)

Figure 15 : Hakea nodosa (Yellow Hakea)
Partial canopy cover, dead one side

Figure 16 : Hakea nodosa (Yellow Hakea)
Root plate failure
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Rhagodia candolleana (Sea berry salt bush) (Fig 17) is utilised as an understorey species in a
number of garden beds, an excellent sprawling ground cover or scrambling shrub, competing
with and supressing weed growth, providing a vegetative buffer to other plants. Vegetation
quality is high for this particular species for the plants ability to tolerate exposure to the
coastal environment and the plants hardiness and durability, retain and protect Rhagodia
candolleana ssp candolleana.

Figure 17: Rhagodia candolleana (Sea berry salt bush)
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The main Australian native species used is Melaleuca armillaris (Honey bracelet myrtle),
originally native to South-eastern Australia.
It is a large shrub reaching a height of approximately 8m, either singular trunk or multistemmed from base, fast growing with the potential to self-seed and colonise areas, and is
classed as an environmental weed in Victoria, listed in the Mornington Peninsula Shire Weed
brochure.
The examples of M. armillaris (Fig 18) located in carpark section are in poor condition,
showing signs of decline, limb and main stem failure, poor structure and splitting from main
base. Vegetation quality is medium to low, recommend replanting with more suitable coastal
indigenous species.

Figure 18: Melaleuca armillaris (Honey bracelet myrtle)
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Eucalyptus species (possible E.pryoriana) (Fig 19) has struggled to establish and all planted
have died, most likely due to unfavourable coastal and soil type conditions for that particular
coastal zone.
Existing eucalyptus trees located along the verge of Point Nepean Road appear to have
adapted better, being located further away from direct coastal exposure and gaining
protection from foreshore vegetation.
Eucalyptus trees located in internal carpark area all of low vegetation quality.

Figure 19: Dead Eucalyptus species (Gum)
Lagunaria patersonia (Pyramid tree) (Fig 20) is a plant endemic to Lord Howe Island,
Norfolk Island and coastal Queensland. Predominantly planted in the open grass verge along
Point Nepean Road, not located within the main car parking area, established and grown well
under the coastal conditions. L.patersonia flowers in spring and summer, followed closely by
the development of the seed capsules, increasing the potential of contact with public
corresponding with peak times for the Peninsula, October through to April the following
year. Lagunaria patersonia (Pyramid tree) have seed capsules filled with irritating hairs,
pollen allergy, pollen producing air borne, pollinosis (hay fever) that can cause allergic
reactions (Southcott, RV The medical journal of SA 1992). Recommend removal of
Lagunaria patersonia (Pyramid tree) that may pose a health risk to public, reduce
competition, impact on
higher quality indigenous vegetation growing adjacent to
L.patersonia.
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Figure 20: Lagunaria patersonia (Pyramid tree)
Metrosideros excelsa (New Zealand Christmas tree) (Fig 21), as the name suggests is from
New Zealand, an evergreen shrub that has established well in the coastal conditions of the
site. This plant is very versatile as far as shaping and trimming the canopy, can tolerate heavy
pruning. Retain as dense shrub or clean trunk to lift canopy to improve view lines.

Figure 21: Metrosideros excelsa (New Zealand Christmas tree), clean trunk to lift canopy
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Araucaria hetrophylla (Norfolk Island Pine) (Fig 22) are located in the open grass road side
verge along Point Nepean Road, planted as signature avenue trees and have established and
grown well under the conditions.
Requires ample space away from other trees to grow into the pyramid shape it is well known
for, an example is an A. hetrophylla planted adjacent a Lagunaria patersonia (Pyramid tree),
the A. hetrophylla has started to grow away, (tropism), from the L. Patersonia to reach the
natural light being blocked (Fig 23). Removal of L. Patersonia would resolve this issue,
allowing the light required for A. hetrophylla to grow straight.
High quality vegetation.

Figure 22: Araucaria hetrophylla (Norfolk Island Pine)

Figure 23: A. hetrophylla growing away from L. Patersonia.
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Two Araucaria hetrophylla located across from the Rye hotel have had main growing tips
removed, destroying the natural pyramid shape of the tree (Fig 24). A.hetrophylla has an
apical dominance in the growing tip where the growth hormones are located. Removing the
growing tip has disrupted the growth of the tree, decline in the horizontal branching,
noticeable dieback occurring.
Low quality vegetation due to vandalism.

Figure 24: Vandalism to Araucaria hetrophylla (Norfolk Island Pine)
There is one Agonis flexuosa (Willow myrtle) (Fig 25) adjacent toilet block (End of Dundas
St), location is close to toilet wall, < 1.5m, further investigation into the extent of root
spread clearly showed damage to the toilet structure, cracking of floor and wall. Moderate
quality vegetation. Recommend removal of tree.

Figure 25: Agonis flexuosa (Willow myrtle)
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Lagunaria patersonia (Pyramid tree), 4.5m from toilet structure (Fig 26), within trees root
system spread, as tree grows impact on toilet structure will increase, recommend removal of
tree.

Figure 26: Lagunaria patersonia (Pyramid tree), 4.5m from toilet structure
Retain and protect Leucopogon parviflorus (Coast Beard heath) (Fig 27), no impact on toilet
block structure.

Figure 27: Leucopogon parviflorus (Coast Beard heath)
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Cypressus macrocarpa (Monterey Pine) (Fig 28) formed an avenue in part along Point
Nepean Road, with only two remaining from the original planting. The two Cypress still
make a visual statement in the landscape and should be retained for as long as their estimated
life span allows.
A tree risk assessment to be conducted to ensure any limb failure issues can be addressed and
managed. Moderate vegetation quality.

Figure 28: Two Cypressus macrocarpa (Monterey Pine)
One Salix babylonica (Weeping Willow) (Fig 29) located in parking median of horseshoe
shaped car park. No noticeable root interference on services or hard surfaces. Recommend
removal to allow for planting of more suitable local indigenous species to occur. Moderate
vegetation quality.

Figure 29: Salix babylonica (Weeping Willow).
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6. DUNE RIDGE SECTION.
SITE AREA: Approximate 267.6m x 5.0m (2481.1m2)
Camping ground 50%, Open space 15%, Vegetation cover 35%
The planting between the car park and beach front along the dune ridge has successfully
established, resulting in well formed and functioning vegetation, protecting the dune from
further erosion. The three prominent species, Allocasuarina verticillata (Drooping Sheoak)
(Fig 30), Correa alba (White Correa) (Fig 31)and Alyxia paludosa (Sea box) (Fig 30), are in
good condition, health and structure. The success of the plantings is due to correct species
selection and the protection provided by the treated pine and wire fencing, restricting direct
foot traffic, keeping this section isolated. High vegetation quality.

Figure 30: Allocasuarina verticillata (Drooping Sheoak) Figure 31: Correa alba (White
Alyxia paludosa (Sea box)
Correa)
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Located within the dune vegetation is one Hakea suaveolons (Sweet Hakea) (Fig 32), this
species is classed as an environmental weed and is listed in the Mornington Peninsula Shire
weed brochure. Removal recommended to prevent further spreading. Low vegetation quality
due to status as a pest plant.

Figure 32 : Hakea suaveolens (Sweet Hakea)
6.1. Species located in dune section:
Trees
Allocasuarina verticillata (Drooping Sheoak) IND
Shrubs
Alyxia paludosa (Sea box) IND
Rhagodia candolleana ssp candolleana (Sea berry salt bush) IND
Hakea suaveolons (Sweet Hakea) AN
Grass
Ammophila arenaria (Marram grass) E
IN= Indigenous, AN= Australian native, E= Exotic
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7. WEST SECTION (KILN AREA)
SITE AREA: Approximate 547.2m x 61m (41031.0m2)
Camping ground 50%, Open space 15%, Vegetation cover 35%
The west section is utilised as one of the camping grounds. Vegetation consists of individual
tree plantings, semi-formalised garden beds and natural bush areas.
Approximately 65% of camping ground site is occupied by campers and open space, with
35% retained as areas of vegetation, mainly along the alignment of the path way. 5% is
infrastructure, pathways and access tracks. The impacts placed on the West section of the
foreshore site and the surrounding environment from camping and passive activities has
resulted in substantial loss and decline of vegetation, with the spread of weeds increasing.
Two influencing factors causing damage to vegetation, compaction and physical wounding.
The parking of vehicles, caravans and camper vans increases the compaction of soil, putting
pressure on the soil profile and subsequently root architecture, decreasing the available
oxygen and restricting water penetration to the roots, supressing and disrupting the functions
of the tree.
The majority of vegetation has been removed from this section of camping ground, leaving
isolated trees and “island garden beds” (Fig 33) dispersed through the camping site.

Figure 33: Garden bed “island planting”
Although the site vegetation appears to be sparse and of low quality with a high percentage of
weed species present in certain areas, it contains specimens of indigenous plants of high
quality. Indigenous species are recommend they be retained and protected as part of the
natural vegetation. A typical vegetation profile consists of upper storey canopy of
Leptospermum laviegatum (Coast tea tree), Leucopogon parviflorus (Coast beard heath) and
the occasional Banksia integrifolia (Coast Banksia). The middle storey is absent of any
significant shrub layer, occasional Eutaxia microphylla var. diffusa (Eutaxia). Middle storey
layer does contain vast amounts of sword sedge, Lepidosperma gladiatum (Coast sword
sedge) (Figure 34). This is an example of an indigenous species that has established as natural
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vegetation amongst weed infested areas Lepidosperma gladiatum (Coast sword sedge) is not
a readily available nursery stock plant, being a plant with specialised propagation
requirements it is not easily grown.
Found only in small numbers amongst existing vegetation is Dianella admixta, (formly
D.revoluta, Black flax lily), all specimens located to be marked on site, to be protected and
retained.
Dominant lower storey species, scrambling shrub and groundcover, Rhagodia candolleana
ssp. candolleana (Sea berry Saltbush) and Tetragonia implexicoma (Bower Spinach) are both
found covering a high percentage of the site.
Rhagodia candolleana ssp. candolleana (Sea berry Saltbush) has provided the stability for
dune formations and protection for other plants by forming a thick dense surrounding cover,
It is paramount to retain and encourage further growth and replanting of Rhagodia
candolleana ssp. candolleana (Sea berry Saltbush) as the main buffer plant.

Figure 34: Lepidosperma gladiatum, indigenous species amongst weed infested area
The coastal environmental conditions the vegetation must endure and the impact from human
intervention has taken a heavy toll on the majority of planted and natural vegetation.
Disturbed and cleared ground has been colonised with invasive plant species Acacia
sophorae (Coast wattle) and Leptospermum laviegatum (Coast Tea tree). Debate is
continuing to whether Acacia sophorae (Coast wattle) and Leptospermum laviegatum (Coast
Tea tree), both being indigenous species classed as pest plants. Over the decades these plants
have become inter-grated into the coastal bushland setting, serving as buffer and screen
planting, protecting from prevailing winds and offering some privacy to campers.
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7.1. Species located in western section:
Trees
Allocasuarina verticillata (Drooping Sheoak) IN
Banksia integrifolia (Coast Banksia) IN
Lagunaria patersonia (Pyramid tree) E
Araucaria hetrophylla (Norfolk Island Pine) E
Cypressus macrocarpa (Monterey Pine) within kiln area E
Small Trees & Large Shrubs
Melaleuca lanceolata (Moonah) IN
Leucopogon parviflorus (Coast Beard heath) IN
Myoporum insulare (Boobialla) IN
Leptospermum laviegatum (Coast Tea tree) IN
Acacia retinodes (Wirlida) IN
Acacia sophorae (Coast Wattle) IN
Acacia paradoxa (Hedge wattle) IN
Shrubs
Oleria ramulosa var ramulosa (Twiggy daisy bush) IN
Oleria axillaris (Coast Daisy bush) IN
Correa alba (White Correa) IN
Rhagodia candolleana ssp candolleana (Sea berry salt bush) IN

IN= Indigenous, AN= Australian native, E= Exotic
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8. EAST SECTION (YACHT CLUB AREA)
SITE AREA: Approximate 1080.6mx72.1m (88,146.9m2)
Camping ground 45%, Open space 25%, Vegetation cover 35%
Adjacent row of Allocasuarina verticillata (Drooping Sheoak) next to playground area
located in open space in between carparks, are in poor to average condition (Fig 35). Minor
deadwood, potential limb failure and decay are present in base and branches. These require
further investigation for tree risk assessment, for recommendation to retain or remove.
Vegetation quality is moderate to high, providing shade, minor protection from coastal
conditions and compatible in scale with playground equipment.

Figure 35: Allocasuairna verticillata (Drooping Sheoak) located adjacent playground
Also located in this open space area are scattered plantings of Leptopspermum laviegatum
(Coast Tea tree) and Melaleuca armillaris (Honey bracelet myrtle), all in poor to average
condition. Recommend removal of Melaleuca armillaris (Honey bracelet myrtle). Major
issues are poor structure with limb failure from splits occurring within the multi trunked
stems and root plate lifting. High percentage of poor quality vegetation.
All Melaleuca lanceolata (Moonah) and Leucopogon parviflorus (Coast beard heath) located
in the East section are to be retained and protected regardless of condition. High vegetation
quality.
Semi-formal garden beds located at egress points and along internal access roads and tracks
provide a visual experience of differing textures and scale/ sizes of plants, providing a
vegetative buffer between traffic and pedestrians (Fig 36).
Species used in these garden beds are high quality vegetation, recommend garden beds to be
retained and protected.
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Figure 36: Semi-formal garden beds, vegetative buffers
The remanets of dune formations (Fig 36) located in between beach front and open grassed
area of playground are heavily eroded to the point plants roots are exposed, reducing the
plants ability to take up water and retain some moisture/water content, drying out the root
system.

Figure 36: Remnants of dune formations, exposed root systems of plants
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Reinstatement planting (Fig 37) has been conducted on badly eroded and heavily trafficked
areas with great results in plant establishment and plant growth. Temporary fencing of the
planted area has been beneficial in the success of this planting.

Figure 37: Reinstatement planting
A row of Araucaria hetrophylla (Norfolk Island pine) (Fig 38) forms a significant vegetation
line through the entrance points to the car park, following along the alignment of the original
old sea wall, providing a historical link to the Rye township. Trees are high quality
vegetation, aesthetically and have historical value, to be retained.

Figure 38: Araucaria hetrophylla (Norfolk Island pine)
The eastern camping section has retained a majority of area as open grassed sections with
camping sites dispersed amongst the vegetation and open space. With existing vegetation
consisting of individual trees, avenues and copse of trees mainly of Allocasuairna verticllata
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(Drooping Sheoak) (Fig 39), sections of dominant and colonising, Leptospermum laviegatum
(Coast Tea tree) cover approximately 45% of total site, with the occasional Banksia
integrifolia (Coast Banksia) located amongst Tea tree (Fig 40).

Figure 39: Row of Allocasuairna verticllata (Drooping Sheoak)

Figure 40: Patches of vegetation, Leptospermum laviegatum (Coast Tea tree) & Banksia
integrifolia (Coast Banksia)
Patches of vegetation located on the northern beach side of the pathway are absent of any
indigenous species as understorey due to the high percentage cover of weed species. The
indigenous vegetation is moderate to poor quality (Fig 41).
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Figure 41: Absent indigenous species as understorey
Apart from the weed grass species (Fig 41), larger woody weeds such as Coprosma repens
(Mirror bush) and Pittosporum undulatum (Sweet Pittosporum) are present in amongst
existing vegetation patches.
Heading past the low dunes, towards the eastern section of site are clear open areas, devoid of
vegetation, providing clear open view lines to the bay.
Patches of Gazinia linearis (Gazania) (Fig 42) are located in the above mentioned open
grassed areas, capable of producing large amounts of seed which are easily dispersed by
wind, water and soil disturbance. The open grassed areas are classed as low quality
vegetation due to the high percentage of weed cover.

Figure 42: Patches of Gazinia linearis (gazania) in clear open areas
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9. CONCLUSION
The key Ecological Vegetation Class at Rye foreshore is Banksia Woodland (02), which has been
severely altered or lost within sections of the Rye foreshore precinct. The main impact upon the
vegetation is from camping activities especially through peak seasons.
The assessment of the vegetation and classification of its quality allows for a more precise
approach and judgement on vegetation management in the design thought process for the
development of Rye Foreshore precinct.
The quality of vegetation greatly varies depending on the location of the plants regarding coastal
conditions and the activities conducted around the vegetation. Although the visual appearance of
certain examples of indigenous species clearly show they are in poor condition, it is critical to
retain species included in EVC Banksia Woodland, as wherever possible.
Further vegetation assessment is required for individual trees to determine whether trees should be
retained or removed. With the high percentage of weed species present along the entire site, a weed
management program and schedule be prepared prior to any landscape works, especially where are
earthworks involved or other ground disturbance.
It is essential in any proposed landscape works, that all planting be protected from exposed coastal
conditions and access from the general public, to allow establishment time for plantings.
Temporary or permanent fencing be installed around any reinstatement and landscape planting
works. In peak times, October through to April, the coastal areas are heavily populated by tourists
and locals, putting additional pressure on the vegetation and sensitive dune formation. As previous
experience has shown unprotected and exposed landscape plantings can be damaged by foot traffic
generated from human interference.
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10. Appendix 1: Vegetation quality plans- Sheet one
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Appendix 1: Vegetation quality plans-Sheet two
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Appendix 1: Vegetation quality plans- Sheet three
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Appendix 2: Vegetation quality plans-Sheet three
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11. Appendix 2: MANAGEMENT CONTROL FOR Populus alba (Silver or White Polar)

Figure 43: Site Location, adjacent Rye yacht club
Patch of Populus alba (Silver or white poplar) located east of Rye yacht club, adjacent path.

Figure 44: Subject trees, Populus alba (Silver or white poplar)
Mature deciduous poplar trees, DBH 580mm, multi-stemmed, approximately 20-30 years
old, canopy spread N-S 19 metres, E-W 17.8 metres.
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Figure 45: T2 Populus alba (Silver or white poplar)
REMOVAL & CONTROL TREATMENT.
•
•

•

Fell tree in spring when fresh growth of foliage appears. Cut at lowest practical point
at tree base. Winter, tree is in the dormant stage and not readily take up herbicide.
Paint stump immediately after being cut to ensure penetration of herbicide (41
percent concentration), into cambium layer before cut wound seals over. Apply 1
part of glyphosate (360g/L) mixed with 2 parts water.
Clear all branch and tree debris from site, dispose of at waste facility.

TREATMENT & CONTROL FOR POPLAR SUCKERS.
•

•
•
•

Spray suckers in spring when fresh foliage growth appears with glyphosate based
herbicide. Winter, suckers will be in the dormant stage, spraying at this time of the
season would result in an ineffective take up herbicide.
Repeat until suckers die and cease to emerge.
Smaller suckers can be manually removed by digging out or ripping sucker to one
side from the growing points and painting stem stub with herbicide.
Cut large suckers to ground level and apply herbicide to base of cut stem.
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Figure 47: Poplar suckers

•

Figure 48: Woody suckers
Poplar sucker development, attached via root architecture from main mature poplar
trees.
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Figure 49: All existing poplar suckers have grown from two main mature poplar trees.
TREATMENT FOR POPLAR STUMPS & EPICORMIC GROWTH.

Figure 49: Poplar tree cut at base & epicormics shoots.
All stumps, epicormic shoots and root material (1.0 metre radius from stump) to be
grubbed out, debris to be removed and disposed off site at waste facility.
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SUMMARY.
Removal of Poplar trees is paramount to the success of maintaining and establishing
appropriate indigenous species in this area.
Through the use of herbicide treatment and the total removal of sucker growth and
epicormics shoots and the grubbing out of stumps will ensure correct management and
control of the poplar trees.
This is a long term management control and should be scheduled to gain the best
opportunity to target the Poplar trees.
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APPENDIX G
EVC SPECIES LIST

RYE TOWNSHIP PLAN - TOWNSHIP REPORT JUNE 2017

ECOLOGICAL VEGETATION CLASS PROFILE:
160

COASTAL DUNE SCRUB

Structure:
Environment:
Pre-1750
distribution:
Present
distribution:
Peninsula status:
Bioregional status:
Nearest relative:
Adjacent EVCs:
Typical site:
Notes:

Scrub to 5 metres
Deep sand on coastal dunes
Restricted occurrences on sandy coasts of the Mornington Peninsula
Some mostly modified examples remain
Vulnerable
Least concern
Coastal Alkaline Scrub
Coast Banksia Woodland
Sandy Point (HMAS Cerberus)
Distinguished from Coastal Headland Scrub by different substrate, although
the two EVCs have broad overlap, partly due to sand overlying rocks

General notes:
(1) This profile is generalised with only the major species listed; individual sites may differ in
composition due to site characteristics (geology, aspect, rainfall, drainage) and site history;
look at the composition of adjacent vegetation to fine tune the species list for your site.
(2) Heights for trees are in metres, other plants in centimetres.
(3) Availability from nurseries is for species, not necessarily for your soil-type genetic provenance
within the species; plants should be sourced from same soil type / geology for genetic
conservation and best growth; contact your local indigenous nursery and ask them to collect seed
from local sites or ensure that plants are local provenance.
(4) Planting of locally sourced indigenous species appropriate for the EVC should be undertaken
where remnant indigenous vegetation is absent or where carefully applied bush regeneration
techniques have failed to stimulate adequate recruitment of new indigenous plants within remnant
indigenous vegetation; managing for natural regeneration preserves the ecological integrity of
native vegetation rather than turning it into a plantation.

Scientific name

Common name

Height Available

Trees
Acacia longifolia var. sophorae
Allocasuarina verticillata
Leptospermum laevigatum
Myoporum insulare

Coast Wattle
Drooping Sheoak
Coast Tea-tree
Common Boobialla

5
10
5
5

9
9
9
9

Shrubs
Correa alba
Enchylaena tomentosa
Leucophyta brownii
Leucopogon parviflorus
Ozothamnus turbinatus
Rhagodia candolleana

White Correa
Ruby Saltbush
Cushion Bush
Coast Beard-heath
Coast Everlasting
Seaberry Saltbush

150
50
100
500
200
200

9
9
9
9
9
9
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Scientific name

Common name

Height Available

Grasses
Austrodanthonia setacea
Lachnagrostis billardierei
Poa poiformis
Spinifex sericeus

Bristly Wallaby-grass
Coast Blown-grass
Coast Tussock-grass
Hairy Spinifex

100
60
100
60

9

Ground covers
Actites megalocarpa
Apium prostratum
Crassula decumbens
Crassula sieberiana
Daucus glochidiatus
Dianella brevicaulis
Dichondra repens
Ficinia nodosa
Lepidosperma gladiatum
Muehlenbeckia adpressa
Senecio pinnatifolius
Spergularia media s.l.

Dune Thistle
Sea Celery
Spreading Crassula
Sieber Crassula
Austral Carrot
Small-flower Flax-lily
Kidney-weed
Knobby Club-sedge
Coast Sword-sedge
Climbing Lignum
Variable Groundsel
Coast Sand-spurrey

40
15
10
10
50
80
4
100
100
200
40
30

9

9
9

9
9
9
9
9
9

Ferns
None
Climbers, epiphytes
Clematis microphylla
Tetragonia implexicoma

9
9

Small-leaved Clematis
Bower Spinach
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ECOLOGICAL VEGETATION CLASS PROFILE:
858

COASTAL ALKALINE SCRUB

Structure:
Environment:
Pre-1750
distribution:
Present
distribution:
Peninsula status:
Bioregional status:
Nearest relative:
Adjacent EVCs:
Typical site:
Notes:

Scrub to 15 metres
Deep alkaline sands
Most of the Nepean Peninsula, particularly the interior areas
Rare
Endangered
Depleted
Coastal Dune Scrub
Coastal Headland Scrub, Coast Banksia Woodland, Damp Sands Herb-rich
Woodland, Swamp Scrub (Boneo Swamp)
Point Nepean, Portsea
Distinguished by usual dominant Moonah or sometimes Coast Tea-tree, with
characteristic species especially Coast Wirilda and Thyme Rice-flower, large
areas originally dominated by Drooping Sheoak; listed as a threatened
community under the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988 (Vic.) as 'Coastal
Moonah Woodland'; previously known as Calcarenite Dune Woodland

General notes:
(1) This profile is generalised with only the major species listed; individual sites may differ in
composition due to site characteristics (geology, aspect, rainfall, drainage) and site history;
look at the composition of adjacent vegetation to fine tune the species list for your site.
(2) Heights for trees are in metres, other plants in centimetres.
(3) Availability from nurseries is for species, not necessarily for your soil-type genetic provenance
within the species; plants should be sourced from same soil type / geology for genetic
conservation and best growth; contact your local indigenous nursery and ask them to collect seed
from local sites or ensure that plants are local provenance.
(4) Planting of locally sourced indigenous species appropriate for the EVC should be undertaken
where remnant indigenous vegetation is absent or where carefully applied bush regeneration
techniques have failed to stimulate adequate recruitment of new indigenous plants within remnant
indigenous vegetation; managing for natural regeneration preserves the ecological integrity of
native vegetation rather than turning it into a plantation.

Scientific name

Common name

Trees
Acacia longifolia var. sophorae
Acacia retinodes var. uncifolia
Allocasuarina verticillata
Bursaria spinosa var. macrophylla
Exocarpos cupressiformis
Leptospermum laevigatum
Melaleuca lanceolata
Myoporum insulare

Coast Wattle
Coast Wirilda
Drooping Sheoak
Sweet Bursaria
Cherry Ballart
Coast Tea-tree
Moonah
Common Boobialla

Height Available
9
9
9
9

5
10
15
8
8
5
15
8

9
9
9
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Scientific name

Common name

Height Available

Shrubs
Acacia paradoxa
Adriana quadripartita
Alyxia buxifolia
Correa alba
Correa reflexa
Hibbertia sericea
Leucopogon parviflorus
Olearia axillaris
Pimelea serpyllifolia
Pomaderris paniculosa
Pultenaea canaliculata
Rubus parvifolius
Rhagodia candolleana
Solanum laciniatum

Hedge Wattle
Coast Bitter-bush
Sea Box
White Correa
Common Correa
Silky Guinea-flower
Coast Beard-heath
Coast Daisy-Bush
Thyme Rice-flower
Coast Pomaderris
Coast Bush-pea
Small-leaf Bramble
Seaberry Saltbush
Large Kangaroo Apple

200
300
200
150
200
70
500
150
150
200
200
100
200
300

Grasses
Austrodanthonia racemosa
Austrodanthonia setacea
Austrostipa flavescens
Lachnagrostis billardierei
Microlaena stipoides
Poa labillardierei
Poa poiformis var. ramifer

Stiped Wallaby-grass
Bristly Wallaby-grass
Coast Spear-grass
Coast Blown-grass
Weeping Grass
Common Tussock-grass
Dune Poa

60
100
120
60
70
100
100

Ground covers
Acaena novae-zelandiae
Ajuga australis
Apium prostratum
Caladenia carnea s.l.
Caladenia latifolia
Carex breviculmis
Carpobrotus rossii
Convolvulus erubescens
Corybas despectans
Corybas incurvus
Crassula sieberiana
Cynoglossum australe
Cyrtostylis reniformis
Cyrtostylis robusta
Daucus glochidiatus
Dianella brevicaulis
Dianella revoluta s.l.
Dichondra repens
Epilobium billardierianum
Eriochilus cucullatus
Euchiton collinus
Euchiton involucratus s.s.

Bidgee-widgee
Austral Bugle
Sea Celery
Pink Fingers
Pink Fairies
Common Grass-sedge
Karkalla
Pink Bindweed
Coast Helmet-orchid
Slaty Helmet-orchid
Sieber Crassula
Australian Hound's-tongue
Small Gnat-orchid
Large Gnat-orchid
Austral Carrot
Small-flower Flax-lily
Black-anther Flax-lily
Kidney-weed
Variable Willow-herb
Parson's Bands
Creeping Cudweed
Star Cudweed

20
60
15
25
40
30
5
15
2
2
10
60
10
25
50
80
80
4
100
20
40
50

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

9
9

9
9
9
9
9

9

9
9

9
9
9
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Scientific name

Common name

Galium australe
Helichrysum leucopsideum
Hydrocotyle laxiflora
Ficinia nodosa
Kennedia prostrata
Lagenophora stipitata
Lepidosperma gladiatum
Microtis unifolia
Myosotis australis
Oxalis corniculata s.l.
Oxalis exilis
Oxalis perennans
Parietaria debilis
Pelargonium australe
Pterostylis cucullata
Pterostylis pedunculata
Pultenaea tenuifolia
Ranunculus sessiliflorus
Sambucus gaudichaudiana
Scaevola albida
Scutellaria humilis
Sebaea ovata
Senecio biserratus
Senecio glomeratus
Senecio hispidulus
Senecio odoratus
Senecio pinnatifolius
Stackhousia monogyna
Swainsona lessertiifolia
Veronica calycina
Viola hederacea

Tangled Bedstraw
Satin Everlasting
Stinking Pennywort
Knobby Club-sedge
Running Postman
Common Bottle-daisy
Coast Sword-sedge
Common Onion-orchid
Austral Forget-me-not
Yellow Wood-sorrel
Shady Wood-sorrel
Grassland Wood-sorrel
Shade Pellitory
Austral Stork's-bill
Leafy Greenhood
Maroonhood
Slender Bush-pea
Annual Buttercup
White Elderberry
Pale Fan-flower
Dwarf Skullcap
Yellow Sebaea
Jagged Fireweed
Annual Fireweed
Rough Fireweed
Scented Groundsel
Variable Groundsel
Creamy Stackhousia
Coast Swainson-pea
Hairy Speedwell
Ivy-leaf Violet

Height Available
40
60
15
100
5
20
100
90
30
15
8
15
30
60
20
25
30
30
200
50
10
30
100
120
100
150
40
30
50
50
15

9
9
9
9
9

9

9
9

9
9

9
9

Ferns
None
Climbers, epiphytes
Amyema miquelii
Amyema preissii
Cassytha pubescens
Clematis microphylla
Comesperma volubile
Muehlenbeckia adpressa
Tetragonia implexicoma
Zygophyllum billardierei

Box Mistletoe
Wire-leaf Mistletoe
Downy Dodder-laurel
Small-leaved Clematis
Love Creeper
Climbing Lignum
Bower Spinach
Coast Twin-leaf

9
9
9
9
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ECOLOGICAL VEGETATION CLASS PROFILE:
879

COASTAL DUNE GRASSLAND

Structure:
Environment:
Pre-1750
distribution:
Present
distribution:
Peninsula status:
Bioregional status:
Nearest relative:
Adjacent EVCs:
Typical site:
Notes:

Grassland to 60 centimetres
Sandy beaches
Widespread and locally extensive on sandy coasts
Widespread but rare
Endangered, mostly through replacement by Marram Grass
Endangered
Coastal Dune Scrub
Coastal Dune Scrub, Berm Grassy Shrubland
Point Leo Foreshore Reserve, Point Leo
Distinguished by dominant beach grass Hairy Spinifex;
extensively replaced by introduced Marram Grass

General notes:
(1) This profile is generalised with only the major species listed; individual sites may differ in
composition due to site characteristics (geology, aspect, rainfall, drainage) and site history;
look at the composition of adjacent vegetation to fine tune the species list for your site.
(2) Heights for trees are in metres, other plants in centimetres.
(3) Availability from nurseries is for species, not necessarily for your soil-type genetic provenance
within the species; plants should be sourced from same soil type / geology for genetic
conservation and best growth; contact your local indigenous nursery and ask them to collect seed
from local sites or ensure that plants are local provenance.
(4) Planting of locally sourced indigenous species appropriate for the EVC should be undertaken
where remnant indigenous vegetation is absent or where carefully applied bush regeneration
techniques have failed to stimulate adequate recruitment of new indigenous plants within remnant
indigenous vegetation; managing for natural regeneration preserves the ecological integrity of
native vegetation rather than turning it into a plantation.

Scientific name

Common name

Height Available

Trees
None
Shrubs
Leucophyta brownii
Atriplex cinerea
Rhagodia candolleana

Cushion Bush
Coast Saltbush
Seaberry Saltbush

Grasses
Distichlis distichophylla
Spinifex sericeus

Australian Salt-grass
Hairy Spinifex

Ground covers
Tetragonia implexicoma

Bower Spinach

100
180
100

9
9
9

20
60

9

100

9
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Scientific name

Common name

Height Available

Ferns, climbers, epiphytes
None
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